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THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 




WOODRUFF D. SMITH, et al, 
Defendants/Counterclaimant. 
WOODRUFF D. SMITH, 
Third-party Plaintiff, 
V. 




Case No. CV-2014-1434 
OPINION AND ORDER GRANTING 
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR 
JUDGMENT ON THE PLEADINGS 
AND DENYING DEFENDANT'S 
MOTION FOR JUDGMENT ON THE 
PLEADINGS OR IN THE 
ALTERNATIVE MOTION FOR 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
FACTS AND PROCEDURE 
Stafford L. Smith ("Plaintiff' or "Stafford") and WoodruffD. Smith ("Defendant" or 
"Woody") are brothers. Several years ago, their father established Smith Chevrolet. After a series of 
individual actions and mergers, the parties co-owned several auto dealerships, other business, and 
additional parcels of real property. At some point, the parties created Staffwood. Staffwood is a 
business entity that owns properties and assets. Through different business organizations, Plaintiff 
and Defendant each own 50% of Staf1\vood. 




retained managing control of properties that would be transferred to Defendant for a period of several 
months. The 2010 Settlement Agreement also identified four parcels ofland which either party could 
purchase through a bid process. The four properties were the Smith Chevrolet Property, the RV 
Property, the Outlet Property, and the Motor City Property (located in Pocatello, ID). 
Smith Chevrolet, a business owned by Plaintiff, leased three properties from Staffwood. The 
three properties were the Smith Chevrolet Property, the RV Property, and the Outlet Property 
( collectively referred to as the "the Bid Properties"). Staffwood obtained a loan from Wells Fargo 
bank, secured by the RV Property and guaranteed by Staffwoods assets. To ensure that Staffwood 
met its Wells Fargo loan obligations, as well as other obligations, Plaintiff made payments in excess 
of his lease obligation. Plaintiff asserts that by the end of 2013, these overages exceed $350,000 and 
that Defendant has not paid his 50% share of the obligation. 
Defendant asserts that during the period where Plaintiff had control of properties that would 
be transferred to Defendant, Plaintiff wrote $450,000 in checks to entities belonging to Plaintiff. 
This dispute ended in a second settlement agreement, dated July 5, 2012 ("2012 Settlement 
Agreement"). Under the 2012 Settlement Agreement, Staffwood agreed to pay Smith Chevrolet for 
the amounts that Smith Chevrolet paid in excess of its obligations. 
The 2012 Settlement Agreement outlined a procedure whereby the parties had a right to 
initiate a bid process to personally purchase property owned by Staffwood. The 2012 Settlement 
Agreement required that Plaintiff initiate the bid process by a specified date. In 2013, Plaintiff 
initiated a bid process to purchase the Bid Properties and Defendant countered with a bid of his own. 




Throughout 2013, the parties placed bids and discussed terms. On October 17, 2013, 
Defendant placed a bid on the Bid Properties and on October 28, 2013, Plaintiff quit the bidding 
process. Under the 2012 Settlement Agreement, this made Defendant the bid winner. 
On December 4, 2013, Defendant sent a letter to the management of Staffwood. In this letter, 
Defendant asserted that he had won the bidding process for the three properties and asked that 
Plaintiff clear the title on the Smith Chevrolet Property. On December 20, 2013, Plaintiffs counsel 
sent a correspondence to Defense counsel (December 20, 2013, letter). In the letter Plaintiff stated 
that he was willing to purchase the Staffwood properties under specific conditions. The conditions 
were: 
I. Stafford will pay the sum of $2,800,000 for the properties that were the 
subject of the bid process ... 
2. The funds that Woody had escrowed during the bidding process are returned 
to him at closing. 
3. In light of the holidays, the closing would take place thirty (30) days from the 
date the parties sign an agreement as to the terms of Stafford's purchase of the 
subject properties; 
4. The net proceeds from the sale of the subject properties will be divided 
between Staffwood's partners after satisfying the following obligations: 
a. Payment in full of Staffwood's loan from Wells Fargo Bank; 
b. Payment to Smith Chevrolet of the funds it has advanced above its 
lease obligation on behalf of Staffwood to ensure adequate funds for 
Staffwood to pay its ongoing obligations, which payment is pursuant to 
the parties' agreement as set forth in Section 10.4 of the July 5, 2012 
Settlement Agreement. These obligations include, but are not limited to, 
accounting costs, taxes, insurance, maintenance, repairs and servicing the 
Wells Fargo Bank loan. Exact amounts to be repaid to Smith Chevrolet 
shall be determined by means of an audit conducted by Staffwood's 
accountant, Kevin Oakey, but said amounts are anticipated to be excess 
of $350,000; and 
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On January 13, 2014, Defendant sent a correspondence to Plaintiff (January 13, 2014, letter). 
The opening line of the letter says, "Woody hereby accepts Stafford's offer as set forth in your letter 
of December 20, 2013." The letter then goes on to say: 
For purposes of certainty and clarification, we set forth below further detail 
about our understanding of the terms of the settlement. In paragraph no. 8 below, we 
propose that the parties attempt to agree on a way that this transaction may be done 
on a tax free basis ... This would seem to be beneficial to both parties, but since this 
provision is outside of the terms of Stafford's offer, we make clear that we do not 
require Stafford's agreement to paragraph no. 8. 
Also, as requested, we propose a division of the balance of the Staffwood 
property, which we have set forth below. It does not matter to Woody which election 
Stafford makes of these two Property Sets. We do not see how the property can be 
divided any other way without resulting in joint or adjacent ownership of any 
properties, which may cause conflict or irritation in the future. 
Accordingly, the points of understanding are as follows: 
1. Stafford closes on the 3 bid properties at $2.8 million ("Closing"), 
which Closing is to be held within 30 days of the date hereof. (FNl: you 
indicated that Stafford needed 30 days because of the holidays. Now that 
the holidays have passed, Woody is willing to close in a much shorter 
time frame if Stafford is able to do so. Earlier closing will also save the 
parties additional interest.) 
2. Funds escrowed by Woody in the bid process shall be returned upon 
finalizing this Agreement. 
3. All funds from the Closing shall go to the account of Staffwood, and 
shall be disbursed as follows; (a) payoff Wells Fargo loan (assumed to be 
about $875,000 at closing); and (b) refund of rent overpayment by Smith 
Chevrolet and other expenses mentioned in your letter, will be set at 
$350,000. (FN2: An audit of this amount would delay the Closing. 
Woody proposes to set this at $350,000 and be done with it.) 
4. The balance of the properties shall be divided into two sets of 
property/cash as set fo1ih below. Stafford shall have the choice to choose 
Property Set A or Property Set B, and Woody shall receive the Property 
not elected by Stafford. 
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*Recipient A assumes and pays, and holds Recipient B harmless from, the $1.9 million 
note and deed of trust pertaining to this property. 
**Recipient B shall receive all proceeds from the recent sale of this property. 
5. Staffwood's approximately 7 acre plot west of the Snake River shall not be 
divided, but shall be conveyed by Staffwood to the City of Idaho Falls in 
connection with the Closing in order that each of the parties in their capacity of 
partners of Staffwood may receive equal benefit of the write off 
6. Conveyance of property in Property Sets A and B to the respective party shall 
occur contemporaneously with the Closing. No such conveyance or transfer of 
funds shall occur prior to Closing. (FN3: This avoids piecemeal settlement and 
motivates the parties to close. As mentioned in footnote I above, Wood is ready 
to close as soon as Stafford is able.) 
7. The parties agree that upon Closing, all debts, claims or obligations (a) owing 
to Staffwood from themselves or their repective entities, (b) owing to them from 
Staffwood, and (c) owing to each other (except for (i) continuing obligations of 
Stafford pursuant to Section 3.3. of the November 10, 2010 Settlement 
Agreement, and (ii) continuing obligations of the parties pertaining to the windup 
of SV Idaho pursuant to Section 4 of the July 5, 2012 Settlement Agreement), if 
any shall be released and settled by this Agreement. 
8. In order to reduce taxes to the maximum extent possible, the parties agree to 
discuss and attempt to agree prior to Closing concerning ways by which 
Stafford's receipt of the 3 bid properties along with other divisions of cash and 
property to the parties hereunder may be treated overall as an equal distribution of 
Staffwood assets in liquidation of their ownership interests in Staffwood. If the 
parties cannot agree prior to Closing, Closing of the bid properties and the 
subsequent divisions shall take place exactly as set forth above. 
9. Staffwood shall remain in existence after the Closing until the end of calendar 
year 2014 in order that Staffwood may be used to complete a 1031 like-kind 
exchange if desired, provided that nothing shall require any action which 
increases the tax burden of the other party. 
10. Staffwood shall then be dissolved prior to the end of calendar year 2014, 
unless it is being utilized for a I 031 like-kind exchange as described in paragraph 
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2014, Plaintiff sent an 201 to Defendant. 
opening paragraph stated: 
Stafford is pleased that Woody has accepted Stafford's settlement offer based on the 
terms communicated in my letter to you dated December 20, 2013. Please be advised 
that Stafford is willing to divide the remaining Staffwood prope11y consistent with 
the terms outlined in your letter dated Januar; 13, 2014, and Stafford has decided to 
choose Property Set B. 
The Plaintiff also stated, "In the meantime, the parties will still need to prepare and sign a 
third Settlement Agreement regarding this matter inasmuch as a number of the terms are not covered 
by the enclosed Addendum." 
After a series of emails discussing the sale of the Bid Properties and the division of the 
remaining Staffwood properties, disputes arose as to the exact terms of the agreements. Plaintiff 
wished to conduct the transactions in accordance with the December 20, 2013; January 13, 2014; and 
January 30, 2014, letters. Defendant wanted to restructure the agreement for tax purposes. 
Plaintiff filed a complaint and amended complaint, seeking to enforce the agreements. In his 
March 14, 2014, Amended Complaint, Plaintiff claimed I) breach of contract regarding the bid 
properties purchase agreement, 2) breach of contract regarding the division ofStaffwood properties 
agreement, 3) breach of the covenant of good faith and fair dealing regarding the agreements, 4) 
promissory estoppel. Plaintiff requests that this Court order specific perfonnance of the agreements, 
as well as actual, consequential, incidental, and expectancy damages. 
On April 14, 2014, Defendant filed his Answer, Counterclaim and Third-pa11y Complaint. 
I) declaratory that a lack a 
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contract, for breaching the terms of the 2010 and 2012 Settlement Agreements; 6) declaratory 
judgment, declaring any unilateral actions by Plaintiff on behalf of Staffwood are null and void; 7) 
breach of fiduciary duty, claiming Plaintiff self-dealt to Defendant's detriment; 8) mutual mistake, 
finding that Plaintiffs ownership of the Outlet Center property was a mutual mistake for the 
purposes of interpreting the 20 IO and 2012 Settlement Agreements. 
On April 14, 2014, Defendant filed his Motion to Dismiss or in the Alternative Motion for 
Summary Judgement ("Defendant's Motion"). In Defendant's Motion, he asked that this Court 
dismiss Plaintiffs Amended Complaint or alternatively, grant summary judgment for Defendant. On 
May 21, 2014, Plaintiff filed his Motion for Judgment on the Pleadings Filed by Stafford Smith and 
Smith Chevrolet ("Plaintiffs Motion"). In Plaintiffs Motion, he asks that this Court find that the 
correspondence constitute contracts and order specific performance of the contracts. On June 2, 
2014, this Court held a hearing on both motions. This Court now renders its opinion. 
II. 
STANDARD OF REVIEW 
I.R.C.P. 12(c) governs motions for judgment on the pleadings and by its terms, Rule 12(c) 
treats such motions similarly to motions for summary judgment. Trimble v. Engelking, 130 Idaho 
300, 302, 939 P.2d 1379, 1381 (1997). Thus, the standard of review on motions for summary 
judgment also applies to motions for judgment on the pleadings. Id. 
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together with the affidavits, if any, show that there is no genuine issue as to any 
material fact and that the moving party is entitled to judgment as a matter of law. 
Furthermore, all doubts are to be resolved against the moving party, and the motion 
must be denied if the evidence is such that conflicting inferences may be drawn 
therefrom, and if reasonable people might reach different conclusions. 
1 Idaho 193, 196,307P.3d 1219, 1222(2013),reh'gdenied(Sept.19,2013),cert. denied, 
134 S. Ct. 1889 (U.S. 2014) reh'g denied, 13-987, 2014 WL 2676681 (U.S. June 16, 
2014 )(Internal quotations and citations omitted). 
III. 
ANALYSIS 
In Bakker v. Thunder Spring-Wareham, LLC, 141 Idaho 185, 190, 108 P.3d 332,337 (2005), 
the Supreme Court addressed the Court's role in contract interpretation, saying: 
When the language of a contract is clear and unambiguous, its interpretation and legal 
effect are questions oflaw. An unambiguous contract will be given its plain meaning. 
The purpose of interpreting a contract is to determine the intent of the contracting 
parties at the time the contract was entered. In determining the intent of the parties, 
this Court must view the contract as a whole. If a contract is found ambiguous, its 
interpretation is a question of fact. Whether a contract is ambiguous is a question of 
law. A contract is ambiguous ifit is reasonably subject to conflicting interpretations. 
Id. (Citing Lamprecht v. Jordan, LLC, 139 Idaho 182, 185-86, 75 P.3d 743, 746-47 (2003)). 
If a written contract is complete upon its face and unambiguous and no fraud or mistake 
being alleged, extrinsic evidence of prior or contemporaneous negotiations or conversations is not 
admissible to contradict, vary, alter, add to, or detract from the terms of the contract. Howard v. 
Perry, 141 Idaho 139, 141, 106 P.3d 465,467 (2005). 
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contract to 
It is well settled in Idaho that parties to a written contract may modify its 
terms by subsequent oral agreement or may contract further with respect to its subject 
matter. 
However, 
... one party to a contract cannot alter its terms without the assent of the other 
and the minds of the parties must meet as to any proposed modification. The fact of 
agreement may be implied from a course ofconduct in accordance with its existence 
and assent may be implied from the acts of one party in accordance with the terms of 
the change proposed by the other. 
(Internal quotations and citations omitted). 
a) The Parties Formed a Contract for the Sale of the Bid Properties. 
In the December 20, 2013, Correspondence, Plaintiff offered to purchase the Bid Properties 
under a series of conditions. In Defendant's January 13, 2014, letter, Defendant's language accepts 
the offer in very certain terms and even clarifies that paragraph 8 (the paragraph dealing with the tax 
structure of the settlement) is not to be construed as a counteroffer. However, Defendant's recitation 
of the term dealing with audit to determine the repayment amount owed to Smith Chevrolet differs. 
The footnote says, "An audit of this amount would delay the Closing. Woody proposes to set 
this at $350,000 and be done with it." This language shows that Defendant was not mistaken about 
the audit requirement and shows that Defendant was proposing a different condition. While this 
difference is troubling and would normally be seen as a clear counter-offer, the circumstances of this 
case show that this change was a proposal for modification after an acceptance had already been 
tendered. The language of the first sentence demonstrated that Defendant clearly desired to accept 
Plaintiff's offer. Furthermore, the express language dealing with paragraph no. 8 shows that 
Defendant did not want to jeopardize the agreement by altering the tenns of the contract. It would be 
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to set the 
20, 2013, letter. 
b) The Paiiies Formed a Contract for the Division of the Remaining Parcels of Land. 
In Snyder v. Miniver, 134 Idaho 585, 587, 6 P.3d 835, 837 (Ct. App. 2000), the Court of 
Appeals addressed the required terms for land sales contracts, saying, "For land sale contracts, the 
minimum requirements for specific performance to be allowed are typically the parties involved, the 
subject matter thereof: the price or consideration, a description of the property and all the essential 
terms of the agreement." 
In Defendant's January 13, 2014, letter, he made an offer separate from the acceptance of 
Plaintiff's December 20, 2013, letter. The January 13, 2014, letter defined the parties, the parcels, the 
consideration, and other terms that became essential by their presence in the offer. Therefore, the 
language "we propose a division of the balance of the Staffwood Property ... " demonstrates that this 
was a legally adequate offer. Plaintiffs January 30, 2013, email response used the language "Please 
be advised that Stafford is willing to divide the remaining Staffwood property consistent with the 
terms outlined in your letter dated January 13, 2014, and Stafford has decided to choose Property Set 
B." This plain language shows that Plaintiff accepted the offer on the terms proposed by Defendant 
and that Plaintiff chose Property Set B. Therefore, this Court finds that the parties formed a contract 
in which Plaintiff is obligated to purchase Property Set B under the conditions set forth in 
Defendant's January 13, 2013, letter. 
The parties were represented by competent counsel throughout these negotiations and 
understood the consequences of offer, acceptance, counteroffer, and modification. As with the 




contracts. This argument 1s unpersuasive because the record shows that the parties were fully aware 
that Smith Chevrolet held title to the Outlet Property prior to the December 20, 2013, and January 
13, 2014, letters. 
Defendant also argues that this Court should take into account the language in several other 
communications between the parties and that this language demonstrates that the parties never 
intended to contract. Neither party alleges fraud, the mistake that Defendant alleges was clearly 
understood by the parties prior to forming the contracts, and the language in the offers and 
acceptances was very clear. Therefore, what was said in prior or subsequent correspondences is 
irrelevant. Howard v. Perry, 141 Idaho at 141, I 06 P .3d at 467. 
c) Specific Performance is an Appropriate Remedy in Cases Involving the Sale of Land. 
Specific performance is an extraordinary remedy that can provide relief when legal remedies are 
inadequate; however, the inadequacy of remedies at law is presumed in an action for breach of a real 
estate purchase and sale agreement due to the perceived uniqueness ofland. Fazzio v. Mason, 150 
Idaho 591,594,249 P.3d 390,393 (2011). The decision to grant specific performance is within the 
district court's discretion. Id. When making its decision the district court must balance the equities 
between the parties to determine whether specific performance is appropriate. Id. 
After considering the equities and other available remedies, this Court finds that specific 
performance of the contracts is the most appropriate remedy. 
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Judgment is Plaintiff's Motion for Judgment on the Pleadings Filed by Stafford 
Smith and Smith Chevrolet is GRANTED. Counsel for the Plaintiff shall prepare and submit an 
appropriate form of judgment. 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
Dated this U day of July, 2014. 
Jon . indurling 
Distriet Judge 
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CERTIFICATE 
Attorney for Plaintiff/Counterclaim Defendant/Third-party Defendant 
Kara L. Pettit 
Michael R. Carlston 
SNOW, CHRJSTENSEN & MARTINEAU 
10 Exchange Place, Eleventh Floor 
Post Office Box 45000 
Salt Lake City, UT 84145 
Stanley J. Preston 
PRESTON & SCOTT 
Five Gateway Office Center 
178 S. Rio Grande Street, Suite 250 
Salt Lake City, UT 84101 
Attorney for Defendant/Counterclaim Plaintiff/Third-party Plaintiff 
Michael W. Spence 
Greggory J. Savage 
Michael D. Mayfield 
RAY QUINNEY & NEBEKER P.C. 
36 South State Street, Suite 1400 
P.O. Box 45385 
Salt Lake City, UT 84145-0385 
by 
Ronald Longmore 
Clerk of the District Court 
Bonneville County, Idaho 
true 
correct 
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(Idaho State Bar No. 5276) 
Michael R. Carlston (Utah State Bar No. Pro Hae Admission Pending) 
SNOW, CHRISTENSEN & MARTINEAU 
10 Exchange Place, Eleventh Floor 
Post Office Box 45000 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84145 
Telephone: (801) 521-9000 
kp@scmlaw.com 
mrc@scmlaw.com 
Stanley J. Preston (Utah State Bar No. 4119, Pro Hae Vice Admission Pending) 
PRESTON & SCOTT 
Five Gateway Office Center 
178 S. Rio Grande Street, Suite 250 
Salt Lake City, UT 84101 
Telephone: (801) 869-1620 
sip@prestonandscott.com 
Attorneys for Plaintifj!Counterclaim Defendant 
Stafford L. Smith and Third-Party Defendant 
Smith Chevrolet Co., inc. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE, STATE OF IDAHO 
ST AFFORD L. SMITH, 
Plaintiff/Counterclaim Defendant, 
vs. 
WOODRUFF D. SMITH, 
Defendant/Counterclaimant. 
WOODRUFF D. SMITH, 
Third-Party Plaintiff, 
vs. 




Civil No. CV-2014-1434 
Judge Jon Shindurling 
JUDGMENT IS ENTERED AS FOLLOWS: 
1. Judgment is hereby granted in favor of plaintiff/counterclaim defendant Stafford 
Smith ("Stafford") and against defendant/counterclaimant/third-party plaintiff WoodruffD. 
Smith ("Woody") on the following causes of action as asserted in Stafford's Amended 
Complaint (the "Amended Complaint"): 
a. Stafford's First Cause of Action for breach of contract regarding the 
Bid Properties Purchase Agreement; and 
b. Stafford's Second Cause of Action for breach of contract regarding the 
Division of Staffwood Properties Agreement. 
2. Stafford's Third Cause of Action for breach of the implied covenant of good faith 
and fair dealing and his Fourth Cause of Action for unjust emichment, as asserted in the 
Amended Complaint, are hereby dismissed on the grounds that they are rendered moot by the 
Judgment granted in favor of Stafford on his First and Second Causes of Action. 
3. Specific Performance of the Bid Properties Purchase Agreement and the Division 
of Staffwood Properties Agreement is hereby ordered as follows: 
a. Within ten (10) days from entry of this Judgment, a Closing of the real estate 
transfers and transactions shall take place in accordance with the terms of the two 
contracts, as set forth in the Court's July 28, 2014 Opinion and Order Granting Plaintiff's 
Motion for Judgment on the Pleadings and Denying Defendant's Motion for Judgment on 
the Pleadings or in the Alternative Motion for Summary Judgment; 
b. Specifically, as part of this Closing the following shall occur: 
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L Stafford shall pay the sum of $2,800,000 cash to Staffwood 
Partnership ("Staffwood") for the purchase of the Smith Chevrolet 
Property, the RV Property and the Outlet Property (collectively the "Bid 
Prope1iies"); provided, however, that this payment to Staffwood shall be 
reduced by the following: 
1. The sum of $858,066, which is the amount that 
Smith Chevrolet paid to satisfy Staffwood's loan from 
Wells Fargo Bank (the "WFB Loan") that was secured by 
the RV Property and Staffwood's assets; and 
2. The sum of $350,000, which is the amount the 
parties agreed should be reimbursed to Smith Chevrolet as 
funds Smith Chevrolet advanced on Staffwood's behalf to 
pay Staffwood' s ongoing obligations, in excess of Smith 
Chevrolet's lease payments to Staffwood, consisting of, but 
not limited to, Staffwood's accounting costs, taxes, 
insurance, maintenance and repairs and the servicing of the 
WFB Loan; 
11. Pursuant to the tenns of the Bid Properties Purchase Agreement, 
Stafford's purchase of the Bid Properties shall be treated for tax purposes as 
a sale of the Bid Prope1iies to Stafford from Staffwood. Pursuant to the 
terms of the Division of Staffwood Properties Agreement the division of the 
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remaining subject properties of Staffwood shall be treated for tax purposes 
as an equal distribution to Stafford and Woody as the 50/50 owners of 
Staffwood, with Woody receiving Property Set A and Stafford receiving 
Property Set B. 
Ill. The RV Property, the Smith Chevrolet Property, and the Bellin 
Road Property, all in Bonneville County, Idaho, shall be conveyed to 
Stafford or his designee by Special Warranty Deed, subject to accrned and 
accrning taxes and assessments and easements of use or record, but free of 
the WFB Loan lien, paid earlier by Smith Chevrolet; 
1v. The Blackfoot Property, in Bingham County, Idaho, shall be 
conveyed to Stafford or his designee by Special Warranty Deed, subject to 
accrued and accruing taxes and assessments and easements of use or 
record; 
v. The funds Staffwood received from the sale of the Pocatello 
property earlier this year shall be distributed to Stafford, which funds 
Stafford is entitled to receive as part of Property Set B under the Division 
of Staffwood Properties Agreement; 
v1. The Snake River Landing Property, in Bonneville County, 
Idaho, shall be conveyed to Woody or his designee by Special Warranty 
Deed, subject to accrued and accruing real property taxes and assessments 
and to liens and encumbrances of record, including, but not limited to, that 
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deed trust recorded as instrument number 1176756 recorded February 
2, 2005 with Staffwood Partnership as Grantor, AMERTITLE, INC, as 
Trustee and SlJ1'.1NYVIE\V LLC as beneficiary, which obligation Woody 
is obligated to assume and pay and to indemnify and hold Stafford 
harmless therefrom; 
v11. \Voody shall pay the sum of $400,000 to Stafford, which 
amount Stafford is entitled to receive as part of Property Set B under the 
Division of Staffwood Properties Agreement, and said payment shall be 
made by deducting the sum of $400,000 from the funds Woody is entitled 
to receive pursuant to ,r 3 .b.ix., below, which sum of $400,000 will then be 
included in the distribution to Stafford; 
v111. The funds Woody escrowed with TitleOne Title and Escrow 
Company under the bid process shall be returned to Woody; 
1x. The net proceeds received by Staffwood at the Closing shall be 
distributed equally between Stafford and Woody after Staffwood pays all 
Closing costs; provided, however, that Staffwood will retain $20,000 as a 
reserve to pay its ongoing obligations, and the amount that Woody shall 
receive shall be reduced by $400,000, which amount shall be paid to 
Stafford pursuant to ,r 3.b.vii., above; 
c. Upon the completion of the Closing, all debts, claims or obligations: (a) owing 
to Staffwood from Stafford and Woody and their respective entities; (b) owing to 
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Stafford and from and owing to each other ( except for 
continuing obligations of Stafford pursuant to Section 3.3 of the November 10, 2010 
Settlement Agreement, and (ii) continuing obligations of the parties pertaining to the 
windup of SV Idaho pursuant to Section 4 of the July 5, 2012 Settlement Agreement), if 
any, shall be deemed to have been completed, released and settled; 
4. Judgment is hereby granted in favor of Stafford and Third-Party Defendant Smith 
Chevrolet Co. Inc. ("Smith Chevrolet"), and against Woody on all claims asserted by Woody 
against Stafford and Smith Chevrolet in the Counterclaim and Third-Party Complaint filed herein 
by Woody, and Woody's Counterclaim and Third-Party Complaint are hereby dismissed with 
prejudice and on the merits. 
5. The foregoing is a final judgment on all claims for relief asserted by or against all 
parties in this action, except costs and fees. 
DATED this jl_ day of August, 2014. 
n ble Jon Shindurling 
Dist1d t Court Judge 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on Augustcx'O, 2014, I caused to be served a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing JUDGMENT, to be delivered via first class mail, postage prepaid, 
addressed to the following person(s): 
Kara L. Pettit 
Michael R. Carlston 
SNOW, CHRISTENSEN & MARTINEAU 
IO Exchange Place, Eleventh Floor 
Post Office Box 45000 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84145 
Stanley J. Preston 
PRESTON & SCOTT 
Five Gateway Office Center 
178 S. Rio Grande Street, Suite 250 
Salt Lake City, UT 84101 
Attorneys for Plaintif)lCounterclaim Defendant 
Stafford L. Smith and Third-Party Defendant 
Smith Chevrolet Co., Inc. 
Michael W. Spence 
Greggory J. Savage 
Michael D. Mayfield 
RAY QUINNEY & NEBEKER, P.C. 
36 South State Street, Suite 1400 
P.O. Box 45385 
Salt Lake City, UT 84145-0385 
Attorneys for Defendant!Counterclaimant/Third-Party 
Plaintiff Woodnif.l D. Smith 
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Michael W. Spence (Admitted Pro Hae Vice) 
Greggory J. Savage (Admitted Pro Hae Vice) 
Michael D. Mayfield (Idaho State Bar No. 7857) 
RAY QUINNEY & NEBEKER P.C. 
36 South State Street, Suite 1400 
P.O. Box 45385 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84145-03 85 
Telephone: (801) 532-1500 
Attorneys for Defendant, Counterclaim-Plaintiff and 
Third-Party Plaintiff Woodruff D. Smith 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE, STATE OF IDAHO 
ST AFFORD L. SMITH, 
Plaintiff and Counterclaim Defendant, 
V. 
WOODRUFF D. SMITH, 
Defendant and Counterclaim Plaintiff. 
WOODRUFF D. SMITH, 
Third-Party Plaintiff, 
vs. 
SMITH CHEVROLET CO. INC. and 
STAFFWOOD PARTNERSHIP, 
Third-Party Defendants. 
OBJECTIONS TO PROPOSED 
JUDGMENT 
Civil No. CV-2014-1434 
Judge Jon J. Shindurling 
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Defendant/Counterclaimant and Third-Party Plaintiff Woodruff Smith ("Woody") 
submits the following objections to the proposed judgment submitted to the Court by 
Plaintiff/Counterclaim Defendant Stafford L. Smith ("Stafford") and Third-Party Defendant 
Smith Chevrolet Co. Inc. under cover of August 15, 2014. 
In the Court's Opinion and Order entered in this matter on July 28, 2014, the Court found 
that the parties reached an agreement or agreements reflected in correspondence dated December 
20, 2013 and January 13, 2014, and ordered specific performance under the conditions set forth 
in the two letters. Woody respectfully disagrees with this conclusion. Woody, however, respects 
that the Court has made its decision and, subject to Woody exercising his appeal rights, the 
parties are to perform in strict accordance with the December 20 and January 13 letters since 
those letters are what the Court has found to constitute the parties' agreement(s). The proposed 
judgment submitted to the Court by Stafford is not consistent with the December 20 and January 
13 letters and is therefore not consistent with the Court's Opinion and Order in at least the 
following respects. 
Paragraph 3(a). This paragraph provides for a "Closing" within ten days of entry of the 
Judgment. The Court held the purchase of the "Bid Properties" is to be "under the conditions set 
in the December 20, 2013, letter." The Court further held that the other properties are to be 
purchased "under the conditions set forth in Defendant's January 13, 2013, [sic] letter." The 
December 20 letter provides that "the closing on Stafford's purchase will take place thirty (30) 
days from the date the parties sign an agreement ... " The December 20 letter makes no 
2 
¥=+,~¥=n~= to ten days for closing but rather refers to thirty days from signing of an agreement the 
parties never signed. The January 13 letter also makes no reference to ten days for closing. 
Paragraph 3(b )(i)(l ). The December 20 and January 13 letters contemplate paying off 
the loan from Wells Fargo Bank. This paragraph, however, provides that the purchase price will 
be reduced by $856,000 which Smith Chevrolet ailegedly paid to satisfy Staffwood's loan from 
Wells Fargo Bank. None of this is addressed in the December 20 or January 13 letters or the in 
Court's Order and Opinion. Moreover, there is no evidence in the record supporting inclusion of 
this provision in the proposed Judgment. 
Paragraph 3(b)(ii). Nothing in the December 20 or January 13 letters or the Court's 
Order and Opinion addresses the items discussed in this paragraph. 
Paragraph 3(b )(iii), (iv) and (vi). Nothing in the December 20 or January 13 letters or 
the Court's Order and Opinion addresses the form of deed or issues such as accrued taxes and 
assessments or other encumbrances on the properties. These are items that were to be worked 
out among the parties in the written agreement contemplated by the parties. It is improper for the 
judgment to add terms not found in the December 20 or January 13 letters. 
Paragraph 3(b)(vii). Nothing in the December 20 or January 13 letters or the Court's 
Order and Opinion provides that the $400,000 payment is to be deducted from the funds that 
Woody is entitled to receive at closing. 
Paragraph 3(b)(viii). The January 13 letter provides that "[fJunds escrowed by Woody 
in the bid process shall be returned upon finalizing this Agreement." Since the Court has 
3 
that parties reached an agreement, the 
to Woody. 
funds should have already been 
Paragraph 3(b )(ix). This paragraph is inconsistent with the December 20 or January 13 
letters and addresses issues not agreed to by the parties. The December 20 letter provides: 
Staffwood's retention of a mutuaily agreed amount as a reserve to enable 
Staffwood to pay its ongoing obligation on its remaining properties. Stafford 
recommends that the retained sum should be $50,000 but in no event should the 
retained amount be less than $20,000. 
The January 13 letter does not agree to any retention and instead states: 
All funds from the closing shall go to the account of Staffwood, and shall be 
disbursed as follows: (a) payoff of wells Fargo loan (assumed to be about 
$875,000 at closing); and (b) refund of rent overpayment by Smith Chevrolet and 
other expenses mentioned in your letter, will be set at $350,000. [Footnote 
omitted.] Balance of funds from Closing shall be distributed equally to the 
partners. 
Thus the parties did not agree on any retention from the closing proceeds and it is improper for 
the judgment to add terms not agreed to by the parties. 
Missing Provisions. The January 13 letter sets forth the following additional terms and 
conditions which are part of the agreement(s) found by the Court but which are not included in 
the proposed judgment: 
5. Staffwood's approximately 7 acre plot west of the Snake River shall not 
be divided, but shall be conveyed by Staffwood to the City of Idaho Falls 
in connection with the Closing in order that each of the parties in their 
capacity of partners of Staffwood may receive equal benefit of the write 
off. 
9. Staffwood shall remain in existence after the Closing until the end of 
calendar year 2014 in order that Staffwood may be used to complete a 
4 
1 like-kind exchange if desired, provided that nothing shall require 
which increases the tax burden the other party. 
10. Staffwood shall then be dissolved prior to the end of the calendar year 
2014, unless it is being utilized for a 1031 like-kind exchange as described 
in paragraph 9; in which case, Staffwood will be dissolved upon 
completion of the 1031 transaction. 
Based on the Court's findings with respect to the January 13 letter, these additional 
provisions are terms and conditions of the parties' agreement(s) and should be included in any 
j udgrnent entered by the Court. 
DA TED this 201h day of August, 2014. 
RAY QUINNEY & NEBEKER P.C. 
Attorneys for Defendant, Counterclaim-Plaintiff and Third-
Party Plaintiff Woodruff D. Smith 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on this 201h day of August, 2014, a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing OBJECTIONS TO PROPOSED JUDGMENT was mailed, First Class, postage 
prepaid, to the following: 
Kara L Pettit 
Michael R. Carlston 
SNOW, CHRISTENSEN & MARTINEAU 
10 Exchange Place, Eleventh Floor 
Post Office Box 45000 
Salt Lake City, UT 84145 
Stanley J. Preston 
PRESTON & SCOTT 
Five Gateway Office Center 
178 S. Rio Grande Street, Suite 250 
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Kara L. Pettit (Idaho State Bar No. 5276) 
Michael R Carlston (Utah State Bar No. 0577, Admitted Pro Hae Vice) 
SNOW, CHRISTENSEN & lVlARTINEAU 
10 Exchange Place, Eleventh Floor 
Post Office Box 45000 
Salt Lake Citz. Utah 84145 
Telephone: (801) 521-9000 
kp@scmlaw.com 
mrc(a),scmlaw. com 
Stanley J. Preston (Utah State Bar No. 4119, Admitted Pro Hae Vice) 
PRESTON & SCOTT 
Five Gateway Office Center 
178 S. Rio Grande Street, Suite 250 
Salt Lake City, UT 84101 
Telephone: (801) 869-1620 
sip@.prestonandscott.com 
Attorneys for Plaintiff/Counterclaim Defendant 
Stafford L. Smirh and Third-Party Defendant 
Smith Chevrolet Co., Inc. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL JJISTRICT 
COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE, STATE OF IDAHO 
Plaintiff/Colmterclaim Defendant, 
vs. 
WOODRUFF D. SMITH, 
Defendant/Counterclaimant. 
WOODRUFF D. SMITH, 
Third-Party Plaintiff, 
vs. 
SMITH CHEVROLET CO. INC. and 
STAFFWOOD PARTNERSHIP, 
Third-Party Defendants. 
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Pursuant to Rule 54 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, Plaintiff/Counterclaim 
Defendant Stafford Smifa ("Stafford") and Third-Party Defendant Smifa Chevrolet Co. Inc. 
("Smith Chevrolet") respectfully submit this Motion for Attorneys' Fees and Costs. Stafford and 
Smith Chevrolet respectfully request that the court award them, as the prevailing parties, their 
costs in the amount of $950.68, and their attorneys' fees in an amount of $78,311.50. 
Accordingly, Stafford and Smith Chevrolet seek an award of fees and costs the total amount of 
$79,262.18. These amounts are itemized in the Memorandum in Support Plaintiffs Motion 
for Attorneys' Fees and Costs, and the Affidavits of Stanley J. Preston and Michael R. Carlston, 
all of which are filed concurrently herewith. 
DATED this 3rd day of September, 2014. 
NO 046 I 
SNOW, CHRJSTENSEN & MARTINEAU 
Michael R. Carlston 
Atrorneys for Plainriff/Counrerclaim Defendant 
Stafford L. Smith and Third-Party Defendant Smith 
Chevrolet Co., Inc. 
2 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on September 3rd, 2014, I caused to be served a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR ATTORNEYS' FEES AND 
COSTS, to be delivered via electronic email and first class mail, postage prepaid, addressed to 
the following person( s ): 
N0.604 
Michael W. Spence 
Greggory J. Savage 
Michael D. Mayfield 
RA. Y QUINNEY & NEBEKER, P.C. 
36 South State Street, Suite 1400 
P.O. Box 45385 
Salt Lake City, UT 84145"0385 
mspence(@,rgn.com 
gsavagy@rqn.com 
Attorneys for Defendant!Counterclaimanr FVoodruff D. Smith 
/0 Io I 0 : 
CEIVE: 
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Kara L Pettit (Idaho State Bar No, 5276) 
Michael R. Carlston (Utah State Bar No. 0577, Admitted Pro Hae Vice) 
SNOW, CHRISTENSEN & 11.ARTINEAU 
10 Exchange Place, Eleventh Floor 
Post Office Box 45000 
Salt Lake City, Utal1 84145 
Telephone: (801) 521-9000 
kp@scmlaw.com 
mrc@scmlaw.com 
Stanley J. Preston (Utah Stare Bar No. 4119, Admitted Pro Hae Vice) 
PRESTON & SCOTT 
Five Gateway Office Center 
178 S. Rio Grande Street, Suite 250 
Salt Lake City, UT 84101 
Telephone: (801) 869-1620 
sip@prestonandscott.com 
Attorneys for Plaintiff/Counrerclaim Defendam 
Stafford L. Smith and Third-Party Defendant 
Smith Chevrolet Co., Inc. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE, STATE OF IDAHO 
STAFFORD L. SMITH, 
Plaintiff/Counterclaim Defendant, 
vs. 
WOODRUFF D. SMITH, 
Defendant/Counterclaimant. 
WOODRUFF D. SMITH, 
Third-Party Plaintiff, 
VS. 
SMITH CHEVROLET CO. INC. and 
STAFFWOOD PAR1NERSHIP, 
Third-Party Defendants. 
AFflDAVIT OF STA:-l'LEY J. 
PRESTON IN SUPPORT OF 
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR 
ATTORNEYS' FEES AND 
COSTS 
Civil CV-2014-1434 
Judge Jon Smndnrling 
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STATE OF UTAH ) 
:ss. 
COUNTY OF SALT LAKE ) 
STANLEY J. PRESTON, being first sworn, deposes and states as follows: 
1. I am over the age of 21, and have personal knowledge of the matters stated herein. 
I am competent to testify and, if called, I would repeat and affirm each and every statement 
herein. 
2. I am an attorney duly licensed in the states of Utah and California and am a 
member of the law firm of Preston & Scott, LLC ("P&S"). 
3. P&S represents Plaintiff/Counterclaim Defendant Stafford L. Smith ("Stafford") 
and Third-Party Defendant Smith Chevrolet Co. Inc. ("Smith Chevrolet") in this lawsuit. 
4. Pursuant to Rule 54 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, I submit this Affidavit 
for the purposes of detailing the attorneys' fees and costs incurred by Stafford and Smith 
Chevrolet in this lawsuit. 
5. I graduated fron1 Brigham Yotmg University with a B.A. degree in 1977, and 
from the J. Reuben Clark Law School at Brigham Young University with a J.D. degree in 1980, 
where I was a member of the Law Review. I was employed as an associate at the law firm of 
Latham & Watkins in Los Angeles, California, from 1980 to 1983, at which time I joined Snow, 
Christensen & Martineau in Salt Lake City, Utah. I worked at Snow, Christensen & Martineau 
for 27 years (from 1983 to 2010), where I was a shareholder of the firm, and where I served for a 
number of years on the firm's three-member governing Executive Committee, as the firm's Vice 
2 
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President, and as a member of the firm's Board of Directors. I left Snow, Christensen & 
Martineau to form my own law firm, P&S, in September 2010. I am a member of both the Utah 
State Bar and the California State Bar. 
6. I have extensive litigation and trial experience in the state courts of Utah and 
California and in the United States District Courts of Utah and California, and have handled 
numerous appeals before the Tenth Circuit Court of Appeals, the Utah Supreme Court and the 
Utah Court of Appeals. I have handled and tried cases involving a wide variety of claims, 
including, complex commercial litigation, federal arni state securities claims, corporate claims, 
federal and state antitrust claims, breach of contract, real estate disputes, oil and gas litigation, 
foreclosure and deficiency actions, personal injury, fraud, alter ego, professional liability, 
employment discrimination, wrongful discharge, whistle-blo,ver, procedural due process 
(property interest and liberty interest), civil rights, equal protection, free speech, Sections 1981 
and 1983, search and seizure, and enforcement of covenants not to compete, am.ong others. A 
detailed list of my experience as a trial lawyer, as well as a sample of the reported cases I have 
handled on appeaJ may be found on P&S's firm website at vvww.prestonandscott.com. I have a 
Martindale Hubbell rating of AV® Preeminenr 5.0 out of 5. 
7. The hourly rate charged for my time in connection with this matter was $300.00 
per hour, and the rates charged by other attorneys on this matter are identified below. I am 
familiar with the rates charged in the Salt Lalce City market for work such as that required in this 
lawsuit The rates charged by P&S are reasonable, in line with, and generally less than, those 
3 
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charged by lawyers with comparable experience and credentials in Salt Lake City, Utah. I 
performed 127.8 hottrs of work on this matter at the rate of $300.00 per hour. 
8. Bryan M. Scott, the other founder of P &S also billed time to this case. I have 
reviewed Mr. Scott's resmne and I also have personal knowledge of Mr. Scott's background 
based on t11e many years we have worked together at Snow, Christensen & Martineau and at 
P&S. Mr. Scott was formerly employed at Snow, Christensen & Martineau, where he was a 
shareholder, and Mr. Scott is duly licensed to practice law in the State of Utah and the State of 
Nevada. Mr. Scott graduated from the University of Uta.h. with a B.S. degree in J 999, from the 
William S. Boyd School of Law at the University of Nevada Las Vegas with a J.D. degree in 
2001, and from the University of Washington School of Law ·witli a Master of Laws in Taxation 
in 2002. Mr. Scott was employed as an associate at the law firm of Beckley Singleton, Chtd. in 
Las Vegas, Nevada from 2002 to 2003, whereupon he joined Snow, Christensen & Martineau in 
Salt Lake City, Utah. Mr. Scott has litigation experience in the state courts of Utah and Nevada 
and in the United States District Courts of Utah and Nevada, where he has been involved in 
handling a variety of civil lawsuits, including breach of contract, real estate disputes, complex 
commercial litigation, and employment litigation, among others. Mr. Scott also has experience 
in handling a variety of transactional matters, including corporate business transactions, asset 
purchases, stock purchases, mergers and acquisitions, sales of businesses, and estate and tax 
planning. Jvfr. Scott perfon:ned 70.9 hours of work on this matter at a rate of $235 .00 per hour. 
4 
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9. Cheryl B. Preston, a law professor at Brigham Yotm.g University, who is ''Of 
Counsel" with P&S, also worked on this case. I have revinved Professor Preston's resume and 
have personal knowledge of her background and legal experience. Professor Preston is member 
of the Utah and California State Bars. Professor Preston graduated from Brigham Young 
University with a B.A. degree in 1975 and from the J. Reuben Clark Law School at Brigham 
Young University with a J.D. degree in 1979, where she was a member of the Law Review 
(Articles Editor) and a J. Reuben Clark Scholar (Order of the Coif). Professor Preston was a law 
clerk to the Honorable Monroe G. McKay, 10th Circuit Court of Appeals, from 1979-1980. 
Professor Preston was employed as an associate at the law firm of O'Melveny & Myers in Los 
Angeles, California, from 1981 to 1983 and was employed as an associate at Holme Roberts & 
Owen in Salt Lake City, Utah, from 1984-1987. Professor Preston served as Vice President and 
Senior Counsel at First Interstate Bank, N.A. in Salt Lake City, Utah, from 1987-1989. In 1989, 
Professor Preston joined the faculty at Brigham Young University, where she is a tenured law 
professor, currently holding the Edwin M. Thomas chair at the J. Reuben Clark Law School. 
Among other things, Professor Preston teaches courses and publishes on contracts, cyberlaw, 
business associations, and internet regulation. Professor Preston's Curriculum Vitae and a listing 
of her publications may be found at \VWW.law.byu.edu/Law School/Faculty Profile?l 02. 
Professor Preston performed 2.5 hours of work on this matter at an honrly rate of $250.00 per 
hour. 
5 
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10. Brandon T. Cwwther, an associate at P &S also worked on this case. I have 
reviewed Mr. Crovn:her' s resume and based on my knowledge of his background, my discussions 
with him, as well as my personal knowledge, i'v1r. Cro"\7\rther is duly licensed to practice law in the 
State of Utah, in the state courts of Utah and the United States District Court for the District of 
Utah. Mr. Crovvther graduated magna cum laude from Brigham Young University with a B.S. 
degree in 2009 and magna cum laude from the J. Reuben Clark Law School at Brigham Yo1..mg 
University with a J.D. degree in 2012, where he was a mernber of the Law Review. Jvfr. 
Crowther joined P&S shortly after receiving his J.D. degree. Mr. Crowther performed 97.1 
hours of work on this matter at a rate of $175.00 per hour. 
11. I have reviewed the monthly billing statements in this matter. Copies of the 
contemporaneous monthly invoices for the work P&S perfonned in this matter are attached 
hereto as Exhibit A, insofar as it relates to the foes for which Stafford and Smith Chevrolet are 
seeking an award. Specifically, the following invoices are attached: 
(a) The last two pages ofinvoice No. 1758, dated 03/03/14, for attorneys' fees incurred 
by P&S during the period of February 26 through February 28, 2014, in the amount 
of $862.00. 
(b) Invoice No. 1775, dated 04/01/14, for attorneys' fees incurred by P&S during the 
month of March, 2014, in the amount of $14,374.50 and costs in the amount of$650 
for the fees paid to the Idaho State Bar for the Pro Hae Vice Applications of myself 
and Michael R. Carlston, for a total amount of $14,970.00. 
6 
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(c) Invoice No. 1791, dated 05/01/14, for attorneys' fees incurred by P&S during the 
month of April, 2014, in the amount of $5,374.50 1. 
(d) Invoice No. 1808, dated 06/02/14, for attorneys' fees incurred by P&S during the 
month of May, 2014, in the amount of $37,105.00 and costs in the amount of $69.00 
for the motion filing fee paid to Idaho District Court for the filing of my clients' 
Motion for Judgment on the Pleadings, for a total amount of $37,174.00.2 
(e) Invoice No. 1824, dated 07/01/14, for attorneys' fees inctmed by P&S during the 
month of June, 2014, in the amount of $4,622. 
(f) Invoice No. 1840, dated 08-01-14, for attorneys' fees incurred by P&S during the 
month ofJuly, 2014, in the amom1t of $555.00. 
(g) Invoice No. 18 5 5, dated O 8-28-14, for attorneys' fees incurred by P &S during the 
month of August, 2014, in the amount of $9,780.50 
12. In this motion, Stafford and Smith Chevrolet are not seeking any attorneys' fees 
related to the negotiation of the subject agreements which are the focus of the lawsuit or the 
communications between attorneys that formed these agreements. TI1ey are only seeking the 
attorneys' fees incurred from February 26, 2014, forward, which are the attorneys' fees incurred 
by their attorneys in seeking enforcement of the subject settlement agreements and representing 
Stafford and Smith Chevrolet in this lawsuit. TI1ese invoices set forth the date on which work 
was performed, the name and hourly rate of the person who performed the work, and a 
description of the work performed by each attorney, as well as the time billed for each entry. 
1 This invoice also includes costs in the amount of 20.00 for fees to the Utah State Bar to obtain the 
Certificate of Good Standing which were required to be submitted with the Pro Hae Vice Applications. 
z This invoice also includes costs in the amount of72.68 for the charges incurred in sending to the Court 
via Fed Ex two separate Hearing Binders, bnt these costs are not included in the amounts sought in 
Plaintiff's Motion. 
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13. As shown in Exhibit A, P&S incurred a total of $72,619.00 in attorneys' fees in 
representing Stafford and Smith Chevrolet in this lawsuit. This amount includes fees incurred 
through August 28, 2014. This amount does not include any fees that may be incurred in this 
matter after that date. Stafford and Smith Chevrolet reserve the right to supplement this 
Affidavit to include any attorneys' fees and costs incurred by Stafford and Smith Chevrolet in 
this matter after August 28, 2014. 
14. These fees are reasonable in light of the pleadings that were prepared and filed on 
behalf of Stafford and Smith Chevrolet, the legal issues involved in this matter and legal briefing 
that has been required to obtain judgment on the pleadings in favor of Stafford and Smith 
Chevrolet in this case. These fees are also reasonable in that counsel worked as efficiently as 
possible in prosecuting Stafford and Smith Chevrolet's claims a11d in defending against 
defendants' co1..mterclaims. 
15. Stafford and Smith Chevrolet also seek reimbursement for their costs incurred in 
this lawsuit. The amount of costs incurred by Stafford and Smith Chevrolet in this matter is 
$940.00, consisting of the court filing fee for the complaint in the amount of $221.00, the court 
motion filing fee in the amount of $69.00, as well as the costs related to obtaining the pro hac 
vice admission of myself and Michael Carlston before this Court, which amount totaled $670.00. 
These costs are set forth in the monthly ilivoices attached as Exhibit A, except for the complaint 
filing fee, which was paid directly by Stafford. 
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16. As set forth in the Affidavit of Michael R. Carlston, filed concurrently herewith, 
Stafford and Smith Chevrolet are seeking fees and costs paid to Snow, Clu·istensen & Martineau 
in the following amounts: attorneys' fees in the amount of $5,692.50 m.1d costs in the amount of 
$10.68. 
17. Thus, the totaJ amount of attorneys' fees incurred P&S and Snow, Christensen 
& Martineau in the representation of Stafford and Smith Chevrolet in this matter through August 
28, 2014 equal $78,311.50, and totaJ amount of costs for which reimbursement is sought equal 
$950.68. As a result, Stafford and Smith Chevrolet now seek an award in the total amount of 
$79,262.18 as the prevailing party in this matter. 
DATED this 3rd day of September, 2014. 
~~ 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this 3rct day of September, 2014. 
My Commission Expires 





LAUREN BLUTH BAILEY 
Notary Public Stal• o( Utah 
~ My Commlnlon bplres on: t Avgv~tlJ,2016 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on September 3rd, 2014, I caused to be served a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing AFFIDAVIT OF STANLEY .J. PRESTON IN SUPPORT OF 
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR ATTORNEYS' FEES AND COSTS, to be delivered via 
electronic mail and first class mail, postage prepaid, addressed to the follO\ving person(s): 
N0.6046 
Michael W. Spence 
Greggory J. Savage 
Michael D. Mayfield 
RAY QUINNEY & NEBEKER, P.C. 
36 South State Street, Suite 1400 
P.O. Box 45385 
Salt Lake City, UT 84145-0385 
mspence@rnn.com 
gsa_y_cige@rgn.com 
Attorneys for Defendant/Counterclaimant Woodruff D. Smith 
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Preston & Scott 
Five Gateway Office Center 
178 S. Rio Grande St 
Suite 250 
Salt Lake City, UT 8410 l 
Bill To 
Stafford Smith 
1255 North Holmes, Ave. 
P.O. Box 1896 
Idaho Falls, ID 83401 
Date Attorney Description 
2/26/2014 SJP Email to Stafford Smith; office conference with Brandon 
Crowther regarding legal research assignment; telephone 
conference with Stafford Smith; review email from Mr, 
Crowther 
SJP - Stanley J. Preston 
BMS - Bryan M. Scott 
BTC -Brandon T. Crowther 
RECEIVE: N0.6046 
Page 4 








Exhibit A to Affidavit 
of Stanley l Preston 
Amount 
180.00 
SEP/0 01 05:07 PRESTON & SCOTT 
Preston & Scott 
Five Gateway Office Center 
178 S. Rio Grande St. 
Suite 250 
Salt Lake City, UT 84101 
Bill To 
Stafford Smith 
1255 North Holmes, Ave. 
P.O. Box 1896 
Idaho Falls, ID 83401 
Date Attorney Description 
F No. 






SIP - Stanley J. Preston 
BMS - Bryan M. Scott 
between counsel; research case lavv relating to the 
enforceability of settlement agreements; srnnrnarize research; 
email to Stan Preston 
Email from Brandon Crowther 
Email from Stan Preston 
Office conference with Brandon Crowther; email to Mike 
Carlston; email from Michael Spence; email to Stafford 
Smith 
Office conference \,Vith Stan Preston 
.Emails from and to Stafford Smith; telephone conference 
with Stafford Smith; email to Mike Carlston 
BTC - Brandon T. Crowther 
Pago 5 




Quantity Rate Amount 
2.4 175.00 420.00 
0.1 235.00 23.50 
0.1 235.00 23.50 
0.3 300.00 90.00 
0.2 175.00 35.00 





Exhibit A to Affidavit 
of Stanley J. Preston 
$0.00 
SEP /03/201 05. PM PRESTON t< SCOTT F N Cl 869 i52l P. 5 
Preston & Scott Invoice 
Five Gateway Office Center 
78 S. Rio Grande St. 
Suite 250 
Salt Lake City, UT 84101 
Bill To 
Stafford Smith 
1255 North Holmes, Ave. 
P.O. Box 1896 
Idaho Falls, ID 8340 l 
Matter 
WoodniffD. Smith 
Date Attorney Description Quantity 
3/3/2014 SJP Telephone conference with Mike Caslston; telephone 3.2 
conference with Stafford Smith; prepare drafts of email and 
letter to Woody's attorneys; emails to and from Mike 
Carlston; emails to and from Stafford Smith; emails to and 
from Bryan Scott; office conferences with Bryan Scott and 
Brandon Crowther; telephone conference with Stafford Smith 
to discuss demand letter; finalize and send email and letter to 
Mike Spence and Gregg Savage 
3/3/2014 BTC Office conference with Stan Preston and Bryan Scott; emails 0.2 
from Stan Preston 
3/3/2014 BMS Emails from and to Stan Preston; office conferences with 0.8 
Stan Preston and Brandon Crowther; emails from and to 
Mike Carlston; review and revise correspondence to Mike 
Spence and Gregg Savage; email from Stafford Smith 
3/4/2014 SJP Telephone conference with Mike Spence; emails from and 0.6 
to Mike Spence; email to Stafford Smith; telephone 
conference with Stafford Smith 
3/5/2014 SJP Telephone conference with Stafford Smith; review voiccmail 0.4 
message from Mike Spence; calls to Mike Spence; email to 
SJP - Stanley J. Preston 
BMS - Bryan M. Scott 
Stafford Smith 










ECE VE: NO 6046 09/03/2014/WED 04:22PM 
Balance Due 
Exhibit A to Affidavit 







SEP/0 Ol 05:07 PM PRESTON & SCOTT F N,J 30! 8139 162: P. 6 
Preston & Scott 
Five Gateway Office Center 
178 S. Rio Grande St 
Suite 250 
Salt Lake City, UT 84101 -,,.., 
'-B~illT~o ~~~~----"'"'--~~' -ai,?fi~~ 
Stafford Smith ~~ 
1255 North Holmes, Ave. 
P.O. Box 1896 





SJP - Stanley J. Preston 
BMS - Bryan M. Scon 
Description 
Emails from Stan Preston; office conferences with Stan 
Preston; email from Mike Carlston; conduct legal research 
regarding specific peiformance 
Review voicemail from Mike Spence; review email and 
demand letter from Mr. Spence; emails to Stafford Smith, 
Mike Carlston and Bryan Scott; various telephone 
conferences wilh Mike Carlston and Stafford Smith; office 
conferences with Bryan Scott; review legal research 
regarding specific performance; telephone conference with 
Cheryl Preston regarding elements of specific performance 
and estoppel claim; draft Complaint; email Complaint lo 
Stafford Smith, Mike Carlston, Bryan Scott and Brandon 
Crowther 
Telephone conference with Stan Preston regarding specific 
performance and estoppel claims 
BTC - Brandon 1. Crowther 
Page 2 










Exhibit A to Affidavit 





SEP /0 014/WED 05:07 PRESTON & SCOTT No. 80 869 162! P. 7 
Preston & Scott Invoice 
Gateway Office Center 
178 S. Rio Grande 
Suite 250 -~lb, 
Salt Lake City, UT 84101 jJIW 
.-B~illT~o ~~~~____,_.'.l--.~1~~A 
Stafford Smith ()~ 
125 5 North Holmes, Ave. 
P.O. Box 1896 
Idaho Falls, ID 33401 
Date Attorney Description 




emails from and to Bryan Scon; proofread draft of complaint; 
office conferences with Stan Preston; research procedure for 
filing Idaho CNH1 documents under seal; office conferences 
with Bryan Scon; telephone conferences with Idaho district 
court; draft motion and order to file complaint under seal; 
prepare and scan exhibits to the complaint; finalize complaint 
3/7/2014 BMS 
3/7/2014 SJP 
SJP Stanley J. Preston 
BMS - Bryan M. Scott 
documents for filing; draft cover sheet to complaint 
Emails from and to Stan Preston; emails from and To Mike 
Carlston; email from Stafford Smith; office conferences with 
Stan Preston and Brandon Crowther; review and revise 
Complaint; review Idaho rules of civil procedure; telephone 
conference with court clerk; review and i-evise motion and 
order to seal case; review and revise correspondence with 
Mike Spence and Gregg Savage 
Telephone conferences with Mike Carlston; emails to and 
from Mike Carlston; emails to a[ld from Bryan Scott and 
Brandon Crowther; revise and finalize Complaint and 
prepare for filing; revise and finalize Motion to Seal 
Complaint and accompanying Order; prepare exhibits for 
Complaint; telephone conferences with Stafford Smith; 
emails to Stafford Smith 
BTC - Brandon T. Crowther 
Page 3 






Exhibit A to Affidavit 





EP/0 014/WED 05:08 PRESTOl•l & SCOTT 
Bill To 
Preston & Scott 
Five Gateway Office Center 
178 S. Rio Grande St. 
Suite 250 
Salt Lake City, UT 84101 
Stafford Smith 
1255 North Holmes, Ave. 
P.O. Box 1896 
Idaho Falls, ID 83401 
Date Attorney Description 
F No. 801 8 
3/8/2014 SJP Email from Stafford Smith 
3/9/2014 SJP Em ails to and from Mike Carlston 
3/10/2014 SJP Emails to and from Mike Spence; emails to Stafford Smitl1_; 
emails to Mike Carlston; emails to and from Bryan Scott; 
office conference with Bryan Scott and Brandon Cromher; 
revise and finalize March 7, 2014 letter to Mr. Spence and 
Mr. Savage; email corrected letter to Mr. Spence and Mr. 
Savage:; email to Stafford Smith 
162 P. 028 
Invoice 
WoodruffD. Smith 
Quantity Rate Amount 
0. 1 300.00 30.00 
0.2 300.00 60.00 
1.6 300.00 480.00 
3/10/2014 BMS Emails from and to Stan Preston; office conference with St::1.n 0.6 235.00 141.00 
3/11/2014- SJP 
SIP - Stanley J. Preston 
BMS - Bryan M. Scon 
Preston; email from Michael Spence; review and scan 
cornspondence to Michael Spence and Gregg Savage 
'Telephone conference with Mike Carlston; review and revise 
Complaint and prepare Amended Complai:-it; email to 
Stafford Smith 
BTC - Brandon T. Crowthel 
Page 4 





Exhibit A to Affidavit 
of Stanley J. Preston 
330.00 
SEP /03/2014/WED 05: 08 PRESTOt~ & SCOTT No. BO l ')I !.....! 
Preston & Scott Invoice 
Gateway Office Center 
178 S. Rio Grande St. 
Suite 250 
Salt Lake City, UT 84101 
Blll To 
Stafford Smith 
1255 North Holmes, Ave. 
P.O. Box 1896 
Idaho Falls, ID 83401 
Date Attorney Description 
3/12/2014 BTC Emails from and to Stan Preston; draft pro hac vice motions; 
draft pro hac vice orders; review Idaho rules for submitting 
pro hac vice applications; review procedure for obtaining a 
ce1iificate of good standing from the Utah Bar; complete 




email to Mike Carlston; office conferences with Stan Preston; 
email to Utah Bar to request ce1iificate of good stan(ling; 
office conference with Stan Preston and Bryan Scott; prepare 
amended complaint for filing; mail amended complaint; draft 
summons; telephone conferences with Idaho district cotirt; 
fax summons to Idaho court; draft motion and order to seal 
amended complaint; update documents to reflect case number 
and assigned judge 
3/12/2014 BMS Email from Mike Spence; office conferences with Stan 
Preston; review service requirements under Idaho law; 
review Idaho summons requirements; office conference with 
Stan Preston and Brandon Crowther; emails from Brandon 
Cro,vther; emails from Stan Preston 
SJP - Stanley J. Preston 
BMS - Bryan M. Scott 
BTC- Brandon T. Crowther 
Page 5 





Exhibit A to Affidavit 




SEP/03/2014/WED 05: PM PRESTOt\l & .SCOTT No. 8 0 P. 03[1 
Preston & Scott 
Gateway Office 
178 S. Rio Grande 
Suite 250 
Salt Lake City, UT 8410 l 
Bill To 
Stafford Smith 
1255 North Holmes, Ave. 
P.O. Box 1896 







SJP - Stanley J. Preston 
BMS - Bryan M. Scott 
Description 
Emails from and to Mike Spence; emails to and from Mike 
Carlston; emails from and to Stafford Smith; prepare 
Amended Complaint and ex parte motion to seal and order; 
office conferences with Brandon Crowther and Bryan Scott; 
review and finalize Summons; prepare request for 
certification and review pro-hac vice applications; emails to 
and from Brandon Crov.iher; email to Michael Spence; 
email to Stafford Smith 
Office conferences with Bryan Scott; review and revise 
Acceptance of Service; review email to Michael Spence 
Emails from and to Stan Preston; review Idaho Rules of Civil 
Procedure; office conferences with Stan Preston; draft notice 
of acceptance; review summons and order sealing complaint: 
email to Mike Spence 
Review emails from Utah Bar 
Emails from and to Stan Preston 
BTC - Brandon T. Crowther 
Page 6 












Exhibit A to Affidavit 







SEP /0 14/WED 05:08 PM PRESTON & SCOTT No. 80! 8139 !621 P. 03 l 
Preston & Scott 
Five Gateway Office Center 
178 S. Rio Grande St 
Suite 250 
Salt Lake City, UT 84101 
Bill To 
Stafford Smith 
1255 North Holmes, Ave. 
P.O. Box 1896 
Idaho Falls, ID 83401 
Date Attorney Description 
3/18/2014 BTC Email from Mike Carlston; emails from and to Stan Preston; 
revise motions and orders for pro hac vice admission; review 
rules for sending pro hac vice motions to Idaho State Bar 
3/18/2014 BMS Email from Stan Preston; email from Mike Spence; review 
email and attachment from Alison Hansen 
3/18/2014 SJP Review pro hac vice applications; emails to and from 
Brandon Crowther; emails to and from Michael Spence; 
review signed acceptance of service 
3/19/2014 BTC Emails from and to Stan Preston; office conferences with 
Stan Preston; draft email to Michelle Rizzuto; email from 
Invoice 
WoodruffD. Smith 
Quantity Rate Amount 
0.3 175.00 52.50 
0.3 235.00 70.50 
0.4 300.00 120.(,i) 
0.7 175.00 122.50 
Michelle Rizzuto; mail acceptance of service to Idaho district 
3/19/2014 SJP 
3/20/2014 BTC 
SJP - Stanley J. Preston 
BMS - B1yan M. Scott 
court; revise and update motions and ofders for pro hac vice 
admission 
Office conference with, and email from Brandon Crowther; 
finalize pro hac vice motions and applications; emails to and 
from Michelle Rizzuto 
Research Idaho discovery rules; telephone conference with 
Idaho district court; summarize research; email to Stan 
Preston 
BTC - Brandon T. Crowther 
Page 7 






Exhibit A to Affidavit 
of Stanley J. Preston 
150.00 
52.50 
SEP/03/2014/WED :08 PRESTON & SCOTT No. 801 69 !621 P. 0 
Preston & Scott 
Gateway Office Center 
178 S. Rio Grande St. 
Suite 250 
Salt Lake City, UT 84101 
Bill To 
Stafford Smith 
1255 North Holmes, Ave. 
P.O. Box 1896 









SJP • Stanley J. Preston 
BMS - Bryan M. Scon 
Dascription 
Review letter and email from Gregg Savage; email to 
Stafford Smith 
Email from Michelle Rizzuto; office conferences \.Vith Stan 
Preston; prepare pro hac vice motions for mailing to district 
court and Idaho State Bar; emails from and to Stan Preston; 
review rules for filing pro hac vice motions; research and 
calendar due dates; mail pro hac vice motions 
Emails from and to Michelle Rizzuto; review pro bac vice 
applications; office conference with Brandon Crowther 
regarding filing of the same; email to Stafford Smith 
Review email and attachments from Brandon Crowther; 
email from Stan Preston 
Emails from Stan Preston 
Emails from and to Stafford Smith; telephone conference 
with Stafford Smith; email to Gregg Savage 
Telephone conference with Bryan Scott; begin draft of 
litigation hold letter 
BTC - Brandon T. Crowther 
Page 8 














Exhibit A to Affidavit 









SEP /0 014/WED 05:08 PRESTOt·~ & SCOTT F 
Preston & Scott 
Five Gateway Office Center 
178 S. Rio Grande St. 
Suite 250 
Salt Lake City, UT 84101 
Bill10 
Stafford Smith 
1255 North Holmes, Ave. 
P.O. Box 1896 



















Emails from Stan Preston; emails from Mike Spence 
Email to Gregg Savage; emails from Michael Spence; emails 
from and to Stafford Smith 
Finish draft of litigation hold letter; email to Stan Preston; 
review Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure regarding time to file 
an answer 
Emails from and to Stafford Smith 
Email from Brandon Crowther; i-eview litigation. hold letter; 
email from Stan Preston 
Office conference with Stan Preston; scan and save 
defendants' pro hac vice motions and orders 
Pro Bae Vice Application for MRC - fee paid to Idaho State 
Bar 
Pro Hae Vice Application for SJP - fee paid to Idaho State 
Bar 
Total Reimbursable Expenses 
SJP - Stanley J_ Preston 
BMS - Bryan M. Scott 
BTC - Brandon T. Crowther 
Page 9 





Quantity Rate Amount 
0.3 235.00 70.50 
0.3 300.00 90.00 
0.4 175.00 70.00 
0.2 300.00 60.00 
0.4 235.00 94.00 





Applied Payments -$14,970.00 
Balance Due 
Exhibit A to Affidavit 
of Stanley J. Preston 
$0.00 
SEP /0 014/WED 05:08 PRESTON & SCOTT No. SC\ 869 2 r. 4 
Preston & Scott 
Five Gateway Office Center 
178 S. Rio Grande St. 
Suite 250 
Salt Lake City, UT 84101 
Bill To 
Stafford Smith 
1255 North Holmes, Ave. 
P.O.Box 1896 
Idaho Falls, ID 83401 
Date Attorney Description 
4/2/2014 BMS Emails from Mike Spence; emails to and from Stan Preston. 
4/2/2014 SJP Emails from and to Mike Spence; email to Stafford Smith 
4/14/2014 BMS Receive and review pleadings from Woody Smith; email to 
Stafford Smith; emails to and from Stan Preston; telephone 
conference with Stan Preston 
4/14/2014 B1C Emails from and to Bryan Scott 
4/14/2014 SJP Review Answer, Counterclaim and Third-Party Complaint; 
Invoice 
WoodruffD. Smith 
Quantity Rate Amount 
0.2 235.00 47.00 
0.2 300.00 60.00 
235.00 235.00 
0.1 175.00 17.50 
1.6 300.00 480.00 
telephone conference with Bryan Scott; telephone conference 
with Stafford Smith; emails to and from Bryan Scott 
4/16/2014 BMS Emails from and to Stan Preston; telephone conference with 
Stan Preston; leave telephone messages for Bonneville 
County District Court 
4/16/2014 SJP Emails from and to Greggory Savage; telephone conference 
with Stafford Smith; email to Bryan Scott 
4/17/2014 BMS Telephone cm1ference with coun clerk 
SJP - Stanley J. Preston 
BMS - Bryan M. Scott 
BTC- Brandon T. Crowther 
Page 1 







Exhibit A to Affidavit 




SEP /0 014/WED 05:09 PM PRESTON & SCOTT ::: No I 8Rq 11")1 l Uv .J. 0 .... .1. r. LJj 
Preston & Scott 
Five Gateway Office Center 
S. Rio St. 
Salt Lake City, UT 84101 
Bill To 
Stafford Smith 
1255 North Holmes, Ave. 
P.O. Box 1896 
Idaho Falls, ID 83401 
Date Attorney Description 
4/21/2014 BTC Review motion to dismiss; review memorandum supporting 
motion to dismiss; review answer and counterclaim; office 
confetence with Stan Preston and Bryan Scott; office 
conferences with Bryan Scott; review Idaho rules regarding 
time to file responsive pleadings; research case law 
interpreting Rule 12 of the federal rules of civil procednre 
4/21/2014 SJP Emails from and to Greggory Savage; office conference with 
Bryan Scott and Brandon Crowther 
4/21/2014 BMS Emails from and to Gregg Savage; review acceptance of 
service; office conference with Stan Preston 
4/22/2014 BMS Docket dates to respond to counterclaim and third-pflrty 
complaint; emails to and from Stan Preston 
4/23/2014 BMS Conduct legal research regarding motion to stay: office 
conferences with Stan Preston 
4/23/2014 SJP Office conference with Bryan Scott regarding legal research 
on motion to stay 
SJP - Stanley J. Preston 
BMS - Bryan M. Scott 
BTC- Brandon T. Crowther 
Page 2 
V N 0 6 09/03/201 /WED 04:22 
Invoice 
Matter 











Exhibit A to Affidavit 








s Ol4/WED 05 09 PRESTON & SCOTT N0 801 852 l62l P. r IJ 
Preston & Scott 
Five Gateway Office Centet 
178 S. Rio Grande St. 
Suite 250 
Salt Lake City, UT 84101 
Bill To 
Stafford Smith 
1255 North Holmes, Ave. 
P.O. Box 1896 







SJP - Stanley J. Preston 
BMS - Bryan M. Scott 
Description 
Office conference with Bryan Scott; research Idaho c::i,,cs 
regarding motions for stay; research cases regarding motions 
to stay where a motion for jtidgment on the pleading is filed; 
research motions for partial judgment on the pleadings; 
research cases regarding a one-sided stay 
Office conferences with Bryan Scott and Stan Prestonto 
discuss research regarding motions to stay and motions for 
judgment on the pleadings 
Office conferences with Brandon Crowther and Stan 
Preston; conduct legal research regarding molion to stay 
and motion for judgment on the pleadings 
Office conferences with Brandon Cwwther and Bryan Scott 
regarding legal research and to discuss issues re!itted to 
motion for judgment on pleadings; review Notice of Hearing 
received from Woody's attorneys; email to Mike Carlston 
Work on outline of issues to be addressed in motion for 
judgment on the pleadings 
BTC - Brandon T. Crowther 
Page 3 













Exhibit A to Affidavit 







SE 0 l 05:09 PRESTON & SCOTT No. 80! 869 162! P. 037 
Preston & Scott 
Five Gateway Office Center 
178 S. Rio Grande St. 
Suite 250 
Salt Lake City, UT 84101 
Bill To 
Stafford Smith 
1255 N01th Holmes, Ave. 
P.O. Box 1896 






SJP - Stanley J. Preston 
BMS - Bryan M. Scott 
Description 
Calls to Mlke Carlston; office conference with Bryan Scott; 
work on response to motion to dismiss: work on motion for 
judgment on the pleadings; office conference with Brandon 
Crowther 
Office conference with Stan Preston 
Research contracts cases regarding settlement agreements 
containing material terms; begin drafting motion and 
memorandum for judgment on the pleadings; office 
conference with Bryan Scott; research Idaho rules relating to 
responses to pleadings; research cases regarding judgment 
on the pleadings; office conference with Stan Preston 
Office conferences with Stan Preston; office conforence with 
Brandon Crowther; review pleadings; work on reply to 
counterclaim; email from Stan Preston; email from Gregg 
Savage 
BTC - Brandon T. Crowther 
Page 4 











Exhibit A to Affidavit 






SE 0!4/WED 05: 09 PRESTON & SCOTT F No. 80l 869 l62l P. J38 
Preston & Scott Invoice 
Five Gateway Office Center 
178 S. Rio Grande St_ 
Suite 250 
Salt Lake City, UT 84101 
Bill To 
Stafford Smith 
1255 North Holmes, Ave. 
P.O. Box 1896 
Idaho Falls, ID 83401 
WoodruffD. Smith 
Date Attorney Description Quantity 
4/30/2014 SJP Telephone conference with Mike Carlston; office 1.3 
conferences with Brandon Crowther and Bryan Scott; work 
3/18/2014 
SJP - Stanley J. Preston 
BMS - Bryan M. Scott 
on Reply to Counterclaim; emails to and from Gregg Savage 
Costs 
Fee to obtain Certificate of Good Standing 












Page 5 Exhibit A to Affidavit 
of Stanley J. Preston 
$0.00 
RECE VE: N0.6046 09/03/20 4/ D 04:22PM 
SEP /0 014/WED 05·09. PRESTON & SCOTT F No. 80! 869 !62l P. 039 
Bill To 
Preston & Scott 
Five Gateway Office Center 
178 S. Rio Grande St 
Suite 250 
Salt Lake City, 84101 
Stafford Smith 
1255 North Holmes, Ave. 
P.O. Box 1896 






SJP - Stanley J_ Preston 
BMS - Bryan M. Scott 
Description 
Review pleadings; work on reply to counterclaim; email to 
Stan Preston 
Email from Bryan Scon; continue drafting motion and 
memorandum for judgment on the pleadings; research Idaho 
rules regarding motions for judgment on the pleadings; 
research case law regarding interpreting contracts \Vithin the 
four corners of the document; research cases interpreting the 
material terms of a contract; research standards for 
interpreting the plain meaning of a contract; research parties' 
intent to reduce a contract to writing; research cases 
involving clarifications of contract terms 
Finish draft of motion and memorandum for partial judgment 
on the pleadings; research standards for summary judgment 
in Idaho; research cases interpreting the material terms of a 
real estate purchase contract; research cases involving 
memorializing agreements: summarize outstanding issues; 
email to Stan Preston 
Email from Brandon Crowther 
CBP - Cheryl B. Preston 
BTC - Brandon T. Crowther 
Page 1 
RECE VE: N0.60 09/03/2014/WED 04:22PM 
Invoice 
Matter 









Exhibit A to Affidavit 






StP /Uj/LLJ 1 U U~:U~ No. db~ lb 1 P. 0 
Preston & Scott 
Five Gateway Office Center 
178 S. Rio Grande St. 
Suite 250 
Salt Lake City, UT 8410 I 
Bill To 
Stafford Smith 
1255 North Holmes, Ave. 
P.O. Box 1896 







SJP - Stanley J. Preston 
BMS - Bryan M. Scott 
Description 
Emails to and from Brandon Crowther; email from Bryan 
Scott; review initial drafts of reply to counterclaim and 
motion for judgment on the pleadings 
Emails from Stan Preston 
Review and revise motion for judgment on the pleadings and 
reply to counterclaim; lengthy emails to Brandon Crovrther 
and Bryan Scott regarding revisions to these two drafts 
Review and revise Reply to Counterclaim and Answer to 
Third-Party Complaint; office conference with Brandon 
Crowther; email from Brandon Cwwther; email to Stan 
Preston 
Emails from and to Stan Preston; revise motion and 
memorandum for judgment on the pleadings; research cases 
involving judgment on the pleadings for breach of contract 
claims; research cases addressing judgment on the pleadings 
for declaratory judgment claims; begin researching cases 
addressing judgment on the pleadings for enforceability of 
settlement agreements 
CBP - Cheryl B. Pteston 
BTC - Brandon T. Cl'owther 
Page 2 













Exhibit A to Affidavit 







Str /U:V:i:Ul F No, 8U1 80~ lb21 P. 041 
Preston & Scott Invoice 
Five Gateway Office Center 
178 S_ Rio Grande St. 
Suite 250 
Salt Lake City, UT 841 O l 
Bill 10 
Stafford Smith 
1255 North Holmes, Ave. 
P.O. Box 1896 
Idaho Falls, ID 83401 
WoodruffD. Smith 
Date Attorney Description Quantity Rate 
5/5/2014 SJP Review and revise Reply to Counterclaim and Answer to 3rd 4.6 
Party Complaint; emails from and to Brandon Crowther and 
300.00 
Bryan Scott 
5/6/2014 BTC Emails from and to Stan Preston; review and proofread draft 2.3 
of reply and answer to third party complaint; emails to and 
175.00 
SJP - Stanley J. Preston 
BMS - Bryan M. Scott 
from Bryan Scott_: office conference with Bryan Scott; 
continue research for cases addressing judgment on the 
pleadings for enforceability of settlement agreements; revise 
memorandum in support of motion for judgment on the 
pleadings; review defendant's memorandum supporting 
motion to dismiss; outline opposition to motion to dismiss; 
research elements of promissory estoppel claim under Idaho 
law; review cases cited in defendant's memorandum 
supporting motion to dismiss; research effect of filing 
motion to dismiss concuITently with answer 
CBP - Cheryl B. Preston 
BTC- Brandon T. Cmwther 
Page 3 




Exhibit A to Affidavit 




SEP/03/2014/WED 05: 10 PM PRESTON & SCOTT No. 80! 869 1621 P. 04 2 
Preston & Scott Invoice 
Five Gateway Office Center 
178 S. Rio Grande St. 
Suite 250 
Salt Lake City, UT 84101 
Bill To 
Stafford Smith 
1255 North Holmes, Ave. 
P.O. Box 1896 
Idaho Falls, ID 83401 
Datg Attorney Description 
5/6/2014 BMS Emails from and to Stan Preston; review correspondence 
between the parties; review Woody Smith deposition in prior 
case for purposes of preparing Reply to Counterclaim and 
Answer to Third-Party Complaint; review and revise Reply to 
Counterclaim and Answer to Third-Party Complaint; email to 
Mike Carlston; telephone conference with Mr. Carlston; email 
from Brandon Crowther; review motion and memorandum in 
support of judgment on the pleadings; office conference with 
Brandon Crowther; emails to and from Bnindon Crowther 
5/6/2014 SJP Review emails from Bryan Scott and Brandon Crowther; 
review latest draft of motion fm judgment on the pleadings 
and supporting memorandum 
5/7/2014 BTC Emails from Stan Preston; email from Bryan Scott 
5/7/2014 BMS Emails from and to Mike Carlston; telephone conference 
with Stan Preston; review and revise Reply to Counterclaim 
and Answer to Third-Party Complaint; email to Stan Preston 
5/7/2014 SJP Review and revise motion for judgment on the pleadings and 
supporting memorandum; emails to and from Bryan Scott and 
Brandon Crowther 
WoodruffD. Smith 






SJP - Stanley J. Preston 
BMS - Bryan M. Scott 
CBP- Cheryl B. Preston 
BTC - Brandon T. Crowther 
Total 
Page 4 
RECE VE: N0.6046 09/03/2014/WED 04:22PM 
Applied Payments 
Balance Due 
Exhibit A to Affidavit 







SEP /0 Ol 05: 10 PM PRESTON & SCOTT 
Preston & Scott 
Gateway Office Center 
178 S. Rio Grande St. 
Suite 250 .~la 
Salt Lake City, UT 84101 '~~J' 
BmTo ,e ~'ll\1-(l\ jlJ, 
'--S-ta_f_fo_r_d_S_m-it_h ___________ ()-..~ 
1255 North Holmes, Ave. 
P.O. Box 1896 
Idaho Falls, ID 83401 
No. 80! 8 
5/8/2014 BMS Telephone conference with Stan Preston; review and revise 
Reply and Answer to Third-Party Complaint; email to 







SJP - Stanley J. Preston 
BMS - Bryan M. Scott 
Telephone conference with Bryan Scott; review edits from 
Mike Carlston; review email to client 
Begin drafting argument for opposition to motion to dismiss 
Email from Bryan Scott; email from Stan Preston 
Emails from and to Stafford Smith; email from Stan Preston; 
i-eview and revise Reply and Answer to Third-Party 
Complaint 
Review email to Stafford Smith; review and revise draft of 
Reply to Counterclaim and Answer to Third-Party 
Complaint; emails to and from Bryan Scott 
Emails from and to Stan Preston; telephone conference with 
Stan Preston; review correspondence between the parties; 
review and revise Reply to Counterclaim and Answer to 
Third-Party Complaint 
CBP - Cheryl B. Preston 
BTC • Brandon T. Crowther 
Page 5 
RECEIVE: N0.6046 09/03/2014/WED 04:22PM 





















Exhibit A to Affidavit 








SEP/0 014/WED : 10 PM PRESTON & SCOTT No. l 869 !6 P 044 
Preston & Scott 
Five Gateway Office Center 
178 S. Rio Grande St. 
Suite 250 
Salt Lake City, UT 84101 
Billfo 
Stafford Smith 
1255 North Holmes, Ave. 
P.O. Box 1896 






SJP - Stanley J. Preston 
BMS - Bryan M. Scott 
Description 
Review and revise memorandum in support of motion for 
judgment on the pleadings; telephone conference with Brya11 
Scott; review correspondence with Michael Spence; multiple 
emails to and from Bryan Scott and Brandon Crowther 
Emails from Bryan Scott; email from Stan Preston; begin 
reviewing correspondence and Reply to find additional facts 
to incorporate; office conferences with Bryan Scott 
Office conferences with Brandon Crowther to determine 
what documents and correspondence should be attached to 
the Reply to the Counterclaim and Answer to Third-Party 
Complaint; telephone conference with Stafford Smith; email 
from Stafford Smith; review correspondence between the 
parties; review and revise Reply and Answer; emails to and 
from Stan Preston; emails to and from Brandon Crowther; 
telephone conference with Stan Preston: prepare and finalize 
Reply and Answer for filing with the court 
Review emails from Bryan Scott and attachments; telephone 
conference with Bryan Scott and Brandon Crowther; revise 
and finalize draft of reply to counterclaim; emails to Bryan 
Scott 
CBP - Cheryl B. Preston 
BTC - Brandon T. Crowther 
Page 6 












Exhibit A to Affidavit 






SEP /0 0 l 05:10 PM B~ SCOTT 
Preston & Scott 
Five Gateway Office Center 
178 S. Rto Grande St. 
Suite 250 
Salt Lake City, UT 841 O 1 
Bill To 
Stafford Smith 
1255 North Holmes, Ave. 
P.O. Box 1896 
Idaho Falls, ID 83401 
OatG Attorney Description 




Quantity Rats Amount 
5/14/2014 BTC Finish revisions to Reply incorporating key facts to l1se in the 6.1 l 75.00 1,067.50 
5/15/2014 SJP 
5/15/2014 BTC 
SJP - Stanley J. Preston 
BMS - Bryan M. Scott 
motion for judgment on the pleadings; office conferences 
with Bryan Scott; assemble all additional correspondence to 
include in the Reply; draft email summarizing issues with 
inclusion of certain correspondence; emails to and from 
Bryan Scott; revise memorandum supporting motion for 
judgment on the pleadings to incorporate additional facts and 
citations to the Reply; emails from and to Stan Preston; 
proofread and finalize Reply for mailing 
Review draft of supporting memorandum to motion for 
judgment on the pleadings; extended telephone conference 
with Bryan Scott and Brandon Crowther explaining 
additional facts and issues that needed additional legal 
research; make extensive revisions to Introduction and 
Summary of Argument and Statement of Fact sections in 
memorandum; email to Bryan Scott and Brandon Crowther 
R.esearoh additional cases from Idaho courts regarding 
specific performance; emails from and to Stan Preston; 
incorporate Stan Preston's changes and continue revising 
argument section of memorandum supporting motion for 
judgment on the pleadings 
CBP - Cheryl B. Preston 
BTC - Brandon T. Crowther 
Page 7 






Exhibit A to Affidavit 
of Stanley J. Preston 
990.00 
455.00 
SEP/U3/~Ul4/WED 05: 10 PM PRESTON & SCOTT No. 801 8 
Preston & Scott 
Five Gateway Office Center 
178 S. Rio Grande St. 
Suite 250 
Salt Lake City_. UT 84101 
Bill To 
Stafford Smith 
1255 North Holmes, Ave. 
P.O. Box 1896 






SJP - Stanley J. Preston 
BMS - Bryan M. Scott 
Dgscription 
Finish revising argument section of judgment on the 
pleadings memo to incorporate Stan Preston's suggested 
additions; revise motion for judgment on the pleadings to 
match revisions in the memo; emails to and from Stan 
Preston; email to Stafford Smith, Mike Carlston, and Kara 
Pettit; telephone conference with Stan Preston; review Stan 
Preston's changes to the first portion of the argument section 
and make additional changes; begin reviewing Stan Preston's 
changes to the second portion of the argument section 
Review and revise argument section of memorandum in 
support of motion for judgment on the pleadings; review 
emails from Brandon Crowther; telephone conference with 
Brandon Crowther; emails to Bryan Scott and Brandon 
Crowther 
Emails from Brandon Crovvther; emails from Stan Preston 
Review email from Brandon Crowther and begin review of 
and edits to supporting memorandum 
CBP - Cheryl B. Preston 
BTC - Brandon T. Crowther 
Page 8 
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Exhibit A to Affidavit 






SEP /0 014/WED 05: lO PM PRESTON & SCOTT No. 80! 869 !621 P. 04 7 
Preston & Scott 
Five Gateway Office 
S. Rio Grande St. 
Invoice 
Suite 250 
Salt Lake City, UT 8410 I 
Bill To 
Stafford Smith 
1255 North Holmes, Ave. 
P.O. Box 1896 
Idaho Falls, ID 83401 
WoodruffD. Smith 
Date Attorney Description Quantity 
5/17/2014 BTC Finish reviewing and incorporating Stan Preston's edits to the 0.3 
memorandum suppo1iingjudgrnent on the pleadings; email to 
Stan Preston; email to Stafford Smith, Mike Carlston, and 
Kara Pettit 
5/18/2014 SJP Revise and finalize redline and clean versions of supporting 3.3 
memorandum to motion for judgment on the pleadings; revise 
and finalize motion; emails to Bryan Scott and Brandon 
Crowther; email to Staffotd Smith, Mike Carlston and Kara 
Pettit 
5/18/2014 BMS Review emails and attachments received from Stan Preston 0.8 
5/19/2014 BTC Emails from Stan Preston; incorporate Stan Preston and 4.5 
Stafford Smith's edits to the memorandum supporting 
SJP - Stanley J. Preston 
BMS - Bryan M. Scott 
jndgment on the pleadings; office conferences with Bryan 
Scott; carefully proofread motion and memorandum for 
judgment on the pleadings and notice of hearing; incorporate 
Mike Carlston's edits to the memorandum for judgment on 
the pleadings; finalize all pleadings for mailing; emails from 







CBP - Cheryl B. Preston 
BTC - Brandon T. Crowther Applied Payments 
Balance Due 
RECE VE: N0.6046 
Page 9 
0 /03/20 /WED 04:22PM 
Exhibit A to Affidavit 






SEP/03/20!4/WED 05: lO PRESTrn .. J & SCOTT No. BO! 869 l62l P. 04 8 
Preston & Scott 
Five Gateway Office Center 
178 S. Rio Grande St 
Suite 250 
Salt Lake City, UT 84101 
Bill To 
Stafford Smith 
1255 North Holmes, Ave. 
P.O.Box 1896 






SJP - Stanley J. Preston 
BMS - Bryan M. Scott 
Description 
Review and revise motion and memorandum in support of 
judgment on the pleadings; draft notice of hearing; telephone 
conference with court clerk; telephone conferences with Stan 
Preston; telephone conferences with Mike Carlston; office 
conferences with Brandon Cwwther; emails from and to 
Stafford Smith; telephone conference with Mike Spence; 
email to Mike Spence; finalize and prepare pleadings for 
filing with the court 
Review email from Stafford Smith; telephone conferences 
with Bryau Scott; review voicemail message from Idaho 
com1 clerk; review various emails from Bryan Scott and 
Brandon Crowther 
Continue drafting memorandum in opposition to motion to 
dismiss; draft response to facts section; draft basic 
arguments; office conferences with Bryan Scott; ernail to 
Stan Preston 
Email from Stan Preston; telephone conference with 
Bo1meville County Court clerk; email from Brandon 
Crowther 
CBP - Chetyl B. Preston 
BTC - Brandon T. Crowther 
Page 10 











Exhibit A to Affidavit 






SE 014/WED 05:1! & SCOTT F No. 8 
Preston & Scott 
Five Gateway Office Center 
178 S. Rio Grande St 
Suite 250 
Salt Lake City, UT 84101 
Bill To 
Stafford Smith 
1255 North Holmes, Ave_ 
:P.O. Box 1896 







SJP - Stanley J. Preston 
BMS - Bryan M. Scott 
Description 
Email from and telephone conferences with Bryan Scott; 
review email from Brandon Crowther and draft of opposition 
memorandum to Woody's motion to dismiss 
Continue drafting argument section to memorandum 
opposing motion to dismiss; research cross-motions for 
summary judgment; research mutual mistake claims being 
precluded where the uncertainty is known to the contracting 
parties; office conference with Stan Preston and Bryan Scott_: 
revise and finalize draft of memorandum opposing motion to 
dismiss; email to Stan Preston 
Office conference with Stan Preston; email from Brandon 
Crowther 
Office conferences with Bryan Scott and Brandon Crow1her 
regarding draft of opposition memorandum to Woody's 
motion to dismiss 
Emails from and to Stan Preston; review voice mail 
messages for Mike Spence and Gregg Savage; email to 
Mike Spence; emails from and to Gregg Savage; telephone 
conference with Stan Preston; telephone conferences with 
Brandon Crowther 
CBP - Cheryl B. Preston 
BTC ~ Brandon T. Crowther 
Page 11 
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Exhibit A to Affidavit 







SEP/03/20!4/WED 05: ll PRESTOt'~ & SCOTT F No. r, 869 )h2l P. 050 
Preston & Scott Invoice 
Five Gateway Office Center 
178 S. Rio Grande 
Suite 250 
Salt Lake City, UT 84101 
Bill To 
Stafford Smith 
1255 North Holmes, Ave. 
P.O. Box 1896 
Idaho Falls, ID 83401 
Matter 
WoodruffD. Smith 
Date Attorney Description Quantity 
5/22/2014 SJP Revise drafts of opposition memorandum to Woody's motion 3.9 
to dismiss; telephone conference with Bryan Scott; revievv 
emails from Bryan Scott and Gregg Savage; emails from and 
to Brandon Crowther 
5/22/2014 BTC Telephone conferences with Bryan Scott; review Stan 1.5 
Preston's changes to opposition memorandum; emails from 
and to Stan Preston; emails from Bryan Scott; emails from 
Greggory Savage; revise opposition memorandum 
5/23/2014 BMS Review and revise opposition to motion to dismiss; email to 1.9 
Mike Spence; email to Stafford Smith; review opposition to 
motion for judgment on the pleadings; office conference with 
Brandon Crowther; emails from and to Stan Preston 
5/23/2014 SJP Revise and finalize memorandum in opposition to Woody's 3.4 
motion to dismiss; office conferences with Bryan Scott and 
SJP • Stanley J. Preston 
BMS - Bryan M. Scon 
Brandon Crowther; emails to and from Brandon Crowther; 
review Woody's opposition memorandum to motion for 
judgment on the pleadings; review emails to 1v1ichael Spence 







CBP - Cheryl B. Preston 
BTC - Brandon T. Crowther Applied Payments 
Ba nee ue 
RECEIVE: N0.6046 
Page 12 
09/03/2014/WED 04 22PM 
Exhibit A to Affidavit 






SEP /0 014/WED 05: ll PM PRESTON & SCOTT 
Preston & Scott 
Five Gateway Office Center 
178 S. Rio Grande St. 
Suite 
Salt Lake City, UT 84101 
BIii To 
Stafford Smith 
1255 North Holmes, Ave. 
P.O. Box 1896 
Idaho Falls, ID 83401 
No Ol 





SJP - Stanley J. Preston 
BMS - Bryan M. Scott 
Emails from and to Stan Preston; office conferences with 
Stan Preston: carefully proofread entire opposition 
memorandum.: office conferences vvith Bryan Scott; mail 
opposition memorandum; emails from Bryan Scott 
Emails from and to Stafford Smith 
Emails from and to Stafford Smith; office conferences with 
Stan Preston and Brandon Crowther; telephone conference 
wit!, Mike Carlston; telephone message for Judge 
Shindurling's court clerk; telephone conference with court 
clerk; email to Mike Carlston and Kara Petit; email from 
Kara Petit; email from Brandon Crowther; email to Mike 
Spence; review and revise correspondence with Judge 
Shindurling 
Work on reply memorandum in support of motion for 
judgment on the pleadings; review binder to be sent to judge 
and revise organization; revise and finalize letter to Judge 
Shindurling 
CBP - Cheryl B. Preston 
BTC Brandon T. Crowther 
Page i3 
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Exhibit A to Affidavit 






SEP/03/2014/WED 05: 1 PM PRESTON 8< SCOTT No. BC! 862 !62! P. 05 
Preston & Scott Invoice 
Five Gateway Office Center 
178 S. Rio Grande St. 
Suite 250 ·ift1l, 
Salt Lake City, UT 84101 'iJ,.W 
Bi11To :r~~ ·(1,.C~~ 
'---------------_,,n;,....._..,L 
Staffoi"d Smith liil 
1255 North Holmes, Ave. 
P.O. Box 1896 
Idaho Falls, ID 83401 
WoodruffD. Smith 
Date Attorney Description Quantity 
5/27/2014 BTC Office conferences with Stan Preston; office conferences 5.J 
with Bryan Scott; emails from Bryan Scon; prepare binder of 
motion. memoranda, and pleadings for Shinduriing; 
draft cover letter to Judge Shindurling; email to Stan Preston; 
revise binder of pleadings; begin drafting reply memorandum 
supporting motion for judgment on the pleadings; FedEx 
binder to Judge Shindurling 
5/28/2014 SJP Review and analyze Woody's opposing memorandum; office 3.1 
conferences ,vith Cheryl Preston; emails to Cheryl Preston; 
office conferences with Brandon Crowther; work on reply 
memorandum; email to Stafford Smith 
5/28/2014 BMS Email from Stan Preston; email from Brandon Crowther 0.2 
5/28/2014 BTC Assemble binder of pleadings for Stan Preston; finish draft of 9.2 
reply memorandum; research Idaho cases regarding standards 
SJP - Stanley J. Preston 
BMS • Bryan M. Scou 
for specific performance; telephone conferences with Chetyl 
Preston; email to Cheryl Preston; emails from and to Stan 
Preston; research cases regarding granting specific 
performance for real estate contracts absent compelling 
circumstances; research cases regarding drafting intentional 
ambiguities; research cases regarding acceptances that 







CBP - Cheryl B. Preston 
BTC - Brandon T. Crowther Applied Payments 
Page 14 
RECEIVE: N0.6046 09/03/2014/WED 04:22PM 
Balance Due 
Exhibit A to Affidavit 






SEP /0 014/WED 05: I! PM PRESTON & SCOTT 
Preston & Scott 
Gateway 
178 S. Rio Grande St. 
Suite 250 
Salt Lake City, UT 84101 
Bill To 
Stafford Smith 
1255 North Holmes, Ave. 
P.O. Box 1896 
Idaho Falls, ID 83401 
Date Attorney Description 
FAX No. BO! :3 
5/28/2014 CBP Review memoranda; office confetences with Stan Preston 
and Brandon Crowther 
5/29/2014 BTC Finish hearing binder for Stan Preston; office conferences 





Quantity I Rate Amount 
2 250.00 500.00 
2 175.00 350.00 




SIP - Stanley J. Preston 
BMS - Bryan M. Scott 
with FedEx_: proofread and finalize reply memorandum; 
prepare reply memorandum for filing and overnight mail; 
mail and FedEx reply memorandum 
Emails from and to Stafford Smith; review, revise and 
finalize the reply memorandum in support of motion for 
judgment on the pleadings; office conferences with Brandon 
Crovvther; draft lener to Judge Shindurling; email to 
opposing counsel; email to Stafford Smith 
Emails from Stan Preston; email from Mike Spence; email 
from Brandon Crowther; review reply memoranda 
Office conference with Bryan Scott; review voicemail 
message from court clerk; emails to and from Stafford Smith; 
review Woody's reply memorandum; work on oral argument 
outline; office conferences with Brandon Crowther to gather 
material for oral aJ:gument 
CBP - Cheryl B. Preston 
BTC - Brandon T. Crowther 
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Exhibit A to Affidavit 




SEP/03/2014/WED 05: ll PRESTGr\1 & SCOTT F No. 80! 869 162! P. 054 
Preston & Scott 
Five Gateway Office Center 
178 S. Rio St. 
250 
Salt Lake City, UT 84101 
Bill To 
Stafford Smith 
1255 North Holmes, Ave. 
P.O. Box 1896 
Idaho Falls, lD 83401 
5/30/2014 BMS Voice message from Judge Shindurling's clerk; Emails to and 






SJP - Stanley J. Preston 
BMS - Bryan M. Scott 
Review Woody's reply memorandum; voice mail from Cheryl 
Preston; email to Cheryl Preston; telephone conference with 
Cheryl Preston; office conferences with Stan Preston; 
highlight and print key cases for Stan Preston 
Costs 
Motion Filing Fee 
Fed Ex Hearing Bi.nder to Judge Shindurling 
Fed Ex Reply Memorandum to Judge Shindurling 




0.2 235.00 47.00 
1.8 175.00 315.00 
69.00 69.00 




CBP - Cheryl B. Preston 






09/03/2014/WED 04 22PM 
Exhibit A to Affidavit 
of Stanley J. Preston 
SEP/0 014/WED 05.12 PRESTON & SCOTT F No. 801 869 !62! P. 
Preston & Scott 
Five Gateway Office Center 
178 S. Rlo Grande St 
250 
Salt Lake City, UT 84101 
Bill To 
Stafford Smith 
1255 North Holmes, Ave. 
P.O. Box 1896 
Idaho Falls, ID 83401 
Date Attorney Description 
6/1/2014 BTC Emails from and to Stan Preston; voice mail from Stan 
Preston; locate and highlight additional key cases 
6/1/2014 SJP Review cases_, memoranda and correspondence and prepare 




Quantity Rate Amount 
0.4 175.00 70.00 
6.2 300.00 1,860.00 




SJP - Stanley J. Preston 
BMS - Bryan M. Scott 
Telephone conference with Stan Preston and Bryan Scott 
Prepare for and represent Stafford Smith at court hearing 
before Judge Shindurling; discussions with Michael Spence; 
meeting with Stafford Smith; Travel time to and from Idaho 
Falls 
Telephone conference with Mike Carlston 
BTC - Brandon T. Crowthei-
RECEIVE N0.604 09/03/2014/WED 04·22PM 
0.2 175.00 35.00 
8.3 300.00 2,490.00 
0.4 300.00 120.00 
Total $4,622.00 
Applied Payments -$4,622.00 
Balance Due 
Exhibit A to Affidavit 
of Stanley J. Preston 
$0.00 
SEP/0 0!4/WED 05: 12 PM PRESTON & SCOTT 
Bill To 
Preston & Scott 
Five Gateway Office Center 
178 S. Rio Grande St. 
Suite 250 
Salt Lake City, UT 84101 
Stafford Smith 
1255 North Holmes, Ave. 
P.O. Box 1896 
Idaho Falls, ID 83401 
No. 80! 8 
8/1/2014 BTC Scan and save opinion and order; review opinion and order; 
emails to and from Stan Preston and Bryan telephone 
conference with Stan Preston 
8/1/2014 SJP Review emails from Brandon Crowther and Court's decision; 
telephone conference with Brandon Crm..vther; email to 
Stafford Smith 
8/4/2014 SJP Telephone conference with Mike Carlston; office conference 
with Bryan Scott; telephone conference with Stafford Smith 
SIP - Stanley J. Preston 
BTC - Brandon T. CroWther 
RECEIVE NO. 6046 09/03/2014/WED 0 2PM 









Exhibit A to Affidavit 







SEP /0 0 l 05: !2 PM PRESTON & SCOTT lh 30! 869 1621 P. 057 
Preston & Scott 
Five Gateway Center 
178 Grande St 
Suite 250 
Salt Lake City, UT 84101 
Bill To 
Stafford Smith 
1255 North Holmes, Ave. 
P.O. Box 1896 
Idaho Falls, ID 83401 
Date Attorney Description 
8/1/2014 BMS Emails from Brandon Crowther; email from Stan Preston; 
telephone conference with Stan Preston; review opinion and 
order received from Judge Shindurling 
8/5/2014 BMS Office conference with Stan Preston; emails from Stan 
Preston; review Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure regarding 
judgments 
8/5/2014 SJP Emails from and to Stafford Smith 
8/11/2014 SJP Office conferences with Bryan Scott and Brandon Crowther 
Invoice 
WoodruffD. Smith 
Quantity Rate Amoucit 
0.8 235.00 lSS.00 
0.4 235.00 94.00 
0.5 300.00 150.00 
0.2 300.00 60.00 




SJP - Stanley J. Preston 
BMS - Bryan M. Scott 
Research Idaho rules regarding awarding attorneys· fees and 
costs; draft motion for anomeys' fees and costs; begin 
drafting memorandum of costs; ernails to and from Stan 
Preston 
Review pleadings; telephone conference with Stan Preston; 
draft judgment 
Emails to and from Brandon Crowther; telephone conference 
with Bryan Scott 
BTC - Brandon T. Crowther 
Page 1 







Exhibit A to Affidavit 




SEP/ 0 l 4/WED O 5 12 PM PRESTDr'·l & SCOTT F 0, 80! 869 !621 P. 058 
Preston & Scott 
Five Gateway Office Center 
178 S. Rio Grande St. 
Suite 250 
Salt Lake City, UT 84101 
Bill To 
Stafford Smith 
1255 North Holmes, Ave. 
P.O. Box 1896 







SJP - Stanley J. Preston 
BMS - :Bryan M. Scott 
Description 
Voice message for Mike Carlston; telephone conference with 
Mike Carlston; work on judgment 
Office conference with Bryan Scott; finish drafting 
memorandum of costs; office conference with Stan Preston 
and Bryan Scott; emails from and to Bryan Scot:; draft 
attorneys' fees affidavit; email to Stan Preston 
Review Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure; review and revise 
judgment; office conferences with Stan Preston and 
Brandon Crowther; email to Brandon Crowther 
Office conferences with Bryan Scott and Brandon Crowther: 
review and revise draft of proposed Judgment; emails to and 
from Bryan Scott; emails to Stafford Smith 
Emails from Stan Preston; email from Stafford Smith; mail 
judgment 
BTC - Brandon T. Crowther 
Page 2 












Exhibit A to Affidavit 







SEP/0 Ol 05: 2 PM PRESTON & SCOTT 
Bill To 
Preston & Scott 
Five Gateway Office Center 
178 S. Rio Grande St. 
Suite 250 
Salt Lake City, VT 84101 
Stafford Smith 
1255 North Holmes, Ave. 
P.O. Box 1896 
Idaho Falls, ID 83401 
Date Attorney Description 
No. 80 l 
8/15/2014 SJP :Review email from Stafford Smith; revise Judgment; emails 
to Stafford Smith and Mike Carlston; office conferences with 
Bryan Scott; review edits from Mike Carlston; telephone 




Quantity Rate Amount 
3-4 300.00 1,020.00 





SJP - Stanley J. Preston 
EMS - Bryan M. Scott 
correspondence to Judge Shindurling 
Email from Stafford Smith; email from Mike Carlston; office 
conferences with Stan Preston; review aoc! revise judgment; 
emails from and to Stan Preston 
Emails from and to Stan Preston; research procedures and 
tim~ to object to form of judgment; telephone conference 
with Stan Preston 
Office conference with Brandon Crowther; revie,v drafts of 
motion and memorandum to recover fees; emails from 
Brandon Crowther 
Email from Stan Preston; email from Brandon Crowther; 
review Idaho :Rules of Civil Procedure regarding judgments 
BTC - Brandon T. Crowther 
Page 3 








Exhibit A to Affidavit 





SEP /0 0!4/WED 05: !2 PRESTON & SCOTT F No. 80! 869 l P. Q60 
Preston & Scott 
Five Gateway Office Center 
178 S. Rio Grande 
Suite 250 
Salt Lake City, UT 84101 
Bill To 
Stafford Smith 
1255 North Holmes, Ave. 
P.O. Box 1896 
Idaho Falls, ID 8340 I 
Date Attorney Description 
8/21/2014 BTC Emails from and to Stan Preston; research deadlines for 
briefing on motions to alter judgment; office conferences 
with Stan Preston; review objection to proposed judgment; 
research procedures for responding to objections to proposed 
judgments; revise anomeys' fee affidavit; research cases 
where judgment for specific performance reflected factual 
changes since the agreement was made 
8/21/2014 SJP Review and analyze objection to Judgment filed by Woody 
Smith; office conferences with Bryan Scott and Brandon 
Crowther; emails from Brandon Crowther; email to Stafford 
Smith and Mike Carlston; work on motion for fees and costs 




Quantity Rate Amount 
1 175.00 175.00 
1.5 300.00 450.00 
1.1 235.00 25S.50 
conferences with Stan Preston and Brandon Cro-wther; emails 
8/22/2014 BTC 
8/25/2014 BMS 
SJP - Stanley J. Preston 
BMS - Bryan M. Scott 
from Brandon Crowther; emails to and from Stan Preston 
Email from Stan Preston 
Review judgment received from Judge Shindurling; office 
conference with Stan Preston; office conference with Stan 
Preston and Brandon Crowther; emails from Stan Preston 
BTC - Brandon T. Crowther 
Page 4 






Exhibit A to Affidavit 
of Stanley J. Preston 
17.50 
117.50 
SEP/U:J/LIJl4/WED U~: lL PM P!-1ESTON & SCOTT F No. 80! 869 !621 P. 061 
Preston & Scott 
Five Gateway Office Center 
178 S. Rio Grande 
Suite 250 
Salt Lake City, UT 8410 l 
Stafford Smith 
1255 North Holmes, Ave. 
P.0.Box 1896 
Idaho Falls, ID 83401 
Date Attorney Description 
8/25/2014 BTC Office conferences with Stan Preston and Bryan Scott; scan 




Quantity Rate Amount 
0.3 175.00 52.50 






SJP - Stanley J. Preston 
BMS - Bryan M. Scott 
research deadline for appeal; docket deadline for appeal; 
email from Stan Preston 
Review JLtdgment signed by Court; office conference with 
Bryan Scott; email to Stafford Smith; telephone conference 
with Mike Carlston 
Telephone conference with Stafford Smith; further work on 
motion for fees and costs 
Office conference with Stan Preston; emails from Stan 
Preston 
Office conference with Stan Preston; review Idaho Rules of 
Civil Procedure regarding hearing date; voice mail to Judge 
Shindurling's clerk; email from Stan Preston 
Review all invoices to be attached as exhibits to Affidavit of 
Stanley Preston; office conference with Brandon Crowther 
BTC - Brandon T. Crowther 
Page 5 









Exhibit A to Affidavit 






SEP /U Ul 
Bill To 
U~: Jj PM PRESTON & SCOTT 
Preston & Scott 
Five Gateway Office Center 
178 S. Rio Grande St. 
Suite 250 
Salt Lake City, 84101 
Stafford Smith 
1255 North Holmes, Ave. 
P.O. Box 1896 
Idaho Falls, ID 83401 
F N .801 86 1621 P 062 
Invoice 
Woodruff D. Smith 
Date Attorney Description Quantity Rate Amount 
8/28/2014 BTC Office conferences with Stan Preston; voice mails from and 
to district court; telephone conferences with district court; 
email from Stan Preston; prepare invoices to support motion 
for attorneys' fees and costs; review motion for attorneys' fees 
and related documents for accuracy; draft notice of hearing 
8/28/2014 SJP 
SJP - Stanley J. Preston 
BMS - Bryan M. Scon 
Revise and finalize motion for attorneys' fees and costs; make 
substantial additions to Affidavit of Stanley Preston; 
telephone conference with Idaho court clerk; review notice of 
hearing; finalize exhibits to Affidavit; office conferences 
with Brandon Crowther; emails to and from Mike Carlston; 
review Affidavit of Mike Carlston and insert relevant 
numbers into memorandum and motion 
Total 
BTC - Brandon T. CroW1her 
2.9 175.00 507.50 
4.5 300.00 1,350.00 
$9,780.50 
$0.00 Applied Payments 
Balance Due $9,780.50 
RECEIVE: N .6046 
Page 6 
09/03/20 4/WED 04:22P 
Exhibit A to Affidavit 
of Stanley J. Preston 
0 l & SCOTT C 801869162 
Kara L. Pettit (Idaho State Bar No. 5276) 
Michael R. Carlston (Utah State Bar No. 0577, Admiued Pro Hae Vice) 
SNOW. CHRJSTENSEN & MARTINEAU 
10 Exchange Place, Eleventh Floor 
Post Office Box 45000 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84145 
Telephone: (801) 521-9000 
kp@scmlaw.com 
mrc@scmlaw.com 
Stanley J. Preston (Utah State Bar No. 4119, Admitted Pro Hae Vice) 
PRESTON & SCOTT 
Five Gateway Office Center 
178 S. Rio Grande Street. Suite 250 
Salt Lake City, UT 8410·1 
Tel~hone: (801) 869-1620 
sjp@prestonandscott.com 
Attorneys for Plaintiff/Counterclaim Defendant 
Stafford L. Smith and Third-Party Defendant 
Smith Chevrolet Co., Inc. 
I~ 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE, STATE OF IDAHO 




WOODRUFF D. SMITH, 
Defendant/Counterclaimant. 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT 
OF PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR 
ATTORNEYS' FEES AND 
COSTS 
WOODRUFF D. SMITH, 
Third-Party Plaintiff, 
VS. 
SMITH CHEVROLET CO. INC. and 
STAFFWOOD PARTNERSHIP, 
N 6 o /03/ o I 04: 
Civil No. CV-2014-1434 
Judge Jon Shindurling 
V 
0 05:04 & SCOTT 9 1621 p l, 
Pursuant to Rule 54 of the Idaho Rules of Procedure, PlaintiffiCmm.terclaim 
Defendant Stafford L. Smith ("Stafford") and Third-Party Defendant Smith Cl1evrolet Co. Inc. 
("Smith Chevrolet") respectfully submit this Memorandum in Support of Plaintiffs Motion for 
Attorneys' Fees and Costs. 
COSTS 
Rule 54( d)(l )(A) provides that'·( e ]xcept when otherwise limited by these rules, costs 
shall be allowed as a matter of right to the prevailing party or parties, unless otherwise ordered 
by the court." The Court has rnied in favor of Stafford and Smith Chevrolet in the Court's July 
28, 2014 Opinion and Order Granting Plaintiff's Motion for Judgment on the Pleadings and 
Denying Defendant's Motion for Judgment on the Pleadings or in the Alternative Motion for 
Summary Judgment (the "Order") and the Court has entered Judgment in favor of Stafford and 
Smith Chevrolet in this case on August 20, 2014. Moreover, a closing has now taken place in 
accordance with the Judgment entered by the Court, whereby the various real property 
transactions mandated by the Judgment were effected. Accordingly, it cannot be disputed that 
Stafford and Smith Chevrolet are the prevailing parties in this matter and, as a result, Stafford 
and Smith Chevrolet are entitled to an award of the following costs: 
Costs as a Matter of Right (Idaho R. Civ. P. 54(d)(l)(C)): 
Court filing fees $ 290.001 
1 This Court filing fee for the Complaint was $221.00, and was paid directly by Stafford, The other filing 
fee was a motion filing fee of $69. 00 paid to the Court by Stafford's attorneys, as shown in Invoice No. 
180& attached to the Affidavit of Stanley J. Preston, which is filed concurrently herewith. 
2 Memorandum in of 
Plaintiffs Motion for 
Attorneys' and Costs 
o. 6 I 4/ 0 : 2 
Ol iJ . 04 & 
Actual fees for service of any pleading or 
document in the action whether served by a 
public officer or other person 
Witness fees 
Travel expenses of \Vitnesses 
Expenses of certified copies of documents 
Reasonable costs of preparation of exhibits 
Cost of all bond premiums 
Reasonable expert witness fees 
Charges for reporting and transcribing a 
deposition 
Charges for one copy of any deposition 











Discretionary Costs (Idaho R. Civ. P. 54(d)(l)(D)) 
Pro hac vice application fees 
Copy Expenses 






Total Discretionary Costs S 660.68 
Total Costs S 950.68 
0, 80: 
3 Memorandum Support 
Plaintiffs Motion for 
Attorneys' and Costs 
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ATTORNEYS' 
Pursuant to Rule 54( e )(1) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, "the court may award 
reasonable attorney fees ... to the prevailing party or parties ... when provided for by any 
statute or contract" As the prevailing parties in this case, Stafford and Smith Chevrolet 
respectfully submit that they are entitled to an award of attorneys' fees pursuant to both statute 
and contract. 
Under Idaho law, "[i]n any civil action ... in any commercial transaction unless 
otherwise provided by law, the prevailing party shall be allowed a reasonable attorney's fee to be 
set by the court, to be taxed and collected as costs." Idaho Code Ann. § 12-120(3).2 A 
"'commercial transaction' is defined to mean all transactions except transactions for personal or 
household purposes." Id. The parties were engaged commercial transactions involving the 
purchase and division of real property leased to business entities, the winding down and 
distribution of real property assets of Staffwood Partnership ("Staffwood''). Accordingly, as the 
prevailing parties, Stafford and Smith Chevrolet are entitled to their reasonable attorneys' fee. 
In addition, the parties' dispute arose out of the bid process initiated pursuant to the 
parties' second settlement agreement, dated July 5, 2012 (the "2012 Settlement Agreement"). 
The 2012 Settlement Agreement includes an attorneys' fee provision that states, "[i]n the event 
2 As an alternate statutory grounds, the Court has discretion to "award reasonable attorney' .s fees to the 
prevailing party or parties," provided that the Court "finds, from the facts presented to it, that the case was 
... defended frivolously, unreasonably or without foundation." See Idaho Code .A.nn. § 12-121; Idaho R. 
Civ. P. 54(e)(1). 
4 
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Plaintiffs Motion for 
Attorneys' Fees and Costs 
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of any dispute related to this Agreement, the prevailing Party shall recover attorneys' fees and 
costs from the opposing Party." Id § 25.8. The parties' dispute in this lawsuit directly arose out 
of the bid process required by the 2012 Settlement Agreement for the purchase of the Smith 
Chevrolet Property, the RV Property, and the Outlet Property. See Order at 2-3, 6. Accordingly, 
Stafford and Smith Chevrolet are entitled, as the prevailing parties to an awac.-d of their attomeys' 
fees and costs, because this dispute and lawsuit "relate to" the 2012 Settlement Agreement. 
Pursuant to Rule 54( d)(5), the basis and method for computation of attorneys' fees are set 
forth in the Affidavit of Stanley J. Preston as to Attorneys' Fees and Costs, which is filed 
concurrently herewith, and the Affidavit of Michael R. Carlston as to Attorneys' Fees and Costs, 
which is also filed concurrently herewith. Attached to these Affidavits are the invoices detailing 
the legal fees incuned in this lawsuit, which invoices set forth the date on which work was 
performed, the name and hourly rate of the person who performed the work, and a description of 
the work performed by each attorney, as well as the time billed for each entry. 
These Affidavits also affirm that the hourly rates charged are reasonable and consistent 
vvith the hourly rates charged by lavvyers with comparable experience and credentials in Salt 
Lake city, Utah. These Affidavits also affirm that the fees sought are reasonable in light of the 
pleadings that were prepared and filed, the legal briefing that was required, and the legal issues 
involved in this matter. 
Based on these Affidavits and the exhibits attached thereto, the amount of the attorneys' 
fees may be swmnarized as follows: 
5 
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Attorneys' fees paid to Preston & Scott, LLC $72,619.00 
Attorneys' fees paid to Snow, Christensen, & 
Martineau $ 5,692.50 
$78,311.50 
$ 950.68 
Total Attorneys' Fees 
Total Costs 
Total Costs and Attorneys' Fees $79,262.18 
To the best of Stafford and Smith Chevrolet's knowledge and belief, the foregoing items 
are correct and the costs claimed are in compliance ·with Rule 54(d)(5) of the Idaho Rules of 
Civil Procedure. 
DATED this 3rd day of September, 2014. 
0. 4 
SNOW, CHRISTENSEN & MARTINEAU 
By(!;±iffl& +~ 
Michael R. Carlston 
San 
Attorneys , Plaintif/lCounterclaim Defendant 
Stafford L. Smith and Third-Party Defendanr Smith 
Chevrolet Co., Inc. 
6 
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Plaintiff's Motion for 
Attorneys' Fees and Costs 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY ihat on September 3rd, 2014, I caused to served a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing ~\1EMOR.i-\J.~DUM XN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S MOTION 
FOR ATTORNEYS' FEES AND COSTS, to be delivered via electronic mail and first class 
mail, postage prepaid, addressed to the following person(s): 
N . 04 
Michael W. Spence 
Greggory J. Savage 
Michael D. Mayfield 
RAY QUINNEY & NEBEKER, P.C. 
36 South State Street, Suite 1400 
P.O. Box 45385 
Salt Lake City, UT 84145-0385 
rnspence(a)rqn.co1n 
gsavag:e(@rgn.com 
Artorneys for Defendant/Counterclaimant Woodruff D. Smith 
7 
o I 12 D 04 p 
Memorandum 
Plaintiffs Motion for 
Attorneys' Fees and Costs 
SEP/0 014/WED 05: 13 PM PRESTON & SCOTT F lfo. 859 l62i P. 063 
RECE VE 
Pettit (Idaho State Bar No. 5276) 
Michael R. Carlston (Utah State Bar No. 0577, 
SNOW, CHRISTENSEN & MARTINEAU 
10 Exchange Place, Eleventh Floor 
Post Office Box 45000 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84145 
Telephone: (801) 521-9000 
Email: kpr@scmlaw.com 
Email: mrc{Cl{scmlaw.com 
201~ SEP PH~= 39 
Hae Admission Pending) 
Stanley J. Preston (Utah State Bar No. 4119, Pro Hae Vice Admission Pending) 
PRESTON & SCOTT 
Five Gateway Office Center 
178 S. Rio Grande Street, Suite 250 
Salt Lake City, UT 84101 
Telephone: (801) 869-1620 
Email: sjp@prestonandscott.com 
Attorneys for Plaintiff/Counterclaim Defendant Sr afford L Smith and Third-Party Defendant 
Smith Chevrolet Co., Inc. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH ,JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE, STATE OF IDAHO 
STAFFORD L. SMITH, 
Plaintiff/Counterclaim Defendant, 
vs. 
WOODRUFF D. SMITH, 
Defendant/Counterclaimant. 
WOODRUFF D. SMITH, 
Third-Party Plaintiff, 
vs. 




MICHAEL R CARLSTON IN SUPPORT 
OF PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR 
ATTORNEYS' FEES AND COSTS 
Civil No. CV-2014-1434 
I 
Judge Jon Shindurling 
N0.6046 09/03/2014/WED 04 22PM 
E 
F t10. tlUl ~ 1 b'.( P. Ub4 
OF 
: ss. 
COUNTY OF SALT LAKE ) 
l\1ICHAEL R. CARLSTON, being first sworn, deposes and states as follows: 
1. I am over the age of 21, and have personal knowledge of the matters stated herein. 
I am competent to testify and, if called, I would repeat and affirm each and every statement 
herein. 
1. I am an attorney duly licensed in the State of Utah, and am a member of the law 
firm, Snow, Christensen & Martineau ("SCM"). 
2. SCM represents Plaintiff/Counterclaim Defendant Stafford L. Smith ("Stafford") 
and Third-Party Defendant Smith Chevrolet Co. Inc. ("Smith Chewolet") in this lawsuit. 
3. Pursuant to Rule 54 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, I submit this Affidavit 
for the purposes of detailing the attorneys' fees and costs incuned by Stafford and Smith 
Chevrolet in this lawsuit. 
4. I graduated from the University with a B.S. degree in 1970. I became a member 
of the Utah Bar after graduating from the University of Utah, J.D. in 1973, where I was a 
member of the Utah Law Review. I served a judicial clerkship for the United States District 
Court for the District of Utah in 1973-197 4. 
5. I have been a member of the law firm of Snow, Christensen & Martineau since 
1974. I am a shareholder of the firm and where I have served in a number of capacities, 
including as chair of the Real Estate Practice Group. 
6. I have extensive trial experience in the courts of Utah and in the United States 
District Court of Utah, and have handled numerous appeals before the Tenth Circuit Court of 
AFFIDAVIT OP MTCHAEL R. CARLSTON 
IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR ATTY FEES 
N 04 
2 
0 /03/20 4/ ED 04: 22 M 
SEP/0 01 05: l 3 PRESTON & SCOTT No. 801 869 !62 P. 065 
the Utah Supreme Court and Utah . I hzmdled cases 
involving a wide variety of claims, including, complex commercial litigation, federal and state 
securities claims, corporate claims, federal and state breach of contract, real estate disputes, 
foreclosure and deficiency actions, personal injury, fraud, alter ego, professional liability, 
condemnation actions, procedural due process (property interest 2md liberty interest), and 
enforcement of covenants not to compete, among others. I have a Martindale Hubbell rating of 
AV® Preeminent™ 5.0 out of 5. 
7. The hourly rate charged for my time in connection with this matter was $330.00 
per hour, and the rates charged by other attorneys on this matter are identified below. I am 
familiar with the rates charged in the Salt Lake City market for work such as that required in this 
lawsuit. The rates charged by SCM are reasonable, in line ancl generally less than those charged 
by lawyers with comparable experience and credentials. I performed 17.25 hours of work on this 
matter at the rate of $330.00 per hour. 
8. I have reviewed the monthly billing statements in this matter. Copies of the 
contemporaneous monthly invoices for the work SCM performed in this matter are attached 
hereto as Exhibit A, insofar as it relates to the fees for which Stafford and Smi,h Chevrnlet are 
seeking an award. No fees are being related to the negotiation of the subject agreements which 
are the focus of the lawsuit or the communications between attorneys that formed this agreement. 
The only fees are those incurred from February 13, 2014, forward and they relate to the fees 
incurred in representing Stafford and Smith Chevrolet in this lawsuit. D1ese in voices set forth 
the date on which work was pei-fo11ned, the name and hourly rate of the person who performed 
AFFIDAVIT OF MICHAEL R. CARLSTON 
IN SUPPORT OF MOTTON FOR A TTY FEES 
RE IVE: N . 6046 
3 
09/0 20 4/W D 04:22PM 
014/WED 05: 13 PM PRESTON & SCOTT r No. 80! 869 
the work, and a 
each entry. 
of the work performed each as 
P. 066 
as for 
9. As shown in Exhibit A, SCM incuned a total of$5,692.50 in attorneys' fees in 
representing Stafford and Smith Chevrolet in this lawsuit. This amount includes fees incurred 
through the date of this Affidavit, August 28, 2014. This amount does not include any fees that 
may be incurred in this matter after that date. Stafford and Smith Che,Tolet reserves the right to 
supplement this Affidavit to include any attorneys' fees and costs incurred by Stafford and Smith 
Chevrolet in this matter after August 28, 2014. 
10. These fees are reasonable in light of the pleadings that were prepared and filed on 
behalf of Stafford and Smith Chevrolet, the legal issues involved in this matter and legal briefing 
that has been required to obtain judgment on the pleadings in favor of Stafford and Smith 
Chevrolet in this case. These fees are also reasonable in that counsel worked as efficiently as 
possible in prosecuting Stafford and Smith Chevrolet's claims and in def ending against 
Defendants' counterclaims. 
11. Stafford and Smith Chevrolet also seek reimbursement for their costs incurred in 
the prosecuting and defending this matter. The amount of costs incurred by Stafford and Smith 
Chevrolet in this matter is $10.68. These costs are set forth in the monthly invoices attached as 
Exhibit A. 
12. Based on the foregoing, the total amount of attorneys' fees and costs incurred in 
the representation of Stafford and Smith Chevrolet in this matter through August 28, 2014, and 
for which Stafford and Smith Chevrolet now seeks reimbursement as the prevailing party in this 
matter, is $5,692.50. 
APF!DA vrr OF MICHAEL R. CARLSTON 
IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR A TTY FEES 
REE E: NO. 0 6 9/03/2 1 /W D 04 22PM 
SEP/U Ul u~: u PEESTON & SCOTT 
ECE V 
4. 
MICHAEL K CARLSTON 
STATE OF UTAH ) 
: ss. 
COUNTY OF SALT LAKE ) 
SUBSCRJBED AND SWORN to before me this c<~\ky of August, 2014. 
AFFIDAVIT OF MICHAEL R. CARLSTON 
IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR ATTY FEES 
N0.604 09/03/2014/WED 0 PM 
P. 0 
SEP/03/201 05. 3 & SCOTT FAX No. 801 8 c P. 065 
RECE 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
!HEREBY 
correct copy of the foregoing AFFIDAVIT OF MICHAEL R. CARLSTON IN SUPPORT 
OF PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR ATTORNEYS' FEES AND COSTS, to be delivered via 
electronic mail and first class mail, postage prepaid, addressed to the following person(s): 
N . 6 0 4 
Michael W. Spence 
Greggory J. Savage 
Michael D. Mayfield 
RAY QUINNEY & NEBEKER, P.C. 
36 South State Street, Strite 1400 
P.O. Box 45385 
Salt Lake City, UT 84145-0385 
1m12cnce(ffkgn.co1n 
~rqn.com 
Attorneysjor Defendant/Counterclaimant Woodruff D. Smith 
09/03/2014/WED 04:22PM 
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SNOW, CHRISTENS£N&MARTH'1'EAU 
Int. Rev. No. 87-0298631 
Duns. No. 08-532-3715 
Stafford Smith 
1255 North Holmes Ave. 
P.O. Box 1896 
Idaho Falls, ID 83401-1896 
Matier Name: 
Our Matter Number: 
A Professional Corpor;tion 
JO Exchange Place, EleYenth floor 
Post Office Box 45000 
L3lrn City, Utah 84145-5000 
Telephone (801) 521-9000 


















Please remit this page with payment 
f11UJNG QUESTIONS CAN BE Dl'R£CT£':.1J TO 801-322-9308 
A FINANCE CHARGE of 1 % per month (ANNUAL PERCENT A GE RA TE OP 12%) 
will accrue on MY unpaid bal11nce for rhis invoice af\tr August - !SJntflX Error, I 2014 
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April 9, 2014 
Invoice #378787 
SEP /0 : l 4 
Jnc No. 87,029S63l 
Duns. No. 08-532-3715 
PRESTON & SCOTT No. 8 
SNOW, CHRISTENSEN &.MARTINEAU 
A l'rofessionsl Corporation 
l O Bxc:hange Place, Eleventh Floor 
Post Office l3 ox 45000 
Salt Like City, Utah 84145-.SOOO 
Telephone (801) 521-9000 
Fac<imilo (801) 363-0400 
www,scmlaw.c0m 
P 07 l 
Stafford Smith 
1255 North Holmes Ave. 
P.O. Box 1896 
April 9, 2014 
Invoice #378787 
Idaho Falls. ID 83401-1896 
Matter Name: 
Our Mateer Number: 
Woodruff Smith 
025273-0001 
For Professional Services Rendered Through March 31. 2014 
03/06/2014 Carlston, M. 
03/07/2014 Carlston, M. 
03/12/2014 Carlston, M. 
COSTS 
Copy Expenses 
Review of voice message from Michael 
Spence; review Michael Spence letter; 
discussion with Stan Preston; 
telephone conference with Stafford 
Smith and Stan Preston 
Review and revise proposed Compfoint 
and other documents; coordinate 
anangements to sign and file 
documents; various telephone 
conferences with Stan Preston 
Various telephone conferences with Stan 
Preston; review letters; revise 
Complaint and complete 
Total Hours 






03/21/2014 Personal Car Mileage/ Parking Reimbursement - 3 mile(s) @ .56 







RECEIVE: NO 604 9/0 /2014/ D 04:22PM 
SEP/0 Ol 05: l PRESTON 8< SCOTT 
Account Number: 025273-0001 
Woodruff Smith 
COSTS 
03/21/2014 Courier Service 
Subtotal for Costs 
Total for This Invoice 
Balance Forward 
Account Balance 
* '1' * * * ,i, * * "' TilVlEKEEPER SUMMARY * * * * * * * * * 
M. Carlston 
Total all Timekeepers 
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Int, Rev, No, 87-0298631 
Duns. No. 08-532-3715 
Stafford Smith 
PRESTO!'·! & SCOTT 
SNOW; CHRJSTENSEN &MARTINEAU 
A Profe.s,ional Corporation 
10 Exchange Place, Eleven to 
Post Office Box 45000 
Salt Ln.'<:c Chy, Utah 84145-5000 
Telephone (801) 521-9000 
Facslrnilo (801) 363-0400 
www.scmlaw.com 
1255 Nortll Holmes Ave. 
P.O. Box 1896 
Idaho Falls, ID 83401-1896 
REMITTANCE PAGE 
Mauer Name: 







Total Account Balance 





Please remit this page with payment 
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lnt. Rev. No. 87,029863 l 
Duns. No. 08-532-3715 
SNOW CHRISTENS.EN &.i\1.ARTINfAU 
A Profeaaional Corporation 
10 fachonge Pl11ee, Blcvcn!h Floor 
Post Office Box 45000 
Salt L,.ko City, Utah 84145-5000 
Telephone (801) 5Zl·9000 





1255 North Holmes Ave. 
P.O. Box 1896 
May 8, 2014 
Invoice #379462 
Idaho Falls, ID 83401-1896 
Matter Name: 
Our Matter Number: 
Woodruff Smith 
025273-0001 
For Professional Services Rendered Through April 30, 2014 
02/13/2014 Carlston, M. Review of communication from Woody's 2.00 
attorney; discussion regarding same 
with Stan Preston 
04/30/2014 Carlston, M. Review of motions and strategy; 1.25 
discussion with Stan Preston 
Total Hours 3.25 
Subtotal for Services 
Total for This Invoice 
Balance Forward 
Account Balance 
********* TIMEKEEPER SUMMARY ********* 
Billed Hours Bill 
Per Hour Billed Amount 
M. Carlston 330.00 3.25 1072.50 
Total all Timekeepers $ 330.00 3.25 $1,072.50 
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Int Rev. No. 87-0298631 
Duns. No, 08-532-3715 
Stafford Smith 
SNOW, CHR1STENSEN &MARTL'fEAU 
A Professlonal Corpor,tlon 
JO Exchange Place, Eleventh Floor 
Post Office Box 45000 
Salt Lake City, Utah 34145-5000 
T"1ephono (801) 521-9000 
Facsimile (801) 363-0400 
www.scmlaw,com 
1255 North Holmes Ave. 
P.O. Box 1896 
Idaho Falls. ID 83401~1896 
REMITTANCE PAGE 
Matter Name: 
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BILLING QUESTIONS CAN BE DIRECTED TO 801-321-9308 
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P. 
June 6, 2014 
Invoice #380317 
SEP/0 0 l ~D05:!4 PRESTON & SCOTT F No. 8 
Int. Rev. No. 87-029863 l 
Duns. No. 08-532-3715 
Stafford Smith 
1255 North Holmes Ave. 
P.O. Box 1896 
Idaho Falls, ID 83401-1896 
Matter Name: 
Our Matter Number: 
SNOW, CHRISTENSEN &z.MARTJN'EAU 
A Profe.9sionhl Corporation 
10 Ex.chnnge Place.. Eleventh Floor 
Pose Office Box 45000 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84145-5000 
Telephone (601) 521-9000 




!62 P. 0 
June 6, 2014 
Invoice #380317 
For Professional Services Rendered Through May 31, 2014 
05/06/2014 Carlston, M. 
05/07/2014 Carlston, M. 
05/19/2014 Carlston, M. 
R CEIVE: N 60 6 
Work on Answer 
Final review and revisions to pleadings 
and send to Bryan Scott 
Review and revise Memorandum in 
Support of Motion; telephone 
conference to review and discuss with 
Bryan Scott 
Total Hours 
Subtotal for Services 
Total for This Invoice 
Balance Forward 
Account Balance 














05: l 4 PRESTON & SCOTT No. 3Cl 869 !1321 
Account Number: 025273-0001 
Woodruff Smith 
* TIMEKEEPER SUMMARY * 
M. Carlston 
Total all Timekeepers 
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June 6, 2014 
SE 
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Ol . 1 5 . ' PRESTON 8< SCOTT N l 8 C l62l 
Rev, No. 87-029863 l 
Duns. No. OS-532-3715 
Stafford Smith 
W. CHRISTENSEN &1VLARTiNEAU 
A Professional Coipor.i.tion 
10 Exch:1ngc Place, Ekvc111h Floor 
Post Office Box 45000 
Salt Like City, Utah S4145-5000 
Telephone (801) 521-9000 
Facsimile (80 l) 363-0400 
www.scmlaw.com 
1255 North Holmes Ave. 
P.O. Box 1896 
Idaho Falls, ID 83401-1896 
REMITTANCE PAGE 
Matter Name. 
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BILLING QUESTIONS CAN BE DIRECTED TO 801-322-9308 
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P. 078 
August 28, 2014 
Invoice #382748 
SE 3/201 05: 15 PM PRESTON & SCOTT Ne. 80! 69 l62l 
Int. !Zcv, No. 37--029363 
Duns. No. 0&-532-3715 
Stafford Smith 
1255 North Holmes Ave. 
P.O. Box· 1896 
Idaho Falls, ID 83401-1896 
Matter Name: 
Our Matter Number: 
NOW, CHRISTENSEN &MARTINEAU 
A Professional Corporation 
IO Exchange Place, Eleventh Floor 
Post Office Box 45000 
Salt Lake City, Utah 34145-5000 
Telephone(80l) 521"90CCJ 





· August 28, 2014 
Invoice #382748 
For Professional Services Rendered Tirrough August 28, 2014 
08/01/2014 Carlston, M. 
08/13/2014 Carlston, M. 
08/15/2014 Carlston, M. 
08/28/2014 Carlston, M. 
REE VE: N0.6046 
Review of ruling; communicate with 
outside counsel 
Fmiher review of opinion letter and 
issuance regarding Order; telephone 
conference with Bryan Scott 
Work on judgment; telephone conf crence 
with Stan Preston; complete final 
review of documents 
Prepare Affidavit in Support of Plaintiffs 
Motion for Attorneys Fees and Costs 
Total Hours 
Subtotal for Services 
Total for This Invoice 
Account Balance 













SEP /03/20 l 4/WED 05: 15 PM PRESTOt\J & SCOTT 
Account Number: 0252 1 
Woodruff Smith 
No. 80! 869 !62 P. 0 
Page2 
August 28, 2014 
* * * * 'k ,;; * * TIMEKEEPER SUMMARY * * -f, '" ,•c 1' ·x * -!: 
M. Carlston 
Total all Timekeepers 
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Michael W. Spence (Admitted Pro Hae Vice) 
Greggory J. Savage (Admitted Pro Hae Vice) 
Michael D. Mayfield (Idaho State Bar No. 7857) 
RAY QUINNEY & NEBEKER P.C. 
36 South State Street, Suite 1400 
P.O. Box 45385 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84145-0385 




Attorneys for Defendant, Counterclaim-Plaintiff, 
Third-Party Plaintiff and Appellant Woodruff D. Smith 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE, STATE OF IDAHO 
ST AFFORD L. SMITH, 
Plaintiff and Counterclaim 
Defendant/Respondent, 
V. 
WOODRUFF D. SMITH, 
Defendant and Counterclaim 
Plaintiff/ Appellant. 
WOODRUFF D. SMITH, 
Third-Party Plaintiff/ Appellant, 
V. 
SMITH CHEVROLET CO. INC. and 
STAFFWOOD PARTNERSHIP, 
Third-Party Defendants/Respondent. 
NOTICE OF APPEAL 
Civil No. CV-2014-1434 
Judge Jon J. Shindurling 
TO: (1) THE ABOVE NAMED RESPONDENTS, STAFFORD L. SMITH AND 
SMITH CHEVROLET CO. INC. 
(2) THE RESPONDENTS' ATTORNEYS: 
Kara L. Pettit (Idaho State Bar No. 5276) 
Michael R. Carlston (Utah State Bar No. 0577, Pro Hae Vice Admission 
Pending) 
SNOW, CHRISTENSEN & MARTINEAU 
10 Exchange Place, Eleventh Floor 
Post Office Box 45000 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84145 
Telephone: (801) 521-9000 
kp@scmlaw.com 
mrc@scmlaw.com 
Stanley J. Preston (Utah State Bar No. 4119, Pro Hae Vice Admission 
Pending) 
PRESTON & SCOTT 
Five Gateway Office Center 
178 S. Rio Grande Street, Suite 250 
Salt Lake City, UT 84101 
Telephone: (801) 869-1620 
sjp@prestonandscott.com 
AND (3) THE CLERK OF THE ABOVE ENTITLED COURT. 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT: 
1. The above named Appellant, Woodruff D. Smith ("Woody" or "Appellant"), 
appeals against the above named Respondents Stafford L. Smith and Smith Chevrolet Co. Inc. 
("Respondents") to the Idaho Supreme Court from the judgment and order that were entered in 
the above entitled action as follows: 
2 
• The Opinion and Order Granting Plaintiffs Motion for Judgment on the 
Pleadings and Denying Defendant's Motion for Judgment on the Pleadings or 
in the Alternative Motion for Summary Judgment entered on July 28, 2014 by 
the Honorable Jon J. Shindurling. 
• Judgment entered August 20, 2014 by the Honorable Jon J. Shindurling. 
2. Appellant has a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, and the judgment and 
order described in paragraph 1 above are appealable under and pursuant to Idaho Appellate Rule 
ll(a)(l). 
3. Appellant intends to assert the following issues on appeal and reserves the right to 
assert other issues on appeal under Idaho Appellate Rule l 7(f). See I.A.R. l 7(f) ("any such list 
of issues shall not prevent the appellant from asserting other issues on appeal."). 
• Whether the trial court erred in granting Respondents' Motion for Judgment 
on the Pleadings and denying Appellant's Motion to Dismiss or, in the 
alternative, Motion for Summary Judgment. 
• Whether the trial court erred when it determined that the parties had formed a 
valid, enforceable contract for the sale of the Bid Properties despite the 
parties' continued negotiations, counterproposals, and failure to reach 
agreement on several material terms. 
• Whether the trial court erred when it determined that the parties had formed a 
valid, enforceable contract for the division of the remaining parcels of land 
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despite the parties' continued negotiations, counterproposals, and failure to 
reach agreement on several material terms. 
• Whether the trial court erred when it ordered specific performance. 
• Whether the trial court erred when it entered judgment against Appellant and 
required "a Closing of the real estate transfers and transaction" within ten days 
thereof. 
4. On March 17, 2014, the trial court entered an order granting Respondent Stafford 
L. Smith's Ex Parte Motion to Seal the Amended Complaint. 
5. Appellant does not request a reporter's transcript. 
6. Appellant requests that the following documents be included in the clerk's record 
in addition to those automatically included pursuant to Idaho Appellate Rule 28: 
• 04/14/14 MOTION TO DISMISS OR IN THE ALTERNATIVE MOTION 
FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT FILED BY APPELLANT 
• 04/14/14 MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO DISMISS OR 
IN THE ALTERNATIVE MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT FILED 
BY APPELLANT 
• 05/27/14 PLAINTIFF'S MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO 
DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO DISMISS OR IN THE ALTERNATIVE 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
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• 05/30/14 REPLY MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO 
DISMISS OR IN THE ALTERNATIVE MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT FILED BY APPELLANT 
• 05/21/14 MOTION FOR JUDGMENT ON THE PLEADINGS FILED BY 
RESPONDENTS 
• 05/21/14 MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR 
JUDGMENT ON THE PLEADINGS FILED BY RESPONDENTS 
• 05/27/14 DEFENDANT'S OPPOSITION TO STAFFORD SMITH AND 
SMITH CHEVROLET'S MOTION FOR JUDGMENT ON THE 
PLEADINGS 
• 06/02/14 REPLY MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR 
JUDGMENT ON THE PLEADINGS FILED BY RESPONDENTS 
• 07/28/14 OPINION AND ORDER GRANTING PLAINTIFF'S MOTION 
FOR JUDGMENT ON THE PLEADINGS AND DENYING 
DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR JUDGMENT ON THE PLEADINGS OR 
IN THE ALTERNATIVE MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
• 08/20/14 JUDGMENT 
• 08/21/14 OBJECTIONS TO PROPOSED JUDGMENT 
7. I certify: 
a) That the estimated fee for preparation of the clerk's record has been paid. 
b) That the appellate filing fee has been paid. 
5 
c) That service has been made upon all parties required to be served pursuant to 
Idaho Appellate Rule 20. 
DATED this 30th day of September, 2014. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on this 30th day of September, 2014, a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing NOTICE OF APPEAL was mailed, First Class, postage prepaid, to the following: 
Kara L. Pettit 
Michael R. Carlston 
SNOW, CHRISTENSEN & MARTil-JEAU 
10 Exchange Place, Eleventh Floor 
Post Office Box 45000 
Salt Lake City, UT 84145 
Stanley J. Preston 
PRESTON & SCOTT 
Five Gateway Office Center 
178 S. Rio Grande Street, Suite 250 
Salt Lake City, UT 84101 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE, STATE OF IDAHO 
STAFFORD L. SMITH, 
Plaintiff and Counterclaim Defendant, 
V. 
WOODRUFF D. SMITH, 
Defendant and Counterclaim Plaintiff 
WOODRUFF D. SMITH, 
Third-Party Plaintiff, 
vs. 
SMITH CHEVROLET CO. INC. and 
STAFFWOOD PARTNERSHIP, 
Defendants. 
OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFF'S 
MOTION FOR ATTORNEYS' 
FEES AND COSTS 
Civil No. CV-2014-1434 
Judge Jon Shindurling 
Pursuant to Rule 54 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, Defendant, Counterclaim-
Plaintiff and Third-Party Plaintiff Woodruff D. Smith ("Woody"), by and through counsel, 
respectfully submits this Opposition to Plaintiff's Motion for Attorneys' Fees and Costs. 
INTRODUCTION 
Plaintiff/Counterclaim Defendant Stafford L. Smith ("Stafford"), along with Third-Party 
Defendant Smith Chevrolet Co. Inc., 1 seeks an award of attorneys' fees under two separate 
provisions of the Idaho Code (§§12-120(3) & 12-121) as well as a contractual provision from the 
2012 Settlement Agreement between the parties. Stafford, however, is not entitled to attorneys' 
fees under any of those provisions. Section 1 120(3) applies where the gravamen of the legal 
action was a commercial transaction, but the gravamen of this action was the settlement of an 
ongoing legal dispute and any commercial transactions are merely ancillary thereto. Section 12-
121 is also unavailing for Stafford. That section only provides for attorneys' tees where an 
action was defended frivolously, unreasonably, or without foundation and does not include 
defenses like Woody's that are premised on good faith legal arguments. Finally, the attorneys' 
fee provision in the 2012 Settlement Agreement does not apply because, as Stafford's briefing 
and this Court's ruling make clear, this action was about other agreements, separate and distinct 
from the 2012 Settlement Agreement, that do not contain attorneys' fees provisions. 
Not only is Stafford not entitled to attorneys' fees under any of the provisions he cites, he 
also seeks an amount of costs and attorneys' fees that is unreasonable and not sufficiently 
t References to "Stafford" throughout this memorandum shall inelude Smith Chevrolet. 
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supported. Indeed, the bulk of the costs that Stafford seeks are "discretionary related to 
pro hac vice admissions of Stafford's out-of-state counsel. But such discretionary costs should 
only be awarded upon a showing that the costs were "necessary and exceptional costs reasonably 
incurred," which Stafford has failed to show. In like manner, even if Stafford had a basis to 
recover attorneys' fees, which he does not, Stafford has not met his burden as the party seeking 
an award of fees and costs. Staffords' requests arc deficient because (1) he fails to present any 
evidence of the prevailing market rate for Idaho Falls; (2) the hourly rates sought by Staffords' 
counsel are unreasonable in light ofldaho precedent; (3) he seeks to recover fees for an 
unreasonable amount of hours; and ( 4) his counsel provides a litany of vague and general billing 
descriptions that do not offer sufficient detail to evaluate a proper fee award. Stafford's requests 
for attorneys' fees and discretionary costs should accordingly be denied. 
ARGUMENT 
This memorandum is divided in two parts. First, it explains why the fees and costs that 
Stafford seeks are unreasonable and not sufficiently supported. Second, and more 
fundamentally, it explains why Stafford is not entitled to an award of attorneys' fees in any 
event. 
I. The Amounts of Costs and Fees Sought By Stafford Are Unreasonable and 
Unsupported. 
The amounts of costs and fees that Stafford seeks are unreasonable and not sufficiently 
supported. This section addresses the deficiencies in Stafford's claims for costs and fees in turn. 
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The Costs that Stafford Seeks Arc Excessive Because Stafford Largely Seeks 
to Recover Discretionary Costs That Were Not "Necessary and Exceptional 
Costs Reasonably Incurred." 
Rule 54(d)(l)(A) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure provides that "[e]xcept when 
otherwise limited by these rules, costs shall be allowed as a matter of right to the prevailing party 
or parties, unless otherwise ordered by the court." Rule 54 goes on to list, however, the specific 
costs that are awarded as a matter of right, only one of which is sought by Stafford and 
applicable here: "Court filing fees." Idaho R. Civ. P. 54(d)(l)(C). The remainder of the costs 
Stafford seeks are "discretionary costs." Rule 54 outlines the standard for an award of such 
discretionary costs as follows: "Additional items of cost not enumerated in, or in an amount in 
excess of that listed in subparagraph (C), may be allowed upon a showing that said costs were 
necessmy and exceptional costs reasonably incurred, and should in the interest of justice be 
assessed against the adverse party." Idaho R. Civ. P. 54(d)(l)(D) (emphasis added). Stafford 
fails to meet that standard with respect to his discretionary costs. 
The lion's share of the costs that Stafford seeks to recoup are costs associated with the 
pro hac vice admissions of Stanley Preston and Michael Carlston. But Stafford does not even 
attempt to make a showing that those costs for out-of-state counsel were "necessary and 
exceptional costs reasonably incurred" or that awarding such costs "should in the interest of 
justice be assessed." Idaho R. Civ. P. 54(d)(l)(D). Nothing prevented Stafford from using local 
counsel with membership in the Idaho State Bar and admission to this Court. And Woody 
should not be on the hook for excess costs simply because Stafford chose to use out-of-state 
counsel. Stafford's claims for discretionary costs are deficient and should accordingly be denied. 
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The Attorneys' Fees that Stafford Seeks Are Excessive and Unsupported. 
As explained below, Stafford is not entitled to an award of attorneys' fees. _However, 
even if he were, the amount of fees that he seeks is excessive and not sutliciently supported. 
Importantly, "( w ]hat constitutes a reasonable fee is a discretionary determination for the trial 
court, to be guided by the criteria ofldaho Rule of Civil Procedure 54(e)(3)." Millenkamp v. 
Davisco Foods Int'!, 2007 WL 844880, *4 (D. Idaho March 16, 2007). "The factors of Rule 
54(e)(3) include: time and labor; difficulty; skill required; prevailing charges; fixed or contingent 
fee; time limitations; amount and result; undesirability of the case; relationship with the client; 
awards in similar cases; costs of automated research; and any other factors." Id. (internal 
quotation marks and citations omitted). Viewed in light of those factors, Stafford's claims for 
attorneys' fees suffer multiple deficiencies. 
First, Stafford failed to provide any evidence to establish that the rates he seeks arc in line 
with prevailing market rates in Idaho Falls. It is axiomatic that "[t]he most useful starting point 
for determining the amount of a reasonable fee is the number of hours reasonably expended on 
the litigation multiplied by a reasonable hourly rate." Id. (internal quotation marks and citations 
omitted). lmpo1iantly, "[t]hefee applicant has the burden of producing satisfact01y evidence, 
in addition to the affidavits of its counsel, that the requested rates are in line with those 
prevailing in the community for similar services of lawyers of reasonably comparable skill and 
reputation." Id. (internal quotation marks and citations omitted) (emphasis added). Stafford did 
not meet this burden. He provided nothing more than affidavits from his out-of-state attorneys 
along with general, unsupported statements of the prevailing rates for Salt Lake Utah which 
s 
is not the relevant market, to support his fee requests. His efforts are a far cry from "producing 
satisfactory evidence ... that the requested rates are in line with those prevailing in the 
community." Id 
Second, not only did Stafford fail to produce sufficient evidence of the prevailing market 
rates for Idaho Falls, but the hourly rates he seeks are excessive in light of relevant precedent 
tr-om Idaho Courts. The United States District Court for Idaho, for example, discussed prevailing 
market rates in Idaho in Monsanto Co. v. Pacificorp. 2006 WL 1128226 (D. Idaho Apr. 24, 
2006). The court determined that a reasonable rate for the lead counsel with twenty-eight years 
of experience was $175. The court also applied that $175 rate for out-of-state counsel with 
twenty years or more of experience, including one attorney with thirty-one years of experience 
who had tried over 200 cases. Yet Stafford seeks to recover attorneys' fees for work performed 
by Stanley Preston and Michael Carlston at rates of $300 and $330, respectively. The court in 
Monsanto also applied a reasonable rate of$ 135 for attorneys "who have less than twenty years 
of experience but are beyond being new admittees to legal practice." Id at *7. Stafford, on the 
other hand, seeks to recover $235 an hour for work performed by Bryan Scott, who has been 
practicing since 2002. Finally, for those attorneys with just a few years or less of experience, the 
Afonsanto court set a reasonable rate of $110. Id. Stafford, however, seeks $175 an hour for 
work performed by Brandon Crowther, who graduated law school in 2012. The rates sought by 
Stafford's counsel are not even close to those in Monsanto and are manifestly unreasonable. 
In fact, the rates sought by Stafford's counsel would even be unreasonable if the 
prevailing market were Boise, which presumably has higher rates than Idaho Falls. The Court in 
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In re Beach determined that for a "managing case partner[]" in Boise with 23 years of 
experience, "the reasonable rate is $250." 2011 WL 4963003, *6 (D. Idaho Oct. 19, 2011). That 
rate is a far cry from the $300 and $330 rates that Stafford seeks to recover for work perforn1ed 
by Stanley Preston and Michael Carlston, respectively. And the other rates sought by Stafford's 
counsel are similarly deficient when viewed through the lens of In re Beach. The Court 
detern1incd in In re Beach that the reasonable rate in Boise for an attorney with eight years of 
experience was $185 and that the rate for a newer associate was $125. Although Messrs. Scott 
and Crowther have slightly more experience than those two examples from In re Beach, their 
respective rates of $23 5 and $17 5 far exceed those rates from In re Beach and are even more 
suspect considering that the prevailing market in that case was Boise, not Idaho Falls. 
This discussion highlights why the party seeking fees is required to produce "satisfactory 
evidence" of prevailing rates to begin with. Without such information from Stafford, the 
detern1ination of prevailing rates becomes an exercise in futility and extrapolation. Stafford 
failed to produce satisfactory evidence to support the rates of his attorneys and those rates are 
excessive in light ofrelevant precedent. 
Third, Stafford seeks to recover attorneys' fees for an unreasonable number of hours, 
particularly given the vagueness of several of the descriptions that accompany the requests. 
Again, "[t]he most useful starting point for determining the amount of a reasonable fee is the 
number of hours reasonably expended on the litigation ... " Millenkamp, 2007 WL 844880, *4 
(internal quotation marks and citations omitted). Stafford seeks to recover over 315 hours of 
work performed by five different attorneys. That is an unreasonable amount of hours given this 
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dispute simply involved drafting and sending demand letters, filing a complaint, and briefing 
Stafford's Motion for Judgment on the Pleadings and Woody's Motion for Judgment on the 
Pleadings or in the Alternative Motion for Summary Judgment. Stafford also provides no 
justification for why five attorneys were needed to work on this matter. This action turned on 
interpretation of correspondence between the parties' counsel and did not involve complex 
discovery or other issues that would justify the need for five attorneys billing over 315 hours. 
Finally, the request for fees for over 315 hours of work is particularly suspect in light of 
the vague billing descriptions in the supporting affidavits. Idaho courts have made clear that 
billmg entries are insufficient to support an award of attorneys' fees where they are "too 
generalized to provide any real infonnation as to what work the attorney was engaged in." 
1\llillenkamp, 2007 WL 844880, *5. Such vague entries "necessarily do[] not allow the Court 
information upon which to assess whether the time spent was reasonable." Id. The affidavits 
from Stafford's attorneys, however, are bursting with precisely those kinds of vague 
descriptions. Indeed, the bulk of the descriptions are entries such as "emails to and from Stan 
Preston," "[ o ]ffice conference with Brandon Crowther," "email to Mike Carlston," or 
"[t]elephone conference with Bryan Scott." Importantly, "entries such as 'interviews and 
conferences' where there is no corresponding infonnation as to who or what the meeting was 
about, [or] 'review and assemble documents' [which] does not yield what documents or for what 
purpose this work was undertaken" are "simply too general and unspecific." id. The billing 
entries from Stafford's attorneys are "too vague and fail to provide sufficient information upon 
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which the Court can evaluate the Rule 54 factors and, therefore, the final award amount [if any, 
should] be reduced accordingly." Id. 
IL Stafford Docs Not Merit An Award of Attorneys' Fees Because (1) the Gravamen of 
this Action is the Settlement of an Ongoing Legal Dispute, Not a Commercial 
Transaction, (2) Woody's Defense of This Action Was Not Frivolous or 
Unreasonable, and (3) the Contracts Stafford Sought to Enforce in this Action Do 
Not Provide for Attorneys' Fees. 
Not only does Stafford request an excessive amount of attorneys' fees and fail to 
adequately support that request, he also fails to meet the requirements to obtain attorneys' fees at 
all. Rule 54( e )(1) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure provides that "[i]n any civil action the 
court may award reasonable attorney fees," but only "when provided for by any statute or 
contract." Idaho R. Civ. P. 54(e)(l). Stafford outlines three potential avenues for an award of 
attorneys' fees here: (1) Idaho Code Ann. § 12-120(3); (2) Idaho Code Ann. § 12-121; and (3) a 
provision in the 2012 Settlement Agreement between the parties. For the reasons outlined 
below, Stafford is not entitled to an award of attorneys' fees under any of these three grounds. 
A. § 12-120(3) Docs Not Entitle Stafford to An Award of Attorneys' Fees 
Because the Gravamen of His Action Was Not a Commercial Transaction. 
Stafford contends that he is entitled to an award of attorneys' fees under§ 12-120(3), but 
he fails to meet the requirements of that provision. Section 12-120(3) provides that 
In any civil action to recover on an open account, account stated, note, bill, 
negotiable instrument, guaranty, or contract relating to the purchase or sale 
of goods, wares, merchandise, or services and in any commercial 
transaction unless otherwise provided by law, the prevailing party shall be 
allowed a reasonable attorney's fee to be set by the court, to be taxed and 
collected as costs. 
Idaho Code Ann. § 12-120(3) ( emphasis added). 
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The key requirement of this provision is "in any commercial transaction." Stafford has 
not met his burden of satisfying the "commercial transaction" requirement. Idaho Courts have 
made dear that "[ a J court is not required to award reasonable attorney fees every time a 
commercial transaction is connected with a case." Bingham v. Montane Resource Assocs., 133 
Idaho 420, 426 (1999) (internal citation omitted). Instead, ''[iJt has long been held that' [tJhe 
critical test is whether the commercial transaction comprises the gravamen of the lawsuit."' 
Great Plains Equipment, Inc. v. Northwest Pipeline Corp., 136 Idaho 466,471 (2001) (quoting 
Bingham, 133 Idaho at 426). Put differently, "the commercial transaction must be integral to the 
claim and constitute a basis on which the party is attempting to recover." Id. at 472 (quoting 
Bingham, 133 Idaho at 426). Idaho courts have explained that a stringent application of that test 
is required or else attorneys' fees might be awarded m almost every case filed: "[t]o hold 
otherwise would be to convert the award of attorney's fees from an exceptional remedy justified 
only by statutory authority to a matter of right in virtually every lawsuit filed." Id. (internal 
quotation marks and citations omitted). 
Stafford's claim for attorneys' fees fails for the simple reason that a commercial 
transaction did not comprise "the gravamen of his lawsuit" against Woody. Great Plains, 136 
Idaho 4 71. Instead, the gravamen of Stafford's lawsuit related to the settlement of an ongoing 
legal dispute between two brothers regarding the division of family properties held by the 
Staffwood partnership. The entire backdrop of this litigation has been the parties' efforts to 
disentangle themselves one from another and to settle their disputes. Any transactions related to 
this action are simply in furtherance of that settlement. This action, therefore, is precisely the 
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kind of situation where "a court is not required to award reasonable attorney fees every time a 
commercial transaction is connected with a case." Id. 
Indeed in a similar context, the Supreme Court of Idaho determmed that an 
action involving the division of partnership assets was not sufficiently based on a 
--~-~~--·-·~-··- - ·-· -~-~----,----
commercial transaction to justify an award of attorney~:__See Kelly v. _Silverw~ 
Estates, 127 Idaho 624 ( 1995). One of the pa1iies in the Kelly litigation had brought 
"an action for a decree of dissolution, a fo1111al accounting, a wind up of pminership 
affairs, and a distribution of their rightful share of the partnership assets." Id. at 627. 
The Supreme Court determined that the gravamen of that action "was not a 
commercial transaction." Id. at 631. Instead, it found that "[t]he gravamen of this 
case was an effort to enforce a statutory scheme of dissolution." Id. That holding is 
critical because there are certainly commercial aspects involved in the dissolution and 
division of assets of any partnership, but the presence of those commercial aspects was 
not sufficient to make a commercial transaction the gravamen of that action. In like 
manner, Stafford's action may have had commercial elements, but the gravamen of 
Stafford's action was the enforcement of a purported settlement agreement, not a 
commercial transaction. 
Stafford may argue that the gravamen of his lawsuit was a commercial 
transaction because it related to the division of real property assets, but that argument 
would be unavailing. Idaho courts have made clear that "for a transaction to be 
commercial, each paiiy to the transaction must enter the transaction for a commercial 
JI 
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purpose." Carrillo v. Boise Tire Co., 152 Idaho 741, 756 (2012). Woody's purpose in 
negotiating with Stafford (and probably Stafford's as well), however, was not 
commercial at its heart. It centered on resolving outstanding legal disputes between 
the two brothers and disentangling them from each other. Moreover, it is instructive 
to note that Idaho courts routinely hold that "disputes seeking a determination of 
property rights are not considered commercial transactions within Idaho Code section 
12-120(3)." Kayser v. McClary, 875 F. Supp. 2d 1167, 1184-85 (D. Idaho 2012), 
aff'd, 544 F. App'x 726 (9th Cir. 2013). Stafford is simply not entitled to an award of 
attorneys' fees under § 120(3) because the gravamen of this action was not a 
commercial transaction. 
B. § 12-121 Docs Not Entitle Stafford to An Award of Attorneys' Fees Because 
Woody Asserted Good Faith Legal Arguments in Defense of Stafford's 
Claims. 
As an alternative position, Stafford suggests in a footnote that even if he is not entitled to 
attorneys' fees under § 1 120(3), this Court may appropriately award fees under § 12-121. This 
suggestion fails. Section 12-121 affords the Court discretion to award fees only if the Court 
"finds, from the facts presented to it, that the case was ... defended frivolously, unreasonably or 
without foundation." Idaho R. Civ. P. 54( e )(1 ). But"[ a]ttorney fees will not be awarded for 
arguments that are based on a good faith legal argument." Idaho Military Historical Soc'y, Inc. 
v. Maslen, 156 Idaho 624, 329 P .3d I 072, 1081 (2014 ), reh 'g denied (Aug. 6, 2014 ); see also 
Backman v. Lawrence, 147 Idaho 390,401 (2009) ("However, the unity of title argument does 
have a basis for a good faith legal argument and, therefore, we will not assess attorney fees."). 
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Woody's defense of this action fits that latter description perfectly. lt was not brought to delay 
or hinder justice, but instead was based on a good faith legal argument that an enforceable 
agreement had not been reached. 
The good-faith basis of Woody's defense of this action is outlined in Woody's briefing 
on his Motion for Judgment on the Pleadings or in the Aiternative Summary Judgment and in 
Woody's opposition to Stafford's Motion for Judgment on the Pleadings. The basic tenor of that 
defense was that, in Woody's view, an enforceable contract between the parties had not yet been 
formed. That position is supported by various specific communications between the parties, 
including communications from Stafford's counsel that the parties had not yet reached agreement 
because "the devil is in the details" and that "the parties will still need to prepare and sign a third 
Settlement Agreement" (which was never done), among others. 
Specific communications from Woody's counsel also supported the notion that an 
enforceable contract had not yet been reached, including counterproposals in the January 13 
Letter, a clause in that letter saying "upon finalizing this Agreement" (suggesting the agreement 
had not yet been finalized), and the February 6 email in which counsel wrote that "it seems we 
are very close to agreement, subject to some clarifications or decision on the following list of 
. " lSSUeS ... 
And this Court in its Opinion and Order pointed out a footnote in the January 13 Letter, 
which according to the Court "shows that Defendant was proposing a different condition" and "is 
troubling and would normally be seen as a clear counter-ofter" but for other circumstances. 
(Order at 9.) The bottom line here is that Woody's defense of this action was not frivolous and 
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was made in good faith. Stafford is therefore not entitled to an award of attorneys' fees under§ 
1 121. 
C. The Attorneys' Fee Provision from the 2012 Settlement Agreement Does Not 
Apply-Both the Court's Order and Stafford's Own Briefs Conclude that 
the Parties Reached New, Distinct Contracts, Separate from the 2012 
Settlement Agreement. 
While it is clear that Stafford is overreaching in the amount of attorneys' fees and costs 
he seeks herein, and that Woody's defenses to Stafford's claims were made in good faith (and 
even the Court's Order suggests that the issue was a very close call), the Court need not even 
reach the issue of the amount and reasonableness of Stafford's fees and costs-which would 
cause yet additional Court time and additional fees to the parties-because the agreements found 
by the Court are new and separate agreements, completely distinct and apart from the 2012 
Settlement Agreement. The parties never agreed to an attorneys' fee clause in these new 
agreements. 
Stafford attempts to overcome this fundamental problem by contending that he is entitled 
to attorneys' fees under a provision in the 2012 Settlement Agreement, but that contention fails. 
The 2012 Settlement Agreement provides for attorneys' fees for the prevailing party "[i]n the 
event of any dispute related to this Agreement." (2012 Settlement Agreement at 25.8.) But 
neither the 2012 Settlement Agreement nor the 2010 Settlement Agreement deals with separating 
all C?f the properties jointly owned by the brothers, which was the objective of the parties in 
attempting to negotiate a third settlement agreement. Indeed, the parties departed from the 
process set forth in the 2012 Settlement Agreement. The 2012 Settlement Agreement provides 
14 
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that 3 prope1iies leased by Smith Chevrolet could be purchased by one brother or the other 
pursuant to a bid process. Woody won the bid to purchase the 3 properties. In the third 
settlement negotiations, the discussions were centered on how the parties could split all of their 
properties, not just the 3 properties, and ultimately, the 2012 Settlement Agreement was not 
followed at all. The discussions were that Stafford---who did not win the bid-could 
nevertheless purchase the three properties, conditioned upon splitting up all of the rest of the 
properties at the same time. The split of all of the properties was never covered in the 2012 
Settlement Agreement. These were new discussions toward a new third settlement agreement. 
Stafford clearly admits this. Stafford's entire theory of this action, which was embraced 
by this Court in its Order, is that the parties formed new contracts, separate and distinct from the 
2012 Settlement Agreement. It is vital to understand that those new contracts do not have 
attorneys' fee provisions. Now Stafford makes an artful pivot to argue that this dispute is 
governed by the 2012 Settlement Agreement instead of those subsequent contracts. Stafford 
cannot have it both ways. 
Stafford's own briefing on his Motion for Judgment on the Pleadings confirms that he 
sought to enforce contracts that were separate and distinct from the 2012 Settlement Agreement. 
Stafford contended that the parties formed two separate agreements, one related to the purchase 
of the bid properties (dubbed by Stafford as the "Bid Prope1iies Purchase Agreement"), and 
another related to the division of Staff wood's remaining real prope1iy ( dubbed by Stafford as the 
"Division of Staffwood Properties Agreement"). 
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Importantly, Stafford argued that the four corners of those agreements were contained in 
the few pertinent letters between the parties' counsel, not the 2012 Settlement Agreement. He 
argued that "[t]he plain language within the/our corners of the three relevant letters that 
formed this agreement (namely the December 20, Janumy 13 and January 30 Letter) 
establishes the validity and enforceability of the Bid Properties Purchase Contract." (MJP at 20 
( emphasis added).) In like manner, he argued that the "terms [ of the Division of Staffwood 
Properties Agreement] are clearly spelled out within the four corner of the relevant 
correspondence." (Id. at 30 (emphasis added).) Thus, by Stafford's own admission, the four 
corners of the agreements he sought to enforce were comprised of the pertinent letters between 
the parties' counsel, which did not contain an agreement on attorneys' foes. 
This Court's Opinion and Order Granting Stafford's Motion for Judgment on the 
Pleadings also confirn1s that Stafford is not entitled to attorneys' fees under the 2012 Settlement 
Agreement because this action was about the enforcement of subsequent contracts. This Court 
found "that the plain language of the [December 20, 2013 and January 13, 2014 Letters] formed 
a contract" about the bid properties. This Court also found that the January 13, 2014 Letter 
"made an offer separate from the acceptance" of that bid properties contract, which led to a 
distinct and separate contract that was accepted in the January 30, 2014 Letter. (Order at 9-10.) 
Thus, the Court's order was to enforce those two contracts, neither of which contains an 
attorneys' fee provision, not the 2012 Settlement Agreement. Stafford is therefore not entitled to 
an award of attorneys' fees as a matter of contract because the agreement he sought to enforce do 
not provide for attorneys' fees. 
16 43 
CONCLUSION 
The Court granted judgment for Stafford in a close case finding that a new set of 
agreements had been reached. Stafford's claim for attorneys' fees to enforce new agreements-
which did not contain an attorneys' fee clause-is not a close case. 
Woody agreed with statements of Stafford's own counsel that there was no deal until a 
third settlement agreement had been decided upon and executed by the parties covering all issues 
and details. Stafford cut the negotiation process off by suing Woody--even though the parties 
were close to an agreement. This lawsuit should not have been necessary. 
Woody asks that the Court rule that there was no agreement for fees and that the parties 
bear their own respective costs and fees, and that the conflict with Stafford finally end. 
For at least the foregoing reasons, Woody respectfully asks that this Court deny 
Stafford's request for a discretionary award of costs and attorneys' fees. 
DATED this IO~ay of October, 2014. 
RAY QUINNEY & NEBEKE 
1 
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REPLY MEMORANDUM IN 
SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S 
MOTION FOR ATTORNEYS' 
FEES AND COSTS 
Civil No. CV-2014-1434 
Judge Jon Shindurling 
Pursuant to Rule 7 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, Plaintiff/Counterclaim 
Defendant Stafford L. Smith and Third-Party Defendant Smith Chevrolet Co. Inc. ("Smith 
Chevrolet") ( collectively referred to as "Stafford") respectfully submit this Reply Memorandum 
in Support of Plaintiff's Motion for Attorneys' Fees and Costs. 
INTRODUCTION 
In his opposing memorandum ("Def.'s Opp. Mem.") defendant WoodruffD. Smith 
("Woody") seeks to impose on Stafford additional requirements not required by Rule 54 of the 
Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. However, Stafford has met the requirements of Rule 54 and is 
entitled to a full award of his attorneys' fees and costs in this matter. 
In the first place, Woody's argument that Stafford is not entitled to fees under Section 12-
120(3) of the Idaho Code is incorrect. This section broadly provides for attorneys' fees in 
connection with a dispute involving a commercial transaction, which is defined as any 
transaction other than for personal or household purposes. The gravamen of this dispute arose 
out of issues relating to the purchase of the bid properties, which are three pieces of commercial 
real estate where certain of Stafford's businesses were or are located, including Smith Chevrolet, 
and an RV dealership. Based on applicable case law, this lawsuit involves a dispute involving a 
"commercial transaction" for purposes of awarding fees. 
Second, Stafford is also entitled to an award of attorneys' fees based on the 2012 
Settlement Agreement. Woody does not dispute that the 2012 Settlement Agreement provides 
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for an award of attorneys' fees to prevailing "[i]n the event of any dispute related to this 
Agreement." The Court has recognized that this lawsuit arose out of the issues between the 
parties related to the purchase of the bid properties under the procedure set forth in the 2012 
Settlement Agreement. It cannot reasonably be argued that this lawsuit does not relate to the 
2012 Settlement Agreement and, therefore, Stafford is entitled to recover his legal fees and costs. 
Next, Woody claims there are numerous deficiencies in Stafford's request for an award of 
attorneys' fees. However, each case that Woody cites to is afederal district court case, which is 
not binding on this court. Further, these courts impose requirements in addition to those required 
in Idaho courts. Idaho has established a series of factors to evaluate when determining if an 
award of attorneys' fees is reasonable, including the "prevailing charges for like work," the 
"amount involved and the results obtained," and the "nature and length of the professional 
relationship with the client." Each of these factors weighs heavily in favor of granting the 
amount of attorneys' fees requested by Stafford. Further, the supporting affidavits provided by 
Mr. Preston and Mr. Carlston provide an accurate and detailed "basis and method of the attorney 
fees claimed," as required under Idaho law. \:Vhen one considers the extensive amount of work 
that was done, in a very short period of time, the extensive pleadings and memoranda that were 
drafted, and the result obtained, the fees sought are certainly reasonable. 
Finally, Woody singles out the pro hac vice applications of plaintiffs' counsel as amounts 
that should be denied. However, Woody fails to acknowledge that he too has retained Utah 
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in this matter and he overlooks the significant prejudice and expense Stafford would 
incurred to hire local counsel once this matter went to litigation rather than continue to use 
counsel who \Vere familiar with the nature of the panies' relationship and the underlying facts 
related to the parties' disputes. This sum of $650 is a very reasonable cost Stafford incurred to 
avoid such prejudice and greater expense and it should be noted that the costs Stafford is seeking 
are very conservative and do not include any costs for computerized legal research or even 
mileage costs for counsel's travel to Idaho for the Court hearing held on June 2, 2014. 
Accordingly, Stafford is entitled to an award of his reasonable attorneys' fees. 
ARGUMENT 
I. STAFFORD IS ENTITLED TO AN AvVARD OF ATTORNEYS' FEES 
PURSUANT TO IDAHO CODE § 12-120(3) AND THE PARTIES' 2012 
SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT. 
A. Section 12-120(3) of the Idaho Code is Applicable to the Parties' Dispute. 1 
Woody seeks to narrow the approach to finding a "commercial transaction" under Section 
12-120(3) of the Idaho Code for purposes of awarding attorneys' fees. See Def.'s Opp. Mem. at 
9-12. However, courts interpreting section 12-120(3) have held the language to be as broad as 
1 Stafford maintains, as he did in the footnote in his Memorandum in Support of Plaintiff's Motion for 
Attorneys' Fees and Costs, that "[a]s an alternate statutory grounds, the Court has discretion to 'award 
reasonable attorneys' fees to the prevailing party or parties,' provided that the Court 'finds, from the facts 
presented to it, that the case was ... defended frivolously, unreasonably or without foundation."' Pl. 's 
Mem. at 4 n.2 (quoting Idaho Code Ann. § 12-121; Idaho R. Civ. P. 54(e)(l). However, given the strength 
and mandatory nature of Stafford's other grounds for an award of attorneys' fees and costs, this remains 
an alternate basis for an award of fees, rather than a focus of Stafford's argument, as Woody has made it 
out to be. See Dcf.'s Opp. Mem. at 12-14. 
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statute states: commercial transaction," which is interpreted according to ordinary 
meaning and as defined in the statute as "not personal or household." See Clement v. Franklin 
Inv. Group, Ltd, 689 F. Supp. 1575, 1576 (D. Idaho 1988); see also Tri State Land Co., Inc. v. 
Roberts, 965 P.2d 195, 200 (Idaho Ct. App. 1998) ('"Commercial transaction' is defined as 'all 
transactions except transactions for personal or household purposes."'). The Supreme Court of 
Idaho has also stated that "[f]or a commercial transaction to be present ... 'each party to the 
transaction must enter the transaction for a commercial purpose."' Bukzt Properties, LLC v. 
Clark, 291 P.3d 1027, 1035 (Idaho 2012). 
This case involved the complex and ongoing resolution of commercial disputes between 
the parties and ultimately involved the separation of the financial and commercial interests of 
two business partners. Given the amount at stake, the significant impact this case had on the 
business interests of Stafford and Woody, and the business nature of the ultimate resolution, it is 
disingenuous for Woody to argue that this dispute involved anything other than "a commercial 
purpose." Woody even named Smith Chevrolet and Staffwood Partnership, both business 
entities, as third-party defendants in this case. This case clearly involved a commercial 
transaction and was not a personal or household transaction. 
Woody relies on Kelly v. Silverwood Estates to argue that the gravamen of this dispute 
was not a commercial transaction. See Def.'s Opp. Mem. at 11. However, Kelly is inapplicable 
to the facts of this case. In Kelly, the Court held that the gravamen of that case was "an effort to 
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a statutory scheme of dissolution" a partnership. 903 P.2d 1321, 328 (Idaho 1995) 
( emphasis added). Dissolution "is the change in the relation of the parties caused by any partner 
ceasing to be associated in the carrying on as distinguished from the winding up of the business." 
lvfays v. Davis, 967 P.2d 275,277 (Idaho 1998). Once the partnership is dissolved, pursuant to 
Idaho Code Ann.§ 53-3-801, the partnership then accounts and winds up its business in a 
statutory manner. Enforcing such a statutory dissolution is not a commercial transaction because 
of its involuntary and preset nature. In this case, dissolution (particularly statutory dissolution) 
was not the gravamen of the dispute. The complete separation of the parties' financial and 
business interests was ancillary to the pressing dispute involving the sale of the Bid Properties, 
which \Vere real properties leased by Stafford's commercial businesses. Resolving the 
ownership of the underlying real estate occupied by his dealerships was a significant motivating 
factor for the 2010 and 2012 Settlement Agreements, and Stafford's efforts to settle the dispute 
over the bid process by offering to purchase the Bid Properties. Further, the nature of the 
separation of the parties' interests was voluntary and contractually-based as opposed to the 
statutory dissolution that was at the core of the Kelly case. The parties negotiated the nature of 
the separation and even agreed that, for various business reasons related to their reinsurance 
contracts and companies, that Staffwood would not be dissolved until later in the year. 
Numerous Idaho courts have held that circumstances similar to this case entitled the 
prevailing pariy to an award ofreasonable attorneys' fees pursuant to Idaho Code § 1 120(3). 
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State Co., Inc. v. Roberts, 965 P.2d 195, 200 (Idaho App. 998) (attempt 
to recover monetary damages based upon an alleged breach of a joint venture agreement); Buku 
Properties, LLCv. Clark, 291 P.3d 1027, 1035-36 (Idaho 2012) (purchase of land/or 
commercial development); Garner v. Bartschi, 80 P.3d 1031, 1040 (Idaho 2003) (purchase of 
real property to establish an elk ranch). The closing that took place on September 3, 2014, which 
occurred pursuant to the Judgment, involved the transfer and purchase of real property relating to 
the businesses of Stafford and Woody. Further, Woody misstates the "gravamen" ofthis lawsuit 
as "the settlement of an ongoing legal dispute between two brothers regarding the division of 
family properties held by the Staffwood partnership." Def. 's Opp. Mem. at 10. As addressed 
more fully below, the overaII division of the business properties held by the Staffwood 
partnership was secondary to the purpose ofresolving issues related to the purchase of the Bid 
Properties, which consisted of the "Smith Chevrolet Property," the "RV Property," and the 
"Outlet Property." These were aII commercial properties and their purchase formed the 
gravamen of the parties' dispute. 
B. The Attorneys' Fee Provision from the 2012 Settlement Agreement Is Applicable 
to the Parties' Dispute. 
Woody does not dispute that the 2012 Settlement Agreement "provides for attorneys' 
fees for the prevailing paiiy '[i]n the event of any dispute related to this Agreement."' Def.' s 
Opp. Mem. at 14 (emphasis in original). Instead, Woody argues that the agreements created by 
the parties' correspondence were new, separate agreements, which indicate that the parties 
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dispute was not "related to" the 2012 Settlement Agreement. Woody fails to acknowledge, 
however, that the whole reason there had to be a new agreement was because of disputes arising 
out of, and certainly related to, the 2012 Settlement Agreement. 
The 2012 Settlement Agreement is fundamental to the dispute that led to the parties' 
latest settlement agreement as found by this Court. In its Opinion and Order Granting Plaintiff's 
Motion and Denying Defendant's Motion ("Opinion and Order"), the Court begins its analysis 
with a discussion of the 2012 Settlement Agreement. The Court states that 
The 2012 Settlement Agreement outlined a procedure whereby the parties had a 
right to initiate a bid process to personally purchase property owned by 
Staffwood. The 2012 Settlement Agreement required that Plaintiff initiate the bid 
process by a specified date. In 2013, Plaintiff initiated a bid process to purchase 
the Bid Properties and Defendant countered with a bid of his own. This resulted 
in several months of bidding between the parties. During the bidding, a title 
company performed a title search that showed Smith Chevrolet is the owner of the 
Outlet Prope1iy. In an effort to resolve these issues, the parties began a series of 
discussions. 
Opinion and Order at 2-3 (emphasis added). Given the Court's express language, it is clear that 
the parties' new agreement arose out of a dispute related to the 2012 Settlement Agreement. 
Further, if there had been no dispute between the paiiies relative to their performance of 
the obligations outlined in the 2012 Settlement Agreement, Mr. Preston would not have felt the 
need to write his letter dated December 20, 2013 (the "December 20 Letter"), outlining a 
proposed settlement offer that would resolve the parties' dispute regarding the purchase of the 
Bid Properties under the 2012 Settlement Agreement. In fact, the December 20 Letter is 
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exclusively focused on resolving issues related to the sale of the Bid Properties and the fact that 
Stafford was willing to pay $2,800,000 for the Bid Properties.2 See Opinion and Order at 3-4. 
When Woody's counsel sent their letter dated January 13, 2014 ( the "January 13 Letter"), they 
unconditionally accepted Stafford's offer relative to the Bid Properties, and only then proceeded 
to offer additional terms related to dividing the remainder of the parties' business interests. See 
Opinion and Order at 4-6. These additional terms do not negate the fact that the parties' 
principal motivation in creating a settlement agreement was resolution of the issues related to the 
Bid Properties, arising out of the 2012 Settlement Agreement. Had Stafford rejected Woody's 
offer of additional terms, the resulting agreement would have been related exclusively to the Bid 
Prope1iies. The acceptance of these additional terms by Stafford was prudent given the parties' 
ongoing disputes, most recently related to the 2012 Settlement Agreement, and in no way negate 
the fact that the dispute was arose out of and was certainly related to the 2012 Settlement 
Agreement. 
II. THE AMOUNTS OF COSTS AND FEES SOUGHT ARE REASONABLE AND 
SUPPORTED. 
A. Stafford's Attorneys' Fees are Reasonable and Supported. 
Given the length of time since Stafford's initial memorandum regarding attorneys' fees 
and costs, and the expense involved in responding to Woody's arguments in opposition to 
2 Significantly, one of the provisions relating to distribution of the net proceeds establishes that "payment 
is pursuant to the parties' agreement as set forth in Section 10.4 of the ... 2012 Settlement Agreement." 
Opinion and Order at 3. 
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Stafford's motion, Stafford includes herein, the Supplemental Affidavit of Stanley J. Preston for 
additional attorneys' fees incurred from August 28, 2014 (the last date for fees billed related to 
this lawsuit) to October 22, 2014 (the date on which this reply memorandum is being filed). 
See Supplemental Affidavit of Stanley J. Preston, attached as Exhibit 1. As set forth in this 
supplemental affidavit, the additional fees sought equal $6,616.00 (all of which were incurred for 
work related to this motion), bringing the total amount of Stafford's attorneys' fees and costs to 
$85,878.18. This amount does not include any fees that will be incurred in preparing for and 
appearing telephonically at the hearing scheduled on this motion for October 27, 2014. 
It should be noted at the outset that Woody relies exclusively on unpublishedfedera/ 
district court cases, which are not binding on this Court, to support his assertion that the fees 
sought by Stafford are unreasonable. Further, the cases cited by Woody are inapplicable here as 
they seek to impose requirements on the parties, based on case law from federal circuit courts. 
While these rules would apply in federal courts, they are inapplicable here. For example, the 
federal district court in 1v!illenkamp v. Davisco Foods Int'!, required that "[t]he fee applicant has 
the burden of producing satisfactory evidence, in addition to the affidavits of its counsel, that the 
requested rates are in line with those prevailing in the community for similar services of lmvyers 
of reasonably comparable skill and reputation." 2007 WL 844880 (D. Idaho) ( quoting Jordan v. 
1Uultnomah County, 815 F.2d 1258, 1262 (9th Cir. 1987)). 
In contrast to the inapposite legal standard advanced by Woody, the Idaho Rules of Civil 
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Procedure require that "the claim for attorney fees as costs shall be supported an 
affidavit of the attorney stating the basis and method of computation of the attorney fees 
claimed" and does not require evidence in addition to the affidavits of counsel. Idaho R. Civ. P. 
54( e )(5). Stafford has satisfied this requirement and should not be required to meet an 
inapplicable legal standard advanced by different courts.3 
Idaho courts who have determined the reasonableness of attorneys' fees have limited 
themselves to analysis of the factors enumerated by the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. See, 
e.g., City of}o1feridian v. Petra, Inc., 299 P.3d 232,262 (Idaho 2013). These factors are: 
(A) The time and labor required 
(B) The novelty and difficulty of the questions. 
(C) The skill requisite to perform the legal service properly and the experience 
and ability of the attorney in the particular field of law. 
(D) The prevailing charges for like work. 
(E) Whether the fee is fixed or contingent. 
(F) The time limitations imposed by the client or the circumstances of the case. 
(G) The amount involved and the results obtained. 
(H) The undesirability of the case. 
(I) The nature and length of the professional relationship with the client. 
(J) Awards in similar cases. 
(K) The reasonable cost of automated legal research (Computer Assisted Legal 
Research), if the court finds it was reasonably necessary in preparing a party's 
case. 
(L) Any other factor which the court deems appropriate in the particular case. 
I.R.C.P. 54(e)(3). 
3 Stafford is not aware of any Idaho case that has sought to impose additional burdens on a party seeking 
attorneys' fees. Rule 54 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure is detailed about what is required of a 
party seeking attorneys' and Stafford's motion and memorandum of costs has met, if not exceeded those 
requirements. See Idaho R. Civ. P. 54. 
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One of the most significant factors this case is "the nature and length the 
professional relationship ,vith the client." Stafford has been represented by Mr. Preston and Mr. 
Carlston since 2010. These are the attorneys who represented Stafford throughout this long and 
tortuous effort to separate the business and commercial interests of these two brothers, including 
the negotiation and preparation of both the 2010 and 2012 Settlement Agreements. Stafford 
would have been extremely disadvantaged by finding new, local counsel, who lacked the 
background and knowledge of Mr. Preston and Mr. Carlston, to represent him in this lawsuit. 
This is particularly true since Mr. Preston and Mr. Carlston were already thoroughly familiar 
with the facts relevant to this lawsuit and how it resulted fiom the bid process required by the 
2012 Settlement Agreement between the parties. Further, Mr. Preston was directly involved in 
all of the settlement negotiations leading up to this lawsuit. For example, Mr. Preston was the 
author of the December 20 and January 30 Letters, which were an integral part of the enforceable 
agreements between the parties. Mr. Preston's initial fee affidavit in this matter only seeks 
attorneys' fees in connection with this dispute from February 26, fowared, aner being involved 
in the factual details, communications, and negotiations for the prior months. It would have been 
extremely prejudicial and costly for Stafford to switch to local counsel once it was apparent that 
the issues involved in the settlement letters would be litigated. 
The bulk of Woody's argmnent as to the unreasonableness of Staffords' attorneys' fees 
focuses on the hourly rates of Stafford's attorneys. See Def.'s Opp. Mem. at 6-7. Significantly, 
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Woody is also represented this lawsuit by counsel based in Salt Lake Utah. There is no 
question raised, nor can it be disputed, that the rates of Stafford's counsel are very reasonable in 
the Salt Lake City, Utah market, particularly given the level of skill and experience held by Mr. 
Preston and Mr. Carlston. Further, Mr. Preston's firm has not increased its rates it has charged 
Stafford since the outset of its representation of Stafford in 2010. Significantly, in challenging 
Stafford's fee application, Woody has not disclosed the hourly rates of his attorneys, nor the fees 
incurred by him in this lawsuit, presumably because, in both instances, they are higher. 
Instead, Woody tries to limit the definition of reasonable rates to those billed by attorneys 
in Idaho Falls. The principal case Woody relies upon to support his is A1onsanto Co. v. 
Pacfficmp, which is not binding on this court and easily distinguishable. See Def 's Opp. Mem. 
at 6. In Monsanto, the court compared the rates of the plaintiffs local and outside counsel. 
Central to the court's decision that the rates charged by outside counsel were unreasonable was 
"[t]he nature and length of the relationship between the attorney and client is one of the factors 
the Court must consider in awarding attorney fees under Rule 54(e)(3)(I)." 2006 WL 1128226. 
In Jvlonsanto, the plaintiff had actually hired his local counsel.first and had only brought on 
outside counsel later. Id. at *7. It is clear from the court's analysis that if the court felt that the 
plaintiff was justified in using outside counsel as opposed to its local counsel, it would have been 
willing to award the higher rates of the outside counsel. See id As discussed above, this factor 
has the exact opposite effect in the present case, where Stafford was fully justified in continuing 
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to use outside counsel. Most importantly, however, and to Woody's assertion, the 
reasonable attorneys' is not limited by "the prevailing market rates in Idaho Falls." Def. 's 
Opp. Mem. at 5. Rather, as established by the statutory factors, the Court looks at the 
"prevailing charges for like work" without geographical limitation. See Idaho R. Civ. P. 
54(e)(3)(D). 
In any event, this Court has expressly approved in other cases, of which Stafford requests 
the Court take judicial notice, hourly rates similar to and higher than those requested by 
Stafford's attorneys, including out-of-state lav.ryers from Salt Lake City. See Opinion and Order 
on Plaintiff's Motion for Attorney Fees and Costs, Case No. CV-2009-2616, attached as Exhibit 
2. In that case, this Court awarded attorneys' fees in the amount of $138,904.06 on a judgment 
of $23,856.41 CDN. In doing so, this Court also approved as reasonable, the atiomeys' fees 
of Manning Curtis Bradshaw & Bednar LLC ("Manning Curtis"), a Salt Lake City law firm. Id. 
The rates charged by Manning Curtis ranged from $110 to $375 per hour and the total amount 
was supported by billing in the same level of detail submitted by Stafford's attorneys. See 
Attorney Fee Affidavit of Brent V. Manning, Case No. CV-2009-2616, attached as Exhibit 3. 
It is also important for the Court to evaluate "[t]he amount involved and the results 
obtained." Id. at 54(e)(3)(G); Clement v. Franklin Inv. Group, Ltd., 689 F. Supp. 1575, 1577 (D. 
Idaho 1988). Here, the parties were involved in resolving a series of complex real estate 
transactions worth several million dollars. For example, Stafford's offer to purchase just the 
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three Bid Properties alone was $2,800,000. The remainder of the Closing the transfer 
of four additional valuable properties and $400,000 in cash. Because of the significant amounts 
involved, it is reasonable for Stafford to have spent more on legal fees than if he were pursuing 
claims where much less was at stake. Woody relies upon In re Beach to suggest that Stafford's 
counsel charged unreasonable rates while failing to acknowledge the overarching principle in 
Beach that the attorneys' fee award must be evaluated in light of the total amount at stake. In 
Beach, the Court declined "to award the Bank over $132,000 in attorneys' fees in an action 
defending the Bank's DOT on a house worth less than $200,000." 2011 WL 4963003. Such 
facts are inapplicable to this dispute where the attorneys' fees are lower and the stakes were over 
20 times higher. 
Perhaps the most important factor that the Court should look at here is "the results 
obtained" in the case. I.R.C.P. 54(e)(3)(G). Here Stafford was undisputedly the prevailing party 
and was awarded the exact relief he requested, specific performance of the parties' agreement. 
Further, through these brief proceedings, Stafford was able to quickly resolve a host of legal 
issues that ended up saving both sides significant legal fees and the prospect of litigation for 
years to come. This result has enabled both sides to close on the real estate transactions in 
accordance with the Couti's Judgment, which has saved Stafford significant damages that 
otherwise would have occurred if the ownership of these properties had remained in limbo. 
Given the significant result obtained, the attorneys' fees sought are certainly reasonable. 
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Finally, Woody seeks to undercut the number of hours Stafford's attorneys spent on this 
matter. See Def.'s Opp. Mem. at 7-8.4 Woody attempts to do so by minimizing the significance 
of this dispute and the amount of time that was required for "drafting and sending demand 
letters, filing a complaint, and briefing Stafford's Motion for Judgment on the Pleadings and 
Woody's Motion for Judgment on the Pleadings or in the Alternative Motion for Summary 
Judgment."5 In addition, to these pleadings, Woody ignores that he filed a lengthy counterclaim 
and third-party complaint, to which Stafford had to file a Reply to Counterclaim and Answer to 
Third-Party Complaint. In evaluating the reasonableness of Stafford's fee request, it is important 
to recognize the number and length of the court filings in this matter, which can be summarized 
as follows: 
(1) Stafford's counsel prepared two demand letters, and reviewed and 
responded to one letter from Woody's counsel; 
(2) Prepared and filed a complaint that included 4 claims and is 19 pages in 
length, and then subsequently amended this complaint; 
(3) Prepared and filed two motions to seal court filings; 
4 Woody also tries to disparage Stafford's counsel's work in this matter by arguing that "Stafford also 
provides no justification for why five attorneys were need to work on this matter." Def.'s Opp. Mem. at 
8. As is evident from Plaintiffs Memorandum, Preston & Scott, did the bulk of the legal work and the 
amounts inctmed by Snow, Christensen, & Martineau totaled only $5,692.50. Further, one of the 
attorneys at Preston & Scott, Cheryl Preston, who is a nationally recognized law professor specializing in 
contracts and is "Of Counsel" to Preston & Scott, only provided 2.5 hours of work in connection with this 
matter. See Affidavit of Stanley J. Preston in Support of Plaintiffs Motion for Attorneys' Fees and Costs 
at 5. 
5 Woody's Motion was actually a "Motion to Dismiss or in the Alternative Motion for Summary 
Judgment" 
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Prepared and submitted two pro hac vice applications 
(5) Reviewed Woody's Answer, Counterclaim and 3rd Party complaint that 
asse1ied 8 claims and is 42 pages in length 
(6) Prepared and filed a Reply and Third-Party Answer that is 32 pages in 
length; 
(7) Prepared and filed a motion for judgment on the pleadings and a 
supporting memorandum that is 37 pages iin length; 
(8) Reviewed and evaluated Woody's Motion to dismiss or in the alternative 
motion for summary judgment and the supporting memorandum that is 22 pages in 
length; 
(9) Reviewed and evaluated Woody's memorandum in opposition to the 
motion for judgment on the pleadings, which is 35 pages in length; 
(10) Prepared and filed an opposing memorandum to Woody's motion to 
dismiss that is 24 pages in length; 
(11) Prepared and filed a Reply Memorandum in support of the motion for 
judgment on the pleadings that is 22 pages in length; 
(12) Reviewed Woody's reply memorandum in support of his motion ... 
(13) Travelled to and from Idaho Falls and appeared at the hearing on the 
parties' respective motions; 
(14) Reviewed and analyzed the Court's decision on the pending motions; 
(15) Prepared a complex Judgment that outlined the steps for a closing of the 
various real estate transactions in accordance with the Cami's decision; 
(16) Prepared the pending motion for fees and costs and arranged for a hearing; 
(17) Prepared and filed a motion to appear telephonically; 
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( 18) Reviewed Woody's 18 page opposition to the pending motion; and 
(19) Prepared and filed this 21 page reply memorandum in support of 
Stafford's motion for fees and costs. 
Incident to the foregoing legal work was significant legal research, communications 
between opposing counsel, drafting and revising these pleadings and comi filings, office and 
telephone conferences to discuss these filings, and various email communications between legal 
counsel regarding the many issues related to this lawsuit, and comments and changes to various 
drafts of these filings. Even a cursory review of the legal memoranda and pleadings filed in this 
case establishes that the pleadings, motions and legal briefing of the significant issues involved 
was thorough and extensive. Based on the foregoing legal work, Stafford's attorneys' fees are 
reasonable and the number of hours billed by Stafford's attorneys are reasonable. 
Finally, Woody seeks to attack the descriptions used in Stafford's counsel's billing 
invoices, by relying on 1Hillenkamp v. Davisco Foods Intern., Inc. Def.'s Opp. Mern. at 8-9. As 
a preliminary matter, it is significant that Woody's only source of authority is again afederal 
district court case, which imposes higher standards than those required by the Idaho Rules of 
Civil Procedure, which only requires that "the claim for attorney fees as costs shall be supported 
by an affidavit of the attorney stating the basis and method of co~putation of the attorney fees 
claimed." Idaho R. Civ. P. 54( e )( 5). Stafford has met this standard and has even provided the 
itemized invoices associated with the work performed. 
Further, the descriptions in Stafford's attorneys' invoices are far more detailed than those 
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in 1vfillenkamp. The entries in lvfillenkamp were items such as "interviews and conferences," 
which did not identify the people involved, "research," and "preparation." 2007 WL 844880, at 
*5. By contrast, even the entries singled out by Woody include the identification of the attorneys 
involved, such as entries by a specific attorney regarding "emails to and from Stan Preston" and 
"telephone conference with Bryan Scott." See Def's Opp. Mem. at 8. These identify the 
persons involved and are not overly vague, as Woody suggests. Further, contrary to Woody's 
assertion, these items are only a fraction of time incurred. Woody ignores the numerous other 
entries that contain detailed descriptions, such as "conduct legal research regarding specific 
performance" and "draft motion and order to seal amended complaint." See Exhibit A to 
Affidavit of Stanley J. Preston. Even the allegedly vague entries include the context of the 
surrounding entries that provide sufficient detail to allow Woody to ascertain the "basis and 
method of the attorney fees claimed." 
B. The Court Should Award Stafford His Discretionary Costs. 
Woody tries to make a big deal about the minimal amount of discretionary costs 
requested by Stafford without acknowledging that Stafford listed these costs as discretionary 
costs in their memorandum of costs and that these costs only total $660.68. The bulk of this 
amount ($650) comes from the pro hac vice fees from Mr. Carlston and Mr. Preston, who have 
represented Stafford in his various disputes with Woody since at least 2010. The fact of the 
matter is that both sides sought to be represented by out-of-state counsel and this fact alone 
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of position on these costs. Woody argues that "[n]othing prevented Stafford 
from using local counsel with membership in the Idaho State Bar and admission to this Court." 
Def's Opp. Mem. at 4. As argued above, however, Stafford had a significant interest in 
retaining the same counsel who had represented him in previous negotiations and disputes with 
Woody, including the negotiations that the Court held to be an enforceable agreement between 
the parties. It would have significantly prejudiced Stafford and caused him to incur significant 
additional costs to obtain new counsel who lacked the background and knowledge obtained over 
the prior four years to "get up to speed" and represent him in this lawsuit. In short, $650 is a 
small and very reasonable amount incurred by Stafford to continue to use his retained counsel in 
connection with this dispute. 
Further, Stafford did not include all of his potential costs in their motion for attorneys' 
fees and costs and only included four items. The costs sought are very conservative and do not 
include all of the significant copying costs that were incurred, any costs for computerized legal 
research, mileage costs for travel to the Court hearing held on June 2, 2014, among others that 
are customarily billed to a party. The few items included represent "necessary and exceptional 
costs reasonably incurred, and should, in the interest of justice be assessed" against Woody. See 
Idaho R. Civ. P. 54( d)(l )(D). 
CONCLUSION 
Based on the foregoing, Stafford respectfully requests that Plaintiff's Motion be granted 
Reply in 
Support of Plaintiff's 
Motion for Attorneys' Fees 
and Costs 
and that the Court award Stafford his attorneys' fees and costs in the total amount of $85,878.18. 
DATED this day of October, 2014. 
SNOW, CHRJSTENSEN & MARTINEAU 
By-f..:~~~-1.,..,~~~.L 
Kara L. Pettit 
Michael R. Carlston 
/ ~ --
St an le . Preston 
Attorneys for PlaintifJ!Counterclaim Defendant 
Stc{fjord L. Smith and Third-Party Defendant Smith 
Chevrolet Co., inc. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on October 22°d, 2014, I caused to be served a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing REPLY MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S 
MOTION FOR ATTORNEYS' FEES AND COSTS, to be delivered via electronic mail and 
first class mail, postage prepaid, addressed to the following person(s): 
Michael W. Spence 
Greggory J. Savage 
Michael D. Mayfield 
RAY QUINNEY & NEBEKER, P.C. 
36 South State Street, Suite 1400 
P.O. Box 45385 
Salt Lake City, UT 84145-0385 
gsavager@rqn.com 
Attorneys for Defendant/Counterclaimant Woodruff D. Smith 
Support of Plaintiffs 
Motion for Fees 
and Costs 
EXHIBIT 1 
Kara L. Pettit (Idaho State Bar No. 5276) 
Michael R. Carlston (Utah State Bar No. 0577, Admitted Pro Hae Vice) 
SNOW, CHRJSTENSEN & MARTINEAU 
10 Exchange Place, Eleventh Floor 
Post Office Box 45000 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84145 
Telephone: (801) 521-9000 
kp{a),scmlaw.com 
mrc@scmlaw.com 
Stanley J. Preston (Utah State Bar No. 4119, Admitted Pro Hae Vice) 
PRESTON & SCOTT 
Five Gateway Office Center 
178 S. Rio Grande Street, Suite 250 
Salt Lake City, UT 84101 
Telephone: (801) 869-1620 
s j p{a),prestonandscott.com 
Attorneys for Plaintif.JlCounterclaim Defendant 
Stcifford L. Smith and Third-Party Defendant 
Smith Chevrolet Co., Inc. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE, STATE OF IDAHO 
ST AFFORD L. SMITH, 
Plaintiff/Counterclaim Defendant, 
vs. 
WOODRUFF D. SMITH, 
Defendant/Counterclaimant. 
WOODRUFF D. SMITH, 
Third-Party Plaintiff, 
VS. 
SMITH CHEVROLET CO. INC. and 
STAFFWOOD PARTNERSHIP, 
Third-Party Defendants. 
SUPPLEMENT AL AFFIDAVIT 
OFSTANLEYJ.PRESTONIN 
SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S 
MOTION FOR ATTORNEYS' 
FEES AND COSTS 
Civil No. CV-2014-1434 
Judge Jon Shindurling 
OF UTAH ) 
:ss. 
COUNTY OF SALT LAKE ) 
STANLEY J. PRESTON, being first sworn, deposes and states as follows: 
1. I am over the age of 21, and have personal knowledge of the matters stated herein. 
I am competent to testify and, if calied, I would repeat and affism each and every statement 
herein. 
2. I am an attorney duly licensed in the states of Utah and California and am a 
member of the law firm of Preston & Scott, LLC ("P&S"). 
3. P&S represents Plaintiff/Counterclaim Defendant Stafford L. Smith ("Stafford") 
and Third-Party Defendant Smith Chevrolet Co. Inc. ("Smith Chevrolet") in this lawsuit. 
4. Pursuant to Rule 54 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, I submit this 
Supplemental Affidavit for the purposes of detailing the additional attorneys' fees and costs 
incurred by Stafford and Smith Chevrolet that have been billed by P&S in this lawsuit related to 
the motion for attorneys' fees and costs, from after August 28, 2014 (the last date for fees were 
sought as set forth in the previously filed supporting memorandum for fees and costs as 
supported by the Affidavits of Stanley J. Preston and Michael R. Carlston) through today, 
October 22, 2014. 
5. During this period ohime, I performed 12.0 hours of work on this matter at the 
rate of $3 00. 00 per hour. Bryan M. Scott performed 3. 6 hours of work on this matter at a rate of 
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$235.00 per hour. Brandon Crowther 
$175.00 per hour. 
12.4 hours work on this matter at a rate of 
6. I have reviewed the monthly billing statement in this matter that details the 
additional fees incurred and work performed by P&S regarding the motion for attorneys' fees 
and costs. A copy of this invoice dated October 22, 2014, is attached hereto as Exhibit A, insofar 
as it relates to the additional fees for which Stafford and Smith Chevrolet are seeking an award. 
7. Notably, Stafford and Smith Chevrolet are not seeking any attorneys' fees related 
to the Closing that took place in accordance with the Court's Judgment herein, which Closing 
was completed on September 3, 2014. The attached invoice sets forth the date on which work 
was performed, the name and hourly rate of the person who performed the work, and a 
description of the work performed by each attorney, as well as the time billed for each entry. 
8. As shown in Exhibit A, P&S incurred an additional $6,616.00 for which Stafford 
and Smith Chevrolet seek reimbursement, in addition to the amounts previously detailed in their 
initial supporting memorandum and the Affidavits of Stanley J. Preston and Michael R. Carlston. 
This amount does not include the fees that will be incurred in preparing for and representing 
Stafford and Smith Chevrolet in the hearing on their motion for fees and costs, which is currently 
scheduled for October 27, 2014, at 10:30 a.m. 
9. These fees are reasonable in light of the pleadings that were prepared and filed on 
behalf of Stafford and Smith Chevrolet, the legal issues involved in this matter and legal briefing 
that has been required to obtain judgment on the pleadings in favor of Stafford and Smith 
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Chevrolet in this case and to seek the recovery of the attorneys' fees and costs that should be 
awarded to Stafford and Smith Chevrolet. These fees are also reasonable in that counsel worked 
as efficiently as possible in prosecuting in this matter. 
10. Based on this Supplemental Affidavit, the total amount of attorneys' fees incurred 
by P&S and Snow, Christensen & Martineau in the representation of Stafford and Smith 
Chevrolet in this matter through October 22, 2014 equal $84,927.50, and total amount of costs 
for which reimbursement is sought equal $950.68. As a result, Stafford and Smith Chevrolet 
now seek an award in the total amount of $85,878.18 as the prevailing party in this matter. 
DATED this 22nd day of October, 2014. 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this 22nd day of October, 2014. 
My Commission Expires 
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I HEREBY CERTIFY that on October 22nd, 2014, I caused to be served a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing SUPPLEMENT AL AFFIDAVIT OF STANLEY J. PRESTON IN 
SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR ATTORNEYS' FEES AND COSTS, to be 
delivered via electronic mail and first class mail, postage prepaid, addressed to the following 
person(s): 
Michael W. Spence 
Greggory J. Savage 
Michael D. Mayfield 
RAY QUINNEY & NEBEKER, P.C. 
36 South State Street, Suite 1400 
P.O. Box 45385 
Salt Lake City, UT 84145-0385 
mspence(a)rgn.com 
asavage@rqn.com 
Attorneys for Defendant/Counterclaimant Woodniff D. Smith 
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1255 North Holmes, Ave. 
P.O. Box 1896 







Emails from Brandon Crowther and Stan Preston regarding 
opposition to motion for fees; review Woody's opposition 
memorandum 
Email to Stafford Smith and Mike Carlston regarding 
Woody's opposition to motion for fees; office conference 
with Brandon Crowther regarding Woody's opposing 
memorandum and preparation of reply memorandum in 
support of motion for attorneys' fees 
Review memorandum in opposition to motion for attorneys' 
fees; office conferences with Stan Preston and Bryan Scott 
regarding rescheduling of hearing and Woody's opposing 
memorandum; research and draft motion to appear 
telephonically 
Telephone conference with Mike Carlston regarding Woody's 
opposing memorandum and scheduling of hearing; work on 
reply memorandum regarding motion for attorneys' fees; call 
and leave voicemail message for Judge Shindurling's clerk 
regarding scheduling of hearing: review notice of hearing 
from court; email to Michael Spence and Gregg Savage 
regarding appearing telephonically at hearing; review draft of 
motion to appear telephonically at hearing 






SJP - Stanley J. Preston 
BMS - Bryan M. Scott Total 










1255 North Holmes, Ave. 
P.O. Box 1896 





I 0/21/2014 BTC 
10/21/2014 BMS 
Description 
Review and finalize motion to appear telephonically; fax and 
mail motion to appear telephonically; continue drafting reply 
memorandum in support of motion for attorneys' fees and 
costs; continue researching Idaho legal standards for awards 
of attorneys' fees 
Office conference with Stan Preston regarding hearing on 
motion for attorneys' fees and issues to be covered i11 reply 
memorandum 
Telephone conference with Michael Spence; telephone 
conference with Amanda Lyke, court clerk; email from 
Stafford Smith regarding hearing; office conference with 
Bryan Scott regarding hearing; email to and from Mike 
Carlston regarding hearing; revise and finalize motion to 
appear telephonically; office conferences with Brandon 
Crowther regarding filing motion and reply memora11dum; 
email to Amanda Lyke 
Finish initial draft of reply memorandum in support of 
motion for attorneys' fees and costs; continue researchiug 
cases related to reasonable attorneys' fees; office conferences 
with Stan Preston; emails from and to Stan Preston 
Review and revise reply memorandum for attorneys' fees and 
costs; emails from and to Stan Preston 
Matter 







SJP - Stanley J. Preston 
BMS - Bryan M. Scott Total 









Preston & Scott lnvoi 
1 
Stafford Smith 
1255 North Holmes, Ave. 
P.O. Box 1896 





l 0/22/2014 SJP 
10/22/2014 BMS 
SJP Stanley J. Preston 
BMS - Bryan M. Scott 
Description 
Office conferences with Brandon Crmvther regarding draft of 
reply memorandum; revise and edit reply memorandum; 
work on draft of supplemental affidavit; review court filings 
and order in cases before Idaho court; emails to and from 
Brandon Crowther and Bryan Scott regarding additional 
issues to be addressed in Reply Memorandum 
Emails from and to Stan Preston; email from Bryan Scott; 
review Stan Preston's edits to reply memorandum and revise 
to include additional arguments; office conferences with Stan 
Preston regarding edits to reply memorandum; review and 
revise supplemental attorneys' fees affidavit; overnight reply 
memorandum and exhibits to district court; email and mail 
court filings to opposing counsel 
Office conferences with Brandon Crowiher and Bryan Scott 
regarding revisions to and review and filing of reply 
memorandum and supplemental affidavit; revise and finalize 
supplemental affidavit re attorneys fees; prepare exhibits to 
affidavit; review, revise and finalize reply memorandum in 
support of motion for fees 
Office conference with Stan Preston regarding reply 
memorandum; email Brandon Crowther regarding court 
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RICK FOELLER and NATALIE 
FOELLER, 
I. 
Case No. CV-2009-2616 
OPINION AND ORDER ON 
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR 
ATTORNEY FEES AND COSTS 
FACTUAL AND PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND 
\_;_) 
1_.-.; 
;'·, .. ) 
The Defendants (Foellers) entered into an Independent Marketing Executive Agreement 
(IMEA) with Plaintiff Melaleuca, Inc. in September 1999. On April 29, 2009, Melaleuca filed this 
lawsuit in Bonneville County, seeking an injunction requiring the Foellers io comply with the non-
solicitation provisions of the IMEA and seeking as damages refunds of commission money paid to 
the Foellers since June 2008. Following lengthy procedural wrangling, Melalcuca filed a Motion for 
Summary Judgment on July 9, 2010. This Court issued its Opinion, Decision, and Order on 
Plaintiff's Motion for Summary Judgment on December l, 2010. The Court denied Melaleuca's 
Motion for Summary Judgment, finding that a genuine issue of material fact remained as to what 
damages Melaleuca suffered as a result of the Focllers' recrnitment of Melaleuca customers and 
executives. 
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a on 9, 
was summary judgment was granted in favor in amount of$23,856.41 
On January 10, 12, Melaleuca filed a Motion and Memorandum in Support Fees and 
Costs. That motion came before this Court for hearing on December 10, 2012. After considering the 
argument of counsel and the submitted briefs, the Court renders the following opinion. 
II. 
ANALYSIS 
Melaleuca argues that it is entitled to attorney fees pursuant to Rule 54( e )(1) of the Idaho 
Rules of Civil Procedure and Idaho Code§ 12-120(3). Defendant does not dispute these arguments 
and additionally argues that the contract at issue in this lawsuit, the IMEA, also provides that the 
prevailing party is entitled to attorney fees. This Cami agrees. However, the issue that the parties 
disagree on and this Court must decide is the determination of the prevailing party. 
The Foellers argue that Melaleuca is not the prevailing party in this case because it only 
prevailed on one of three claims and only recovered $23,856.41 CDN "out of the hundreds of 
thousands if not millions of dollars in damages that Plaintiff alleges were its actual damages." The 
Foellers cite the Court to several cases which they argue support their arguments that Melaleuca is 
not the prevailing party in this case. 
Pursuant to Rule 54( e )(1) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, this Court may award 
reasonable attorney fees "to the prevailing party or parties as defined in Rule 54( d)(l )(B)." Rule 
54( d)(l )(B) defines prevailing party as follows: 
(B) Prevailing Party. In determining which party to an is a 
prevailing party and entitled to costs, the trial court shall in its sound 
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costs between and among the parties in a and equitable 
maru1er after considering all of the issues and claims involved 
action and the resultant judgment or judgments obtained. 
Therefore, the determination of the prevailing pariy is committed to the discretion of 
this Cami, taking into consideration the case as a whole and not focusing on individual claims. In 
that discretion, it is the determination of this Court that Melaleuca is the prevailing party 
in this matter. Summary judgment was granted in Melaleuca's favor on its breach of contract claim. 
Melaleuca was awarded, as damages on that claim, the amount of commissions paid to the Foellers 
after they breached the contract. Although Melaleuca has asserted that the damages for their other 
causes of action far exceed the damages for their breach of contract claim, they have chosen not to 
pursue those damages. There is nothing in the record to suggest that the Foellers arc responsible for 
that decision by Melaleuca. Ultimately, Melaleuca prevailed on the only issue decided by this Court. 
The Foellers did not prevail on any issue. Although there is no requirement that a party prevail on a 
paiiicular issue to be the prevailing party in a case, based on this Couris review of this case, there is 
nothing to justify finding the Foellers to be the prevailing party. 
Although the requested attorney fees far exceed the amount recovered by Melaleuca, this 
does not automatically render them umeasonable. Notably, the Foellers have not objected to the 
amounts as unreasonable. This Court has reviewed the documentation of the work done in this case 
and finds the requested attorney fees to be reasonable. 
In addition to attorney fees, Melaleuca requests costs as a matter of right in the amount of 
$1.632.38. These costs include the $88.00 filing fee, $256.4 I for the deposition of Thomas Knutson 
$1 the deposition of Natalie Foeller. Those costs will be as a matter of right. 
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costs amountof$1 
not costs necessary costs 
as required Rule 54(d)(l)(D) the Idaho Rules Civil Procedure. Therefore, the 
discretionary costs are denied. 
III. 
CONCLUSION 
For the foregoing reasons, Melaleuca's Motion and Memorandum In Support of Fees and 
Costs is GRANTED. The Foellers are ordered to pay Melaleuca $138,904.06 in attorney fees and 
$1,632.38 in costs. Counsel for Melaleuca shall prepare an appropriate order. 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
Dated this :Jlay of January, 2013. 
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COSTS upon the listed below by mailing, 
same to be delivered to their courthouse boxes. 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
James D. Holman 
Richard R. Friess 
Thomsen Stephens Law Offices 
2635 Channing Way 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83404 
Brent V. Manning 
Manning Curtis Bradshaw & Bednar LLC 
170 South Main Street, Suite 900 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84101 
Ryan D. Nelson 
Michael L. LaClare 
Melaleuca, Inc. 
3910 South Yellowstone Avenue 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83402 
Attorneys for Defendants 
J. Justin May 
Bart D. Browning 
May, Browning & May, PLLC 
516 Hansen Street East 
P.O. Box 1846 
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303 
OF SERVICE 
Ronald Longmore 
Clerk of the District Court 
Bonneville County, Idaho 
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EXHIBIT 3 
THOMSEN STEPtlENS LAW OFFICES, PLLC 
Curt R. Thomsen., Esq., ISB #2072 
James D. Holman, ISB #2547 
2635 Channing Way 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83404 
Telephone: (208)522-1230 
Facsimile: (208)522-1277 
MANNJNG CURTIS BRADSHAW 
&BEDNARLLC 
Brent V. Manning, ISB #2359 
170 South Main Street, Suite 900 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84101 
Telephone: (801) 363-5678 
Facsimile: (801) 364-5678 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Melaleuca, Inc. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN At"\ID FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
MELALEUCA, INC., an Idaho corporation, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
RICK and NATALIB FOELLER, individuals, 
Defendants. 
STATE OF UTAH ) 
: ss 
COUNTY OF SALT LAKE ) 
1 
Case No.: CV-09-2616 
ATTORNEY FEE AFFIDAVIT OF 
BRENT V. MANNING 
Brent V. Manning, being duly sworn, deposes and states as follows: 
1. I am a member of the law firm of Manning Curtis Bradshaw & Bednar LLC and at 
all relevant times have been an attorney for Plaintiff Melaleuca, Inc. ("Melaleuca"). 
2. I make this a...ffidavit based on my personal knowledge and the contents of records 
known by me to be maintained by our firm in the ordinary course of business, and which I 
believe to be true. I have personal knowledge of the statements and matters set fo1th herein and 
would so testify if called upon to do so. 
3. Attached hereto as Exhibit A is detail with respect to the time expended by lawyers 
and paralegals at our firm on this matter. This includes all time expended since the time this 
action was filed. Items marked with an "X" 'reflect fees incuITed in connection with separate 
related matters and therefore, while reflected in the total amounts shown on Exhibit A, are not 
included in the amounts stated below. Excluding these items, the total number of hours 
expended in connection with this matter 469.5. The fees incurred (identified on pages 1-20 of 
Exhibit A) total $108,361.25. The hoµrly rates charged for these fees ranged from $110 per hour 
to $375 per hoµr. The costs incurred (identified on pages 20-24 ofExlribit A) total $1,971.93. 
4. I run familiar with legal fees charged in the Salt Lake City legal market. The total 
attorneys' fee award sought herein and the hourly rates charged by those in my firm are 
reasonable in comparison with those market rates. Some of the factors that show the 
reasonableness of these fees and rates include: (1) the amount of time and labor required to 
perform ihe services provided; (2) the fact that the attorneys and paralegals involved were 
2 
3 
prevented from performing services for other clients while performing the tasks described on 
Exhibit A; (3) the importance of this case to Melaleuca; and (4) the experience, reputation, and 
abilities of the attorneys and paralegals that performed the services provided. 
I\°'\. 
DATED this _L__ day of January, 2012. 
Subscribed and sworn to me this b 1if day of January, 2012 
~----
3 
I Iama in 
my office in Idaho Falls, Idaho; that on January IO, 2012, I caused a true and co1Tect copy of the 
foregoing ATTORl'l'EY FEE AFFIDAVIT OF BRENT V. MANNING to be served upon the 
following persons at the addresses below their names either by depositing said document in the 
United States mail with the con-ect postage thereon, by hand delivery, by transmitting by facsimile, 
or by placing sald document in the attorney's courthouse box, as set forth below. 
RICHARD J. ARMSTRONG 
KIRTON McCONKIE 
60 EAST SOUTH TEMPLE - STE 1800 
SALT LAKE CITY UT 84111 
i>{ U.S. Mail 
'[ ]Hand Deli very 
[ ] Facsimile 
[ ] Courthouse Box 
THOMSEN STEPHENS LAW OFFICES, PLLC 
By: <fav!i( 
Richard R. Friess, Esq. 
4 
EXHIBIT A 
Dale; 01/04/ZO!Z Detail Transaction File List Page: l 
Manning, Curtis, Bradshaw & Bednar 
Tcodel .flours 
Oate Tns4Codc RP:tC iol!lll Amount Rofi/ 
----
08124/201)9 !? )0.0(l 8250 Contact Josh Chandier and 
review Utah Court Rules re out-of-s!nte subpoena 
procedure and begin drafting Application for Issuance 
of Out-Of-State Subpoena 
Melaleuca, Inc. 
Rlck and Natalie Foeiler 
41924,00150 08/2512009 19 A ,J tl0.00 l.50 165.00 Finish drafting/updating Application fur lssuance of ARCH 
Out-Of·Smte Subpoena; dra!I Utah RuleJO(b){6) 
Deposition Subpoena Duccs Tecum with 
corresponding fonns; locate registered agent for Max 
!mernational, LLC; draft cover lener and list of all 
counsel; provide copies of all documents and rules to 
l3VManning for review and arrange for Applicatioll 
and corresponding documents lo be filed with Third 
District Court. 
Me)aleuca, Inc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
4!924.00150 08/25/2009 I A 350.00 0.2S 87.50 Review Subpoena; e-mail to Natalie Redd re same. ARCH 
MeJaleuca. Inc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
41924.00150 09/0112009 l A -350.00 0.25 87.50 E-mails to and from Tyrie Barrott re 1U ARCH 
§iif • Melalcuca, Inc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
41924.00150 09/02/2009 l A 350,00 2.00 700.00 Review letter to Max International and policies; ARCH 
telephone conference with Josh Chandler's office; 
telephone conference with Josh Chandler r~ 
«ase+a&HWI ;; USll'it 
Melnleuea, Inc, 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
41924.00150 09/03/2009 l A 350.00 1.25 437.50 Correspondence to Erin Edmonds; arrange for service ARO{ 
of Temporary Restraining Order; telephone conference 
with Josh Chandler and Tyrie Barrott; telephone 
conferences with Josh Chandler; telephone conference 
•Nitfi Erin Edmonds' office; e-mail re same and service 
of Temporary Restraining Order. 
Mclaleuca, !nc. 
Rick and Nataiie Foeller 
41924.00150 09i0BOOD9 l A 350.00 l.75 612,50 Telephone conference with Erin Edmonds and Josh ARCH 
Ch~ndler; e-mail to Erin Edmonds; 1elephone 
conference with Josh Chandler; telephone conference 
with Erik Christiansen; e-mails to Josh Chandler; 
e-mails lo Erik Christiansen. 
Melaleuca, lnc. 
Rick nnd Natalie Foeller 
41914.00150 09/09/2009 I A 350.00 0.25 87.50 T ¢lephone conference with Josh Chandler; telephone ARCH 
conference with Erik Christiansen: e-rneil to Erik 
Christiansen. 
Mc!aleucn, Inc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
41924.00150 0911012009 1 A 350.00 1.75 612.50 E-mails with Erik Christiansen and Josh Chandler: ARCH 
consider e-mail from Josh Chandler: review rules re 
Motion to Compel; e-mail to Josh Chandler re._; 
consider corresponderice fiorn Erik Christf~nsen and 
objections;G! ••= -telephone conference with Josh Chandler and Tyrie Barron; 
correspondence lo Erik Christiansen; e-mail to Rick 
Armstrong. 
Me)aleuca, Inc. 
Rick and Na1alie Foeller 
41924.00!50 0911112009 l A 350.00 0.25 87.5D Consider e-mails from Erik Christiansen; e-mail to ARCH 
Josh Chandler re same. 
Melaieuca, !nc. 
Rick and Na1alie Foeller 
41924.00150 09/!4/2009 IA 350.00 2.25 7$7.50 Telephone <;0nfercnce with Josh Chandler; e-mail lo AR.CH 
Erik Christiansen; e-mails re Protective Or<ler, e-mails 
re discovery issues; review rules; e-mails to Josh 
Chandler; review Max lntemational's objectiotlS to 
Subpoena; consider response. 
Melaleuca, Inc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
41924.00! 50 09/1512009 350.00 2.75 962-50 Conference with CMG!auser re Motion to Shor1en ARCH 
Time; telephone conference with Josh Chandler re 
same; review Objection lo Motion to Shorten Time: 
meet and confer with Erik Christiansen; e-mails re 
Date: 2 
Trans Tou,fo/ 
T;skCotle Rnte to Amount 
~iii•· correspondence 
confirming meeting; e-mails Subpoena. 
Melaletlt'.:l, lnc. 
Rick and NataHe Foeller 
4)924.00150 09/15/2009 14 A 175.00 4.00 700.00 Research and draft Ex Parte Motion to Shorten Time ARCH 
for Response to Sul>poena; draft Miles subpoena and 
documents. 
Melaleuca, Inc. 
Rick arid Natalie Foeller 
4t924.00!50 09/16/2009 !9 110.00 0.25 27.50 Assist CMGlauser wi!h review of foreign subpoena ARCH 
applications and arrange to obtain checks to 
accompany same for filing and service. 
Melaleu"'), Inc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
4 l 924.00 ! 50 09/1612009 l A 350.00 3,25 1,137.50 Attend to subpoenas and motion; consider California ARCH 
issues re subpoenas; e-mau to Erik Christiansen; 
consider correspondence from Erik Christiansen: 
teiephone conference with Josh Chandler; teiephonc 
conference with Josh Chandler, Erik Christiansen and 
Katherine Venli; telephone conference with Josh 
Chandler, e-mail to Erik Christiansen. 
Melaleuca, Inc, 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
41924.00150 09116/2009 14 A 175.00 4.25 743.75 Drafl Miles and Agren Subpoena and related ARCH 
documents; research and draft Motion for Shonen 
Time for Response. 
Mdaleuca, Inc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
4 l 924.00 l 50 09/!712009 l A 350.00 0.75 262.50 Telephone conference with Josh Chandler; attend ta ARCH 
subpoena issues. 
Melaleuea, lnc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
41924.0015() 09/17/2009 14 A 175.00 3.75 656.25 Telephone conference wi!h Third District re ARCH 
assignment of Judges for Ex Parte Mo1ion to Shorten; 
draft and file Ex Pane !-.-lotions and Subpoenas; draft 
certificate of service for California parties. 
Me!a!euca, Inc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
4!924.00150 09/l 8/2009 l A 350.00 2.75 962.50 E-mails rc4¥i ;;m P¥ii J J i EU &i '"IW ARCH 
review Opposition to Motion lo Shorten Time; 
conference with CMGlauser re Motion to Compel and 
reply; Jetter to Judge Denise Lindberg re entry of 
Protective Order; e-mails re Protective Or<ler. 
Melaleuca, inc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
41924.00150 09/18/2009 14 A 175.00 2.25 393.75 Draft Motion to Shorten Time and Subpoenas; prepare ARCH 
for filing and service; conference with BVManning re 
Response to Objections lo Subpoena and Opposition 
to Motion lo Shorten Time. 
7\-{elaieuca, Inc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
41924.00150 0912!12009 l A 350.00 1.00 350.00 Consider e-mails form Josh Chandler; e-mail to Erik ARCH 
Christiansen and Josh Chandler, consider e-mail from 
Katherine Yenti; e-mails re Protective Order. 
MelaJeuca, Jnc. 
Rick and Natalie Foel!er 
41924.00150 09/21/2009 14 A 175.00 9.75 l,706,25 Research and draft Reply to Opposition to Motion to ARCH 
Shorten Time; research and draf\ Motion to Compel. 
Mela Jeuca, Jnc. 
Rick md Natalie Foeller 
4 !924.00150 09/22/2009 ! A 350.00 2.25 787.50 &mails re - edit Reply brief; e'.mail to Josh ARCH 
Chandler; confetence wi1h CMG!auser re Motion to 
Compel; e-mail to Rick Armstrong.; e-mails to Erik 
Christiansen re Protective Order; e-mailA'I PMIMi' 
+a &iliild, telephone conference with Josh 
Chandler; telephone conference with Curtis Hussey. 
Mela Jeuca, !no. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
4!924,00150 09/22/2009 14 A 175.00 9.25 l,61S,75 Research and draft Motion to Compel - Memorandum ARCH 
in Support; review Max ln1ematiorrnl, LLC Objections 
to Miies and Agren subpoenas. 
Me!aleuca, !nc. 
Rkk imd Natalie Foeller 
4!924.00150 09/23/2009 A 3S0.00 2.75 962.50 Edit Motion 10 Compel; telephone confotcnC<> with ARCH 
Josh Chandler; telephone conference with Josh 
01/04/2012 
41924,00! 50 09/2312009 14 A 175.00 3-50 
41924.C-OISO 09/24i2009 J A 350,00 0.25 
41924.00150 09/24/2009 14 A 175,00 0.75 
4 !924,00 !50 09/28/2009 IA 350,00 0,75 
/ 4!924,00150 09/29/2009 lA 350.00 1.50 
41924,00150 JO/Ot/2009 !A 350.00 0.50 
4!924,00150 10/08/2009 14 A 175.00 1,00 
41924, 001 50 l O/OS/2009 l A 350,00 0,25 
41924,00150 10/09/2009 14 A 175.00 8.75 
41924,00150 10/12/2009 14 A 175,00 9.25 
41924.00150 l 0/12i:l009 IA }50.00 1.25 
4!924.00150 10/13/2009 14 A i7S.00 3.50 
41924.00150 10/!312009 I A 350.00 4,0Q 
41924,00!50 I 0/14/2009 14 A 175.00 2.75 
4!924.00150 10!!4/2009 !A 350,00 0,50 
41924,00150 I D/!5/2009 IA 350J)() 050 
4l9Z4.00l50 JO/l6120D9 IA 350.00 (l.:25 
X 4!924.00150 !0119/2009 14 A 175.00 3.00 
Chandler re$fl/!ft •m I $ -
- telephone conference with CMGJauser re 
same; revise memoranda supporting Motions to 
Compel; conference with CMGlauset. 
Mcialeuca, Inc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
612.50 Draft Motion to Compel; draft Memorandum in 
Support of Motion to Compel; draft Reply 
Memorandum to Sh()r(en Time. 
Melaleuca, !nc, 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
37.50 Complete Motion to CompeL 
Melaleuca, Inc, 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
13 l .25 Draft Motion and Memorandum· compel compliance 
with subpoena; draft Reply Motion to Shorten Time. 
Me)aleuca, Inc, 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
262.50 Telephone conference with Josh Chandler: e-mails to 
Erik Christiansen re deposition and document 
production; e-mail to Josh Chandler r~. 
Melnleuca, Inc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
525,00 
cm :•• ~ 
tji A All; IND 
175.00 Consider correspondence from Katherine Venti and 
forward. 
Melalcuca, Inc. 









175.00 Res~rch and renew Max lntemational's Opposition to ARCH 
Motion to Compel. 
Me1aleuca, Inc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
87.50 Consiuder issues for reply brief. ARCH 
Mdaleuca, Inc, 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
1,531.25 Research and draft Reply Memorandum ln Support of ARCH 
Motion to Compel. 
Melaleuca, Inc. 
Rick and Naralie Foeller 
l,618.75 Research and draft Foeller Reply in Support of Motion ARCH 
to Compel. 
Melaleuca, Inc, 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
437,50 Conference with CM Glauser re reply brief: e-mails re ARCH 
sa,;,e; review and e<llt Reply Memorandum in Support 
of Motion to Compel. · 
Melaleuca, Inc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
612.50 Draft Reply in Support of Motion lo Compd, ARCH 
Mclalcuca, !nc, 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
l ,100,00 Telephone conference with Josh Chandler; edit reply ARCH 
brief in support of Motion to Compel_ 
Melaleuca, lnc, 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
481.25 Draft Replies in Support of Motion to Compel; draft ARCH 
Request to Submit for Decision. 
Melaleuca, Inc_ 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
175.00 E-mails re opposition memorandum, ARCH 
Melaleuca, Jnc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
175,00 Attend to obtaining bearing: prepare Motion for ARCH 
Expedited Hearing. 
Melaleuca, lnc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
3750 E-mail !o Erik Christiansen re document production. ARCH 
Mclaleuc;,, lnc. 





41924.00150 l 0120/2009 l4 A 
41924.00150 !G/20/2009 lA 
41924.00150 10/26/2009 IA 
41924.01)150 l0/2712009 IA 
41924.00150 10/2812009 14 A 
41924.00150 1012812009 IA 
41924.00150 10/29/2009 14 A 
4!924.00150 J0/29/2009 !A 
41924.00150 10/30/2009 IA 
41924.00150 10/30/2009 14 A 
41924.00150 I0/30/2009 14 .A 
41924.00!50 11/02/2009 IA 
41(124.00150 11/04/2009 JA 
41924.00 l 50 l J/06/2009 14 A 
X 41924.ooiso 11109.12009 14 A 
41924.00150 l l/2312009 14 A 
4lY24.00150 ) 1/23/2009 A 







































G.00 Prepare hearing documents for Judge Faust 
Melaleuca, Inc. 
Rick ~nd Nalalie Foeller 
175.00 E-mail 10 Josh Chandler r~ telephone 
conference w[th Judge Faust's clerk; conference wilh 
CM Glauser re same. 
Melaleuca, lnc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
175.00 Review opposition to Motion for Expedited Hearing; 
e-mail to clien.t re-. 
Melaleuca, Inc. 
Rick and Hatalie Foeller 
87.50 E-mails with Jason Wood and Erik Christiansen re 
document production. 
MeJaleuca, Inc. 
Rick and N~talie Foeller 
262.50 Revfew Max Opposition lo Molion for Expedited 
Hearing; draft Reply 
Melaleuca, lnc. 
Rick and Nam lie Foeller 
87.50 Consider e-mail from Jason Wood; e-mail to 
CMG!auser re reply brief. 
Melaleuca, !nc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
t',575.00 Research and draft Reply in Support ofMolion for 
Expedi!cd Heating. 
Me!aleuca, Inc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
262.50 Telephone conference with Josh Chandler; edit reply 
brief on Motion to Expedite Hearing. 
Melaleuca, !nc. 
Rick lil!d Natalie Foeller 
87.50 Conference with CMGlauser re reply brief 
Melalcuca, lnc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
262.50 Draft and file Reply in Suppor1 of Mot ion for 
Expedited Hearing. 
Melaleuca. Inc. 
Rick and Nalalie Foeller 
0.00 Review and update file. 
Melaleuca. lnc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller · 
87.50 Telephone cor.ference with Clerk of Court; e-mail to 
client re hearing. 
Melaleuca, Inc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
l ,3 l 2.50 Telephone conference with Clerk of Court and Erik 
Cl]ristiansen; e-mail to client re1i51!t. teleplione 
conference with client; edlt Complaint: consider TRO 
standard. 
Melaleuca, Inc .. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
0.00 Review and 11pdate working file. 
Melaleuca, Inc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
218.75 
l, 181.25 repare for and a11cnd Agren hearing on Motion to 
Compel; draft proposed order compelling production; 
draft stipulate<l protective order. 
Melaleuca, Inc. 
Rick and Natalie Foelier 
l. 487.50 Prepare for hearing on Motion 10 Compei; a1tend 
hearing on Motion fo Compel; telephone confemnce 
with Josh Chandler re di?i. 
Melaleuca. Inc. 
Riqk. and Natalie Foeller 
l .22S.OO Work on Order: e-mail to Josh Chandler r~; 
telephone conference with Josh Chandler and Ryan 





















W@lnesday //lfiN/2012 f:J./ pm 
Date: Ol/04/2012 
Trnns H Teodc/ 
Client Dnte. Tmh Tnsk Code 
Tcode 
41924.00lSO l l/2712009 lA 
41924.00150 11/30/2009 lA 
4!924.00150 I l/30120G9 IA 
41924.00150 12/09/2009 21 A 
41924.00150 12(09/2009 IA 
41924.00150 12/09/2009 19 A 
41924.00150 12/!0f.20()9 l4 A 
41924.00150 12/10/2009 !A 
4J9Z4.00J50 12/l J/2009 l A 
41924.00150 12/12/2009 lA 
41924.00150 12/13/2009 IA 
41924.00lSO 12/1412009 14 A 
41924.00!50 12/14/2009 A 
41924.00150 12/15/2009 !4 A 
Detail Transaction 















Christiansen; e-mails Orange L.T.; telephone calls 
to Orange .L. T.; e--mai! to client re same; e-mails re 
P.rnleclive' Order and Order on Motion to Compel. 
Melaleuca, Inc. 
· Rick and Natalie Foellel 
612.50 E-mails re document production; consider e-mail from 
Erik Christiansen re form of On!er; telephone 
conference with Ryan Nelson re - e-mail to Ryan 
Neison with-! HI H : .. ,,._ 
Melaleuca, Inc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
l 75.00 E:-malls re document production. 
Melaleuca, !nc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
350. 00 Telephone conference with Frank VanderSloof, el al., 
re S !Nat; telephone conference with Orange 
L. T. re Confidentiality Agreement; e-mail to Erik 
Chrisliansen re searches. 
Melaleuca, Inc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
}43.75 Continue to research business entities in Canada and 
Caiifomia: gather suppc,rting documents on all the 
entities; update spreadsheet with new information on 
each entity; run Accurint search on Ken Dunn. 
Melaleuca, lnc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
1,050.00 Telephone conference will\ Josh Chandler and Ryan 
Nelson r~~ e-rniiils re insurance; 
e-mails re preliminary injunction hearing; prepare for 
suma. 
Melaleuca, lnc. 
Rick end Natalie Foeller 
55.00 Conduct reverse-searches of e-mail addresses and 
telephone numbers of entities in order to locale 
principals/im!ividuals associated with entities; list 
results within table for BYManning review. 
Melaleuca, lnc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
I 75.00 Research and draft Idaho Rule 902 self authentication 
certificate for Max documents. 
Melalcuca, Inc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
l ,400.00 Te.lephone conference with Josh Chandler r~ 
PRIS~ review documents; corisider self 
authentication question; telepho.ne conference with 
CMGlauser re same; prepare for hearing. 
MelaJeuca, Inc. 
Rick and Natalle Foeller 
2,275.00 Prepare for deposition and preliminary injunction 
hearing; review and edit rep™ntify exhibits; 
e-mails with Ryan Nelson r . 
Melaleuca. Inc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
! ,487.50 Prepare for depositions and hearing; e-mails re same. 
Melaleuca, lnc, 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
l,750.00 Prepare for prelimingry injunclion hearing; travel from 
Sa!t Lake City lo Idaho. 
Melaleuca, Inc. 
-_Rick and Natalie Foefler .... , 
131.25 ,Drafi Subpoenas, Deposition Notices and Discovery 
,Requests to the Foe l!ers, Agrens, Miles, and Alimenas; 
rl'escarch service of fofigp subpoenas in Hawaii. 
-,.Georgia, and California. 
Melaleuca, Inc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
4, l 12.50 Travel to Idaho Falls for Foeller deposition; prepare 
for hearing; conference re strategy; telephone 
conferences wilh Rick Armstrong; travel from Idaho 
Fails to Salt Lake City. 
Melaleuca, lnc. 
Rick and Natali~ Foeller 



















Date: 0 l/04/20 l 2 Page: 6 
Tr.uns !I Tcod</ !fours 
ih.1-e. P Task Code Ro(o to llill Amoooi ReT/1 
!2/1612009 19 !0.00 1.25 137.5 ARCH 
L !: .. ~ • • " '' ~·- ,, • > .. 
,:: .... : . .. :··~~ -·.~\.·.,:·/· •, .·~. '"';{ 
X 41924.00150 12/16/2009 l4 A 175.00 0.25 43.75 ARCH 
• fl 
y .. 
41924.00150 12/17/2009 I A 350.00 0.25 &7.50 E-mails with Rick Armstrong. ARCH 
Melaleuca, Inc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
41924.00150 12/22/2009 l A 350.00 0.75 262.50 E-mails re schedule and discove1y; conference with ARCH 
CMGlauser re additional discovery; telephone 
conference with Rick Armstrong; work on discovery. 
Melaleuca, [nc. 
Rick and Nataiie Foeller 
41924.00\50 12122/2009' 14 A 175.00 0.50 &7.50 Conference with BVManning re: discovery to Agren, ARCH 
Miles, Alfmena, and Dunn. 
Melaleuca, lnc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
41924.00150 12/23/2009 lA 3$0.00 1.25 437.50 E-mail to Josh Chandier r~e-mails re 
schedule; consider message from Rick Armstrong: 
ARCH 
telephone call to him; e-mail to him; telephone 
conference with Rick Armstrong; telephone 
conference with Josh Chandler; e-mails re Foeller. 
Melaleuca, ln~ 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
41924.00150 !2129/2009 l A 350.00 l.00 350.00 &mails re depositions; review and instruction to ARCH 
CMGlauser re subpoenas. 
Me!aleuca, lnc. 
X 41924.00150 Rick: and Natalie Foeller l 2/3012009 · 14 A 175.00 l.00 175.00 ARCH 
41924.00J 5() 12/30/2009 l A 350.00 0.25 ARCH 
41924.00!50 01/04/2010 14 A 175.00 0.25 43.75 Draft deposf!ion subpoenas lo Chuck and ChCJyl ARCH 
AJimena. 
Mclaleuca, Inc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
41924.00150 0 I /04/20 l 0 lA 350.00 0.50 175.00 E·mails re Orange Legal Technologies; prepare for ARCH 
Max deposition. 
Melaleuca, Inc. 
Rick and Natalie Foe!ler 
41924.00!50 0!/0512010 I A 350.00 !.50 52S,QO Prepare for 30(b )(6) deposition of Max International. ARCH 
Melaleuca, !nc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
4!924.00150 01/06120!0 14 A 175.00 0.75 l}!.25 Draft First Discovery Requests to Rick and Natalie ARCH 
Foeller. 
Melaleuca, Inc. 
Rick an<l Natalie Foeller 
4 1924.00 l 50 l)J/06/2010 I A 3SO.OO 2.50 &75.00 Prepare fo,: and take deposition of Max 30(0)(6) ARCH 
designee; e-mails re Max deposition and follow up; 
conference with CM Glauser re deficiencies and 
depDsition notices. 
Melaleuca, inc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
41924.0015() 0]/07/20!0 14 A 175,00 l.00 175.00 Draft Deposition Subpoenas Duces Tecum lo Chuck ARCH 
and Cheryl Alimena. 
Melaleuca, Inc. 
Rick and Naialie Foeller 
41924.00150 · Ol/07/20!0 IA 350.00 0.15 26250 Telephone conference with Josh Chandler; e-mail to ARCH 
4 
Date: 01/04/2012 Detail Transaction File List Page: 7 
Manning, Curtis, Bredshaw & Bednar 
Tnu:a. a Toode/ flours 
ClieAt Dote Ttnk< P Task Code R>!c toBi£1 Amount Rofll 
------Tcode 1 
Rick Armstrong re deposition of Johnny Morgison; 
correspondence to Erik Christiansen re deficiencies. 
Melaleuca. Inc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller )< 41924.00150 Oli08/2010 19 A 110.00 0.75 82.50 ARCH 
b Ill 
41924 .00!50 01/11/2010 14 A 175.00 2.75 481.25 Research and draft Memorandum in Suppon of ARCH 
Motlon to Strike; draft Deposition Subpoenas to 
Chuck and Cberyl Alimena; draft Notices of Alimena 
depositions; draft Commissions to California coun for 
Alimena Deposition Subpoenas; review Third Request 
for Document,; from Foeller,;. 
Mela!euca, Irie. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
41924.0()150 0 l/l 112010 JA 350.00 LOO 350.00 E-mails re discovery; e-mail lo Mike Gutierrez re ARCH 
status of search; con ferern,e re Motion to Strike; 
conference re deposition. 
Melaleuca, !nc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
41924.00150 Ol/1212010 14 A 175.00 7.25 1,26&. 75 Research and drafT Memorandum in Support of ARCH 
Motion to Strike Defendants' Affidavits; 
Melaleuca, Inc. 
Rick and Natalie • 1 
x4J924.00150 Ol/13/2010 19 A 110.00 0.25 ARCH 
41924.00150 01/13/2010 14 A 175.00 l.50 262.50 Research and draft Memorandutn in Support of ARCH 
Motion to Strike and for Sanctions 
Melaleuca, Inc. 
Rick and Nat21ie Foeller 
4 !924.00150 Ol/13/20!0 I A 350.00 0.75 262.50 Telephone conference with Mike Gutiern:z re ARCH 
searches; e-mail to Ryan re<,;,£-:\ yq 
e-maiJs re depositions, discovery. etc.. 
Melaletica, Inc. 
Rick and Naia lio Foeller 
41924.00 150 01/l4/20!0 1 A 350.00 0.75 262.50 E-mails to Josh Chandler and Ryan Nelson re ARCH ,, al r e-mail to Erik Christiansen re 
30(b)(6} deposition and e-mail to CM Glauser re 
Motion to Compel; conference with CRDemm re 
Orange searches. 
Melaleuca, Inc. 
Rick and Nalalie Foeller 
41924.00150 01/14/2010 9 A 225.00 0.75 168.75 Conference with BVManning re Orange Legat ARCH 
Technologies searches and 1'a1,~lllll ll!I "'"1l1l1W 
ae+ 11J2 : & eeer1,11e,·· · 
review e-mails re same. 
Melaleuca, Inc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
41924.00 150 01/15/2010 lA JS0.00 0.75 262.50 ARCH 
X 41924.00150 0!/15/2010 19 A 110.00 D.25 ARCH 
41924.00150 01/15/20!0 I A 350.00 0.25 87.50 Edit Motion to require compliance with 12/08/09 ARCH 




Rick and Natalie Foeller 
01120120! 0 19 A 110.00 0.50 ARCH 
X 4l924.001so Oi/21/20!0 19 A l !0.00 1.25 ARCH 
Wedn<.wlay/JJIIJ4!21/l 2 !:SJ pr,, 493 
Date: 0f/04/20 12 
Trn!S3 Ii Tcode/ 
Client O;ue Tmkr P Tusk Code 
Tcode J 
X 41924.001 50 0!/22/2010 !4 A 
x4!924.00!50 01/22/2010 19 A 
4 l924.00150 01/27/2010 19 A 
41924,00150 0 1/28/20 10 19 A 
4 1924.001 50 01/28/2010 IA 
41 924.00150 01/29/201 0 19 A 
4!924.00150 01129/20!0 I A 
41924.001.50 Ol/30/2010 IA 
41 924.001 50 0!/3)/2010 l A 
419:24.00150 02/01/2010 l A 
41924.00150 02/02/2010 14 A 
41924.0()150 02/02/2010 \A 
41924.00150 02/03/20 !0 19 A 
• 
Detail Trallsaction File List 
































Melaleuca , lnc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
27.50 Receive instruction from BVManning reEji .., 
t 11111 
Melaleuca, Inc.. 
Rick and Natalie Foel !er 
550.00 Begin create 
search Excel spreadsheetsll!S 
-
4t hsji Pict 
Melaleuca, Inc. 
Rick an<:! Natalie Foeller 
2,712.50 E-mail to Rick Armstrong re document production; 
prepare for depositions; e-mails re document 
production; review Foeller document production for 
depositions; conferences and instructions re,6 . • 
WMM4ii4 ... 
Melaleuca, inc. 





Rick and Natalie Foeller 









Rick and-Natalie Foel ler 
Review Foeller documents. 
· Melaleuca, lr.c. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
Prepare for Foeller depositions. 
MeJalcuca, Inc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
Prepare for and take depos ition of Natalie Foeller. 
Mebleuca, Inc. 
Rick and Nar,,lie Foeller 
Prepare foreign Subpoenas; draft e-mail of service of 
Idaho Subpoenas; review redacted Max documents 
Melaleuca, !nc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
Telephone conference wi1h Jcsh Chandler and Ryan 
Nelson; e-mail to Rick Armstrong re Preliminary 
Inj unction; organize Foeller produced documents. 
Melaleuca, lnc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
Receive instruction from CGlauser r~ 
tliJTiFPH Ulll '. Jii 
dl5ll'llls discuss deposition subpoenas duces tecum 
to be issued in California, Hawaii, and Georg1a wilh 
CGlauser; draft and send e-mail requesting original 
subpoenas duces tecum from loc:al counsel. 
Me!aleuca. Jnc. 
















W«lnc.r<loyO/!iWW/2 /;SJ pm· .4 9 4 
0!/04/2012 Page: 9 
Trnns Iloi:trs 
Dote .p T»s-kCode Rote 
----
to Rm Amount Rem 
02/03/20!0 525.0Q Review Foeller 
Mela!euca, lnc. 
Rick and Namlie Foe!l<:r 
4l924.00150 02/03/2010 14 A 175.00 l.00 175.00 Draft leller to Katherine Venli re Max designation of ARCH 
Foeller documents; conference wHh Natalie Redd re 
Poeller document review. 
Melaleuca, Inc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
4!924.00150 02/03/2010 l A 350.00 2.25 787.50 E-mails to Ryan Nelson reaU MW j IE • ·ARCH e-mails to Rick Armstrong re depositions; e-mail 10 
Curt Hussey re deposition schedule; e-mails re 
telephone records; e-mails re discovery issues. 
Melaleuca, lac, 
Rick and Natalie FoeHer 
41924.00150 02/04/2010 14 A 175.00 2.50 437.50 Review Foeller documen\s; review and update working ARCH 
files. 
Melaleuca, fnc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
4l924.00150 02/04/2010 I A 350.00 1.25 437.50 Telephone conferences and e-mails re discovery and ARCH 
confidentiality designations; work on Reply brief. 
Me!aleuca, Inc. 
Rickand Natalie Foeller 
41924.00150 02/05/2010 14 A 175.00 2.00 350.00 Review documents produced by Foclters~ ARCH 
•a J ,@i SH ¥6 H'fJSa review respons~s to Third 
Requests fot Produc1ion. 
Melaleuca, lnc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
41924.00!50 02/05/20!{) 19 A t 10.00 6.00 660.00 Continue.G~ l !! 1 Uliill!HIIII li!i ~Ii~ ARCH 
asan ill:$ l!Wifi @@iiUN;A 
California deposition subpoenas duces tecum to the 
AHmenas; contact Clerk of Court in Sacramen1o to· 
detennine filing fees and procedure for out-of•s1ate 
Commission; drafi cover letter to the Clerk of Court in 
Sacramento; determine mileage and witness fees for 
Alimenas; lccate process server in Sacramento, 
California; fill out fonn for service of proc.css; provide 
all to CG!auser for review, 
Melaleuca, lnc, 
Rick and Natalie Foefler 
41924.00150 02/05/2010 I A 3SO.OO 0.25 87.50 E-mails re hearing. ARCH 
Mc!aleuca, Tnc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
41924,00150, 02/08/2010 14 A 175.00 0.50 87.50 Review Foell.er documents re initial con1ac1 relevant to ARCH 
no1Molicitation provision. 
Melaieuca, Inc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller )(, 41924.00150 02/09/2010 14 A 175.00 0.25 43.75 Draft Utah subpoena documents for foreign subpoenas ARCH 
to Marcie Wasden and Jake, Smith. 
Mefoleuca, fnc. 
X 4!924.ooiso Rick and Na\atie Foe Her 02/09/2010 14 A 175.00 050 87.50 Research service of foreign subpoena on Utah County ARCH 
resident for Wasden subpoenas, 
Melaleuca, Inc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
41924.00150 02/10/2010 I A 350.00 0.15 262.$0 Telephone conference with Rick Armstrong re ARCH 
designation; telephone conference with Ryan Nelson; 
e-mail to Josh Chandler and Ryan Nelson, 
Mela!et1ca, Inc, 
Rick nnd Natalie Foeller X 4!924.00150 02/l!/2010 14 A !75.00 0.50 87.50 Draft and coordinate tiling ar.d service of Wasden and ARCH 
Smith subpoena documen1s: 
Mela!euca, I1:c, 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
41924.00150 02/l2/2010 14 A 175.00 0.50 &7.50 Review Foeller documents and deposition re Protective ARCH 
Order designations, 
Meialeuca, Inc . 
. Rick and Natalie Foeller 
4!924.00150 02/15/2010 !4 A !75.00 0.50 87.50 Conference with BVManning re~ ARCH 
•;1ii$Sil&iifriitF41ffl2/lliamlii+. 
research protective order challenge procedure. 
Me!aleuca, fnc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
41924.00150 02/15/2010 ! A 350,00 025 87.SO E-maHs re Foeller designations. ARCH 
Melaleuca, lnc, 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
Date: O 1/04/2012 Page: 10 
Tr.ms Tcode! Hours 
p TaskCo4e Rntc tonm Amount R~f# 
----
4 !924,001 so 021i6i20l0 Drafl let;er to An~ improper confiden!ialiiy 
des,gnations; drar~&:;u;;;g l!Rt 
B1i 19 
Melaleuca. Inc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
41924.00lSO 02117(2.0lO l9 A 110.00 1.00 1!0.00 ARCH 
draft 
and send e·mai! to Orange Lega= 11* 
elll I& ±+Ulliilf I i 
Melaleuca, Jnc, 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
41924,00150 02!1712010 14 A 175.00 7.00 l,225.00 Draft@'i H gg 




, Rick and Natalie. Foeller 
02/!8/2010 14 A 175.00 0.50 87.50 ARCH 
., 
Sr 
4 l 924,00150 02118/201() l A 350.00 0.75 262.50 Edi. correspondence to Rick Armstrong re ARCH 
designations; e-mail to Ryan Nelson re~ 
Melaleuca, lnc, 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 




Rick and Natalie Foeller 
41924.00150 02/23/2010 14 A !75.00 0.75 131.25 Drafl letter to Rick Armstrong re Foeller Protective ARCH 
Order, review correspondence and filing re Foeiler 
Protective Order. 
Melaleuca, !nc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
41924.00150 02/23/2010 I A 350.00 0.25 87.50 Review and edit letler re Protective Order. ARCH 
Melaleuca, lnc. 
Rick and Na1alie Foeller 
41924.00JSO 02/24/20!0 14 A 175.00 6.25 r,093.75 Review Foeller phone records; draft Rlffill;l!i,,.. ARCH 
'4J!t fl t" i ff <lraft\lll®'illi' IMP&mp 
~ 
Mela!euca, Inc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
41924,00150 02/24/2010 19 A l 10.00 4.50 495.00 ContinuiQll!il IRIIE.-a:11\16 ARCH 
c:aamPiP 6~ 
Melalcuca, Inc. 
Rick and Nata1ie Foeller 
41924.00150 02/25/2010 14 A 175.00 6.00 1,050.00 Review Foeller phone records; draft~ ARCH 
... 1,tJra!Miii ~~
~ review documents produced to the 
Foellers {no charge). 
Melaleuca, Inc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
41924.00150 02/25/2010 l A ! 350.00 0.75 262.50 Conference with CMGfauser re'lli II! talllrtl"Sl\lQt ARCH 
'ill llllillll •!dliEDliiiiillS~: 
., eewte 
Melaleuca, Inc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
41924.00150 07)2612010 14 A 175.00 5.75 1,00625 Review Foeller phone records; draft & i l!li!iV ARCH 
&£ ! i 14bi ff •s ,I. ilfi,i! draft 
deficiency letter to Rick Armstrong re Foeller phone 
records. 
Melaleuca, !nc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
41924.00 I 50 02/26/2010 1 A 350.00 0.25 87.50 Consider Memorandum from CMGlauser re Foeller ARCH 
phone records and follow up. 
Melaleuca, Inc, 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
41924.00)50 03/0!/2010 14 A 17$.0() 0.25 43.75 Draft and serve notice of con!inuance of Aiimena ARCH 
deposilions, 
Melaleuca, !nc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 




Date: 0!/04/20!2 File List Pase: JI 
& Bednar 
Toode/ Hout-$ 
»~te Tmkr Tade Code R,:!{! toi.titt Amount 
'------
MdaJeuca, Inc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
l 924.00150 03/05t20JO 19 !0.00 0.50 55.00 Conlin ARCH 
Melafouca, !nc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
4 l 924.00150 03110/20)0 I A }50.00 0.25 87.50 Telephone conference wi1h Clerk of Court re hearing. ARCH 
Melaleuca. Inc, 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
41924.00!50 03/l i/2010 14 A )75.00 0.25 43.75' Review Foeller docurnenl production and oulstanditig ARCH 
deficiency letters. 
Melaleuca, Ille. 
Rick and Natalie Foef!er 
41924.00150 03/12/2010 14 A 175.00 2.00 3soooUY II Iii IHI M'illl I I Ii g ! II a, 
-
ARCH 
.. (Mil 4*; re,~ew Foeller phone records. 
Melaleuca. Jnc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
41924.00150 03/1512010 l4 A 175,00 0.50 87.50 Review outstanding Foeller discovery deficiencies; ARCH 
draft Memorandum re same. 
Melaleuca, Inc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
41924.00150 03/16/2010 14 A 175.0() l.00 175.GO Draft teller to Richard Armstrong re outstanding ARCH 
discovery issues; conference with CRDcrum re 
outstanding discovery issues. 
Melaleuca, [nc, 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
4!924,00150 03/17/2010 14 A 175.0D 0,75 !3 l.25 Draft dise-0very lct!er to Richard Armstrone; review ARCH 
and update pleadings file. 
Melaleuca, Inc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
41924.00150 03/18/2010 14 A 175.00 l.50 262.50 Draft correspondence ,to Richard Armstrong re ARCH 
outstanding discovery issues and hearing on 
Me!aleuca·s Motion for Preliminary Injunction; review 
and update pleadings files. 
Melalcuc~. rnc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
41924,00150 03/26/2010 19 A ! l0.00 3.25 351.so,:, :;l =-=~ 
ARCH 
... _ ,,,.., 
Melnleuca, Inc, 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
41924,00150 03/3l/20!0 19 A 110.00 J.50 16s.oo'IIBI 1!1 UH~ ARCH 
Q&I IBf4 j§Ei*klIMliEWUSs~ 
Melaleuca. Inc. 
Rick Md Nat.\llic Foeller 
41924.00150 04/02/2010 14 A 175.00 2.75 481.25 Draft Jetter lo Rick Arms1tong re outstanding ARCH 
discovery issues; draft e-mail to Aaron Harris re Miles 
and Agren supplemental discovery responses; review 
deficiencies ilJ Foeller telephone records; conference 
with BVManning re out.standing discovery. 
Melaleuca, Inc. 
Rici( and Natalie Foeller 
41924.00150 04/0212010 1 A 350.00 0.50 175,00 Conference with CMGlauser re discovery follow up; ARCH 
e-mails re discovery and pending i,sue,. 
Melaleuca. !nc. 
Rick and Nat~lic Foeller 
41924.00150 04/05/2010 14 A 17500 0.25 43.75 Draft discovery letter to Rick Armstrong. ARCH 
Melaleuca, lnc, 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
4 t 924.01) l 50 04/05/2010 l A 350.00 0.25 &7.50 Sdit correspondence to Rick Armstrong re outstanding ARCH 
discovery. 
Melaleuel4 !nc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
41924,00150 04/21/2010 14 A 175,00 0.25 43.75 Review Foeller discovery deficiency responses. ARCH 
Melaleuca, Inc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
4 i 924.00 l 50 04/2l/20i0 l A 350.00 025 87.50 E-mails re foliow uµ on Foeller hard drives. ARCH 
Melaleuca, Inc. 
Rick and Namlle Foeller 
)( 4)924.00150 0412li20l0 l A 350.00 0.25 S7.50 ARCH 
41924.00150 041:22/20 l 0 14 f, 175.00 3.25 ARCH 
Wd1rext!oyO/I0./1W/J /:SJ (In/ 
Date; OJ/0412012 Detail Page; 12 
Manning, 
Tr:m.'> II Tcode/ Jfours-
Dote Tm!tr 'faskC61le Rn!e tollill Amount Item 
------
Melaleuca, Inc. 
Rick and Natalie foe!ler 
4!924.00150 04/22/2() l O I A 350,00 0.25 87.50 E-mails re discovery and settlement: ARCH 
Mela!euca, Inc. 
Rick and Naialie Foelkr 
41924.00150 04/2312010 19 A i 10.00 1.00 1 I0.00 Receive instruction from BVManning;ffl• ,. ARCH 





Ric~ and Nataiie Foeller 
41924.00150 04/23/2010 I A 350.00 0.25 87.50 Edit correspondence. ARCH 
Mel~leuca, Inc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
4 !924.00150 04123/20!0 14 A !75.00 025 43.75 Draft letter to Rick Armstrong re Foeller discovery ARCH 
deficiencies. 
Me!aleuca, lnc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
4)924.00150 05/06120!0 I A :;so.oo 0.25 87.50 Telephone call to Rick Armstrong's office. AR.CH 
Melaleuca, Inc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
41924.00150 05/07120!0 l A 350.00 0.50 i 75.00 Telephone C(.}nfercnce with Rick Armstrong re AR.CH 
discovery and settlement. 
Melaleuca, lr.c. 
Rick and Na1alic Foeller 
41924.00150 05/l l/2010 14 A !85.00 2.25 416.25 Research service of subpoena in Canada: review ARCH 
FoeHer phone record and e-mail deficiencies. 
Meialeuca, Inc, 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
4 l 924.00150 05/l !/20 l () l A 350.00 0.50 175.00 E-mail to client re:GRI HlllRlllllfflJ 
MelaJeuca, Inc. 
ARCH 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
4! 924.00150 05/12/2010 19 A 110.00 0.25 27.50 Receive instruction from COlauser re e-mail service ARCH 
provtder. 
Melaleuca, Inc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
41924.00150 05/12/2010 14 A 185.00 0.25 46.25 Conference with Natalie Redd re service of subpoena ARCH 
in CanadaffffMS • WH/IW~ 
Mela!euca, Inc. 
Rick and Natalie Foe!ler 
41924.00!50 05/12/2010 14 A 185.00 0.25 46.25 Receive instructions from BVManning re ARCH 
Iii I IHH 
C!IRIA t ii 
Melaleuca, lnc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
41924.00150 05/l3i20l0 14 A i'ss.oo 2 . .50 462.50 Review potential matches in Orange comparison; draft ARCH 
-., C 5 Ebf+J!II[ [i8!1J I ' [ " ''"*' S.,., Mela!euca, Inc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
4\924,00150 05/13/20!0 l A 350.00 0.50 175.00 Review docket sheet re schedule and moving case 
forward; emails toc!ient re~ 
ARCH 
Melaleuca. Inc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
4f924.00150 05/J4/2010 !9 A 110.00 2.50 275.00 Import telephone records into Summation and label ARCH 
electronically as "confidential"; replace all unlabeled 
electronic documents with labeled documents on 
server alon disk: receive instruction from CGlauser 
re iQfidi:tll, 
conlact Cogeco and receive infonnation re e-mail 
storage; draft e•mail to COlauscr summarizing 
conversation with Cogcco representative. 
Mc!aleuca, Jnc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
41924.00150 05/!4/2010 14 A 185.00 3.25 601.25 Draft index oflikely Melaleuca Marketing Executives ARCH 
in the Foe!lers' downlines; conference with Natalie 
Redd re same, 
Melaleuc<1, lnc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
41924.00150 05/18/20!() 14 A 185.00 l.75. 323.75 Dra!t index ofMelaleuca Marketing Executives In ARCH 
Foeller downlines at M1ix; review Orange comparison. 
Melaleuca, Inc.. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
4l?Z4.00150 05/l?/2010 19 A !10.00 0.25 27.SO Receive instruction from COlauser re~ ARCH 
QlltlSWl$f&iAWi4WaJ». 
Melakuca, Inc. 
Date: 0 l/04/20 ! 2 Page: !3 
Tnrns H Tcode/ 8¢0:YS 
Cllwt t>ote Task.Code &,to tollill Amot-:nt RefY 
Rick and Natalie FoeHer 
41924.00150 05il 912010 14 185,00 LOO !85.00 Instruct Natalie Redd re$ !llllltll> 
-
1n1 
.... 1 • 
I, 
- jJll Melaleuca, Jnc. 
Rick and Natalie Foel !er 
4!924,00150 05121/2010 19 A l l0.00 1.25 137.50 ARCH 
Melaleuca, Jnc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
41\124.00150 05/2512010 l A 350.00 0.25 87.50 E-mail to CMGlauser re agreed matches. ARCH 
Melaleuca, Inc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
41924.00150 0512612010 19 A 110.00 4.00 440.00 Finish extracting matches from master spreadsheet: 
• 11• ,ra • 
ARCH 
& iMllill IF! ft t ::.O: 
$ JR lflE Ii&lro 
41924.00150 05/26i2010 14 A 1S5.00 0.2S 46.25 ARCH 
41924,00150 05127/20!0 14 A ISS.00 0.75 138.75 Review Foeller confldentiali(y designations: redact ARCH 
Foeller deposition transcript. 
Melaleuca, Inc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
41924.00!50 05/27/2010 !A 350.00 0.25 &1.50 E-mails re discovery. ARCH 
Melaleuca, Inc. 
Rick and Na1alie Foeller 
41924.00150 05/2Z/20l0 19 A 110.00 i.25 117.50 Adjust chart reflecting non-matches 10 ensure ARCH 
accuracy; update CGlauser chart to reflect additions to 
chart listing matches. 
Melaleuca, lnc. 
Rick and Nata!le Foeller 
4!97.4.00150 06/02120!0 19 A l 10.00 0.25 27.50 Contact Orange Leg;! Technologies via telephone and ARCH 
=::zm:tt:fflllllttlP 
discuss same with CGJauser. 
Melaleuca, Inc, . 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
41924.00150 06/0212010 14 A l&S.00 1.25 231.25 Review Ma>1 nssociate list al Orange Legal; review ARCH 
Alirnena subpoena duces tecum. 
Melaleuca, Inc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
41924.00150 06107120!0 IA 350.00 0.25 87.SO E-mails to client rellml/i Itri .... ARCH 
Melaleuca, Inc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
41924.00!50 06111/20!0 14 A 185.00 1.25 231.25 Telephone conference with Rick Armstrong re ARCH 
outstanding discovery; draft correspondence to Rick 
Armstrong re Ol,'1$landing discovery 
Melaleuca, Inc, 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
41924.00150 06/l t/2010 lA JS0.00 LOO 350.00 Conference with CM Glauser re discovery; review ARCH 
Foeller deposition; review tnmscripl re Max down 
lines information; e-mails re discovery. 
Mcla!euca, Inc. 
Rick and Na!~Jie F1>eller 
41924.00150 06/18/2010 14 A lSS.00 0.5() 92.50 Review Foeller Motion for Summary Judgment; ARCH 
review Foeller calls to Melale11ca Marketing 
Executives identified in Motion for Summary 
Judgment, 
Me!aleuca, !ne. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
41924.00lSO 06/18/2010 A 350})0 1.00 350.00 Edit summary judgment brief: e-mail !o Josh Chandler ARCH 
re~ 
Melafouca, Inc, 
Rick and Nalalie I'oe\lcr 
01/04/2012 !'age: l4 
Trans Tcode/ 
D;1te Tmkr T2skCooe Rate Ref ff 
----
l 85.00 identify Melalcuca 
M5Jtion for Summary Judgment, 
Me!aleuca, 1nc, 
Rick and Netalie Foeller 
41924.00150 061250:010 14 A lSS,00 0,$0 9)..50 Draft correspondence to Rick Armstrong re Foeller ARCH 
outstanding discovery obtigadons. 
Melaleuca, inc. 
Rick and Natalie Foe!!er 
41924.00150 0612512010 I A 350.00 0.25 &750 Telephone conference with Ryan rqi-
n ,,a ARCH 
Me!alet:ca, Inc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
)( 4!924.00150 0612812010 !4 A 185.00 4.25 7&6.25 ARCH 
• Ii f'Sif?i 
.,., 
Me!aleuca, lnc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
4 l 924.00 [ 50 06128/20!0 I A 350.00 0.50 175.00 Conference with CMGlauser re summary judgment ARCH 
motion. 
Melaleuca. lnc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
41924.00150 06/30/2010 !4 A 185.00 2.75 508.75 Draft Affidavit in Support of Motion for Summary ARCH 
Judgment; review Motion for Summary Judgment; 
review and research !:rile Christiansen let!er re list of 
matches from Orange comparison; review Stipulated 
Protective OrdersMHnfflD re.~earch fdaho rules 
re filing under sea!. 
Me la leuca, Inc, 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
4)924.00150 07/02/2010 19 A ! 10.00 i.50 165,00 Draft letter to Sacramento County Court re filing of ARCH 
ou!-of..,;tate commissions and subpoenas to L~e 
Alimenas; update California deposition subpoenas 
duces tecum !O reflect current information; obtain 
witness f~e checks to accompany subpoenas; ob1ain 
addressed. stamped envelopes for firm and process 
server; obtain check for filing fee; scan all documents 
and arrange for same to be sent via overnight mail to 
Sacfl\rnento Couniy Coun for filing and service. 
Melaleuca, Inc, 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
4[924.00!5() 07102/2010 14 A 185.00 0.25 46.25 Conference with Natalfo Redd re domestication of ARCH 
!dabo Subpoenas in California. 
Mela!euca, !nc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
41924,00150 07/06/2010 14 A 185.00 3.50 647.50 Draft Affidavit in Support of Motion for Summary ARCH 
judgment; draft Motion for Summary Judgment and 
rvfomorandum in Support: research requirements for 
notice of withdrawal of counsel; review Orange Legal 
documents, 
Melaleuca, lnc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
4!924.00150 07106/.2010 IA 350,00 0.25 87.50 E·mails and conference with CMG!auser re summary ARCH 
judgment motion. 
Melaleuca, lnc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
41924,00150 07/07i2010 14 A 185.00 l.50 277.50 Research Idaho Rule re filing under seal: resean::h ARCH 
notice· requirements for attorney withdrawal; draft 
letters to Rkk Armstrong and Bonneville County 
Court re Sensitive documents. 
Melaleuca. Jnc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
4!9;24.00150 07109/20)0 !4 A !85.00 0.25 46.25 Resean::h California proced\1re for foreign subpoenas. ARCH 
Melaleuca, lnc, 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
4!924,00150 07109/20!0 19 A 110.00 l.00 l )0,00 Discuss subpoena procedure with CG!auser: a!lempt to ARCH 
contact Sacramento cl>Urt to discuss subpoena 
procedure; revie-w documen\ation provided by process 
server; locate: and complete additional form 10 submi, 
to court; contact process server and arrange for 
process server to advance additional fl!ing fee and file 
al! commissions/subpoenas with Sacramento court. 
Melaleuca. Inc. 
Dste: O I /04/20 l 2 Page: 15 
Trans Tcodof Houd 
D-t1te TaskCodo !l.,te io Jl;!I Amount. Ref// 
----
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
41924.00150 07/12/20!0 A !!0,00 050 55JJO Ccordinaie re1rieval of certified copies of ARCH 
Commissions to take out-of·s!ate depositions; contact 
ldal10 court to detemiine process of obtaining certified 
copies; arrange for certified copies to be sent vio. 
overnight mafl 10 California process server. 
Melaleuca, !nc. 
Rick and Natlllle Foeller 
4!924.00150 07/l3/20l() 14 A lSS.00 l.00 185.00 Draft correspondence to Rick Armstrong re ARCH 
outstanding discovery; research requirement for 
withdrawal of counsel in ldaho; draft correspondence 
re Agren deposition. 
Melaleuca, lnc. 
Rick and Natalie -Foeller 
4192.4.00150 07/14/2010 19 A 110.00 Z.50 2.75.00 Discuss rejection of deposition subpoenas with ARCH 
Oi!ifornia process server; locate updated California 
forms; revise Cal ifomia subpoenas by copying all 
subpoena informa1ion into new form; draft California 
civil cover sheets for filing; arrange for aH to be 
submitted lo California process server for re-filing; 
locate contact information for Foellers' telephone and 
!nternet providers. 
Melaleucn, [nc. 
Rick and Na1alie Foeller 
4 I 924.00 I 50 07/14/2010 14 A 185.00 0.50 92.50 Draft Alimena California subpoena documents; ARCH 
instruct Natalie Redd re-!!'lm Jf ett1t $¥P-
Mc!aleuca, Inc. 
Rick and Nata[ie Foeller 
41924.00150 07/16/2010 14 A 185.00 1.00 !85.00 Draft authorizations to Foeller phone and e-mail ARCH 
providers; draft discovery letter to Rick Arrr.strong re 
ou1st1mding phone and e-mail records: conference with 
NLRedd re Canadian authorization requirements. 
Melaieuca, lnc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
41924.00130 07/16/2010 19 A 110.00 l.50 !65.00 ARCH 
draft summary reflecting findings and provide to 
CGlauser for review. 
Melaleuca. Inc. 
Rick and Na1:>!ie Foeller 
419:24.00150 07/20/2010 14 A 185.00 0.25 46.25 Research ldaho requirements for Reply; review Motion ARCH 
for Summary Judgme.~t 
Mefateuca, Inc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
.41924.00150 07/21/2010 19 A I !0.00 0.25 27.50 Follow-up on status of issuance of out-of-state ARCH 
subpoenas in Californla with California process server. 
provide status of same to CGJauser . 
. Mefo.leuca. lnc, 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
419M.OOJS0 07/27/20!0 l A 350.00 0.50 175.00 E-mails and telephone conferences with Josh ARCH 
Chandler; e-mails and conferences rrlil!IJIJIIII . 
- telehone conference with Josh Chandler. 
Melaleuca, Inc. 
Rick and Natalie Fo~Uer 
41924,00150 08/02/2010 14 A I 85.00 1.00 185.00 Research time required for document production under ARCH 
California law: draft letter to Alimenas re deposition. 
Mefaleuca, lnc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
41924.00!50 .08/09/20 l 0 l4 A 185.00 0.50 92.50 Draft correspondent¢ to Rick Annstrong re Alirnena ARCH 
depositions and outstanding discovery: research 
California Rules re document production at deposllion. 
Melaleuca, Inc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
41924.00! 50 08/10/2010 !4 A 1&5.00 0.50 92.50 Draft correspondence re Alimena depositions; review ARCH 
Affidavit in Support ofSumm;;ry Judgment for 
sensitive information: review authorizations received 
from Foeliers. 
Melaleuca, Inc, 
Rick and Na~lie Foeller 
4!924.00150 08/ll/2010 19 A !J0.00 0.75 82.50 Receive instruction from CO!auser; contact Cogeco lo ARCH 
determine how lo submit written authorization from 
Foellers; drnfi and send letter via facsimfle to Cogeco 
attaching written request 
Me!aleuca, lnc. 
Date; 0i/04/2012 Detail Transaction Page: 16 
Manning, Curtis, Bradshaw 
Tcotlel !tour< 
Client: OM¢ Tmkr Tu:kCode Rate to Bill Amount Ref# 
----Tcode 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
41924.00150 08/1 l/20!0 14 185.00 0.50 92,50 Conference with Natalie Redd from 
Foellets' servlce providers; draft re 
same. 
Me!aleuca, Inc. 
Rick and t7ata!is: Foeller 
4 i 924.00 l 50 08/12120!0 14 A 185,00 0.7S 13&.75 Research Idaho filing time for response to Motion for ARCH 
Summary Judgment; review outstanding discovery in 
Miles, Agren, and Foeller matters. 
Melaleuca, !nc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
41924.00150 08117/2010 14 A 18$.00 0.25 46.25 Review Foeller docume:nls for e-mails re litigation ARCH 
planning among defendants. 
Melaleuca, Inc. 
Rick end Natalie Foeller 
4!924.00150 08/l 8/2010 19 A ! 10.00 0.25 27.50 Draft and send reply e-mail to Cogeco regarding ARCH 
procedure in obiaining copies of Foeliers' e-mails. 
Melaieuca, lnc. 
Rick and Naialie Foeller 
41924.00150 08/18/2010 14 A lS5.00 2.00 370.00 Review Foeller e-mails for coordination of testimony 
with other defendan1s; review Foeller phone records: 
ARCH 
drnft co1Tespondence re Foeller Cogeco e-mail 
ec,;ount. 
Melaleuca, Jnc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
4l924.00150 0&/2417-010 14 A !85.00 1.00 1S5.00 Review missing telephone records and draft request to ARCH 
provider; review discover; requests to Max. 
Me!aleuca, lnc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
41924,00150 08/31/2010 !S> A l !0.00 0.25 27.50 Draft end send e-mail to Rogers Communications, Inc. ARCH 
requesting dates of service for Foellers' telephone 
numbers and providing copies of written 
authorfa.ations. 
Melaleuca, Inc. 
Rick and Na1a1ie Foeller 
41924.00150 09/0&/2010 14 A 1S5,00 0.00 Review and update work files (no charge). ARCH 
Me!aleuca. lnc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
41924.00150 09/21/2010 l4 A 185.00 LOO 185.00 Review Defendants' Opposition to Motion for ARCH 
Summary Judgment and ExhibilS; research ldaho 
Rules re re~onse to same. 
Melaleuca, lno. 
Rick and Na1aUe Foeller 
41924,00 I 50 09/27/2010 l4 A 185.00 0.25 46.25 Review Defendants' telephone record production; ARCH 
review correspondence with Rogers re same. 
Melaleuca, Inc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
41924.00150 09/'l.9/2010 19 A l 10.00 0.25 27.50 Draft imtl send e-mail lo Rogers requesting additional ARCH 
information re Foeller telephone bills. 
Melaleuca, Inc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
41924.00lSO · 09/Z9/2010 14 A 1&$.00 0.50 92.SO Conference 'with CRDerum re response to Order to ARCH 
Show C;iuse; telephone conference with Josh Chandler 
rea. 
Melaleuca, Inc. 
Rick and Natalie FoeJler 
41924.00J 50 09/29/2010 9 A 235.00 0.25 58.75 Conference with CM Glauser re order to show cause in ARCH 
Foe!!er mat1er; summary judgment hearing in Foeller 
and related issues on status; advise re cont~ct with 
Me!aleuca. 
Mela!euca, Inc. 
Rick end Natalie Foeller 
41924.00 I 50 l0/04/2010 14 A !85.00 2.00 370.00 Research and draft response to Order to Show Cause ARCH 
in Utah discovery matter. 
Mela!euca; Inc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
41924,00!50 l0/05/20]0 l4 A 1&5.00 l.75 323.75 Drnfl Response to Order to Show Cause. ARCH 
Mela!euca, Inc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
41924.00150 l0/05/20!0 9 A 23$.00 0.50 l 17.SO Review and edit Response lo Order to Show Cause. ARCH 
Melaleuca, Inc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
41924.00150 10/06/:ZOlO l4 A JS5.00 D.25 Draft response to Order to Show Cause. ARCH 
Melaleuca, Inc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
Date: Ol/04/2012 Page: 
Hours 
Client Date R..'tfo t-0:BiU Amouht 
235.00 Review and edit 
Melaleuca, lnc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
41924.00!50 10/08/2010 19 J!Q.00 0.50 5S.00 Revlew and redact records produced to us by Foellers; ARCH 
draft and send responsive e,mail to Rogers re search of 
Foellers' toll-free telephone numbers; discuss same 
with CGlauser. 
Melaleuca, !nc, 
Ric.k and Natalie Foeller 
41924.00150 !0/0U20!0 i4 A 185.01) 0.25 46.25 Conference with Natalie Redd re Foe!lers' Rogers ARCH 
phone records. 
Mclaleuca, Inc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
41924.00150 !O/OS/2010 9 A 235.00 025 5&.75 COTiference with CMGlauser re production of ARCH 
documents pursua:n1 to protecHve order_ 
Melaleuca, Inc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
41924.00)50 10/11/2010 14 A 185.00 0.25 46.25 Review potential outstanding Utah discovery issues for ARCl-! 
hearing_ 
Melaleuca, lnc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
41924.00150 !0/12120!0 14 A 185.00 4.50 832.50 Prepare for and attend hearing on Order to Show ARCH 
cause; draft response to Max Clarific:,tion brief. 
Melaleuca, Inc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
41924.00 l 50 J0/12/20]0 l A 350.00 tl-25 &7.50 Conference and review of Max response to Or<ler 10 ARCH 
Show Cause; e-mail w CMGlauser re same. 
Mefa!euca, Inc. 
R,ck and Natalie Foeller 
4!\>24.00!50 10/20/2010 14 A l &5.00 l.00 185.00 Draft Response to Foeller Clarifica,ion; conference ARCH 
with HLRedd re index of Orange matches; review 
outsumding discovery. 
Melaleuca, lnc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
41924.00!50 10120/ZOJO l A 350.0(} 0.25 S7.50 Emails re discovery issue ln ldaho cour1. ARCH 
Melalcuca, Inc, 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
4 l 924.00150 I l/18/2010 14 A 1SS.OO 2.75 508.75 Prepare for and argue a1 hearing re dismissal of ARCH 
Foeller Utah action. 
Me!aleuca. lnc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
41924.00150 l i/lS/2010 9 A 235.00 0.25 58.15 Conference with CMGlauser to prepare for hearing on ARCH 
Order to Show Cause. 
Melalcuca, lnc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
41924.00150 l21D61::W 10 14 A !85.00 7.00 i,295.00 Conference with BVManning re Molion for ARCH 
Reconsideration; research ldaho mies re Motion for 
Reconsideration; research enforceabi!itj of 
non-solicitation provisions; research first breach rule; 
research Idaho election of remedies; research Md draft 
Memorandum in Support of Motion for 
Reconsideration. 
Melaleuca, Inc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
41924.00150 12/06/2010 1 A 350.00 2.00 700.00 Review summary judgment decision; telephon~ ARCH 
conference with Ryan Nelson re dlill:il; conference 
with CM Glauser re procedures; outline arguments for 
reconsideration; conference with CMG!auser re same; 
conference with CMG)a11ser; telephone conference 
with Josh Chandler re---
~
Metaleuca, Inc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
41924.00150 12/07/2010 14 A 185.00 3.75 693.75 Draft Outline of Argument for Reconsideration of ARCH 
Mo1ion for Summary Judgment: research and draf\ 
Memorandum in Support of Motion for 
Reconsideration. 
Melaleuca, lnc, 
Rick and Natalie f'oeHer 
419Z4.00150 i2/07i20l0 I A 350.00 0.50 175.00 Edit outline: short conference with Ch1Glauser. ARCH 
Melaleuca, lnc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
41924.00150 l2/09f2010 l A 350.01) 0.50 175.00 Telephone conference with Nelson; conference ARCH 
wi1h CMGlauser re issues. 





41924.00 l 50 12/10/2010 350.00 Te!ephone conforetce with Nelson, Josh 
Chandler and Pmnk conference with 
CM Glaus-er. 
Melaleuca, Inc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
4!924.00150 12/l4/201D 14 A !&5.00 1.00 185.00 Review cases upholding Policy 20 for use in Motion ARCH 
for reconsideration. 
Melaleuca, Inc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
41924,001 $0 l2ii4/2010 l A 350.GO 1.25 437.50 Review Idaho cases for reconsideration motion; ARCH 
prepare notes to CMGJauser re same. 
Melaleuca, Inc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
41924.00 l 50 !2115120!0 14 A !85.00 6.25 l.156.25 Research and draft Memorandwn in Support of ARCH 
Motion to Reconsider, 
Meialeuca, lnc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
4!924.00150 l2/l5i20l0 l A 350.00 0.50 175.00 Conference with CM Glauser re recohsideratlon ARCH 
motion; conference with CRDerum and CMG Ia user re 
reconsideration motion, 
Melaleuca. Inc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
41924.00150 I2/l5/20l0 9 A 235.00 0.25 5&.75 Conference with CM Glauser end BVManning re ARCH 
motion to reconsider and litigation strategy. 
Melaleuca, lnc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
4192.4.00150 !2/1612010 14 A 185,00 5.25 97:.25 Research and draft Merncrandutn in Support of ARCH 
Motion for reconsideration. 
Melaleuca, tnc, 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
41924.00!50 12116/2010 l A 350,00 050 J75.00 Edit reconsideration brief; conference with CMGlauser ARCH 
re.same. 
Melaleuca, Inc. 
Rick and Na1nlie Foeller 
41924.00150 !2/17/2010 14 A 185.00 uo 277.50 Researcl1 and draft Memorandum in Support of ARCH 
Motion for Reconsideration, 
Melaleuca, lnc, 
Rick and Nam!ie Foeller 
4!924.00150 12/17/2010 I A 350.00 0,75 262.50 Telephone C-Onforence with Frank and Josh; emails re ARCJ-i 
briefing; review Decision, 
Mclaleuca, Jnc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
41924.00150 12121/2010 I A 350.00 l.25 437.50 Telephone conference with Josh Cbandler; review AR.CH 
Motfon for Reconsideration; e-mail lo Ryan Nelson re 
--~ Mela!euca, Inc. 
Rick and Natalie Foe Her 
41924.0()1 so I 21.22120 lO 1 A 350.00 3.25 1,137.50 Telephone conference with Ryan; conference witi1 ARCH 
CRDerum; conference with CMGlauser re 
reconsideration motion and strategy; conference with 
client; revisions to memorandum. 
Mela:leuca, lnc. 
Rick and Na1alie Foeller 
41924.00150 12/22/2010 9 A 235.00 l.25 293.75 Conference with BVManning re motion to reconsider; ARCH 
conference cal! with Ryan Nelson and BVMrinning re 
~
Melaleuca, Inc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
41924,00150 12/2312010 I A 350.00 l.25 437.50 Conference with CRDetum re reconsideration molion; ARCH 
e-mail to Ryan Nelson and Josh Chandler t~ 
-
Melaleuca, Inc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
4l924.00150 12/23/2010 9 A 235.00 2.50 587,50 Review Court's Motion for Summary Judgment Order; ARCH 
review briefs re reconsideration of Mo1ion for 
Summary Judgment decision; conference with 
BVManning re motion to reconsider; review 
correspondence re case stra!egy. 
Melaleuca, Inc. 
Rick and Na!alie f'oelk:r 
4192400150 12/27/ZO!O 14 A 185.00 l.50 277.50 Draft revisions to Memorandum in Support of Motion ARCH 
for Reconsideration. 
Melaleucll, Inc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
0 
Date: 0 I /04120 J 2 Detail Pege: 19 
Munning, 
Tnns Tcod<i f!truro 
Ci.icnt llute Tmkr Tusk Cod< Rnte toBtlt Amount Ref# 
l 
41924.00150 17.50 ·co,1ference with CMGlauser re motion tc reconsider 
and conferern;e with Josh Chandfer re8L ffl 
Melaleuca, Inc, 
Rick and Na1alie Foeller 
41924.00150 01/04/2011 9 A 235.00 0.25 SS.75 Review request for status conferences; conforence with ARCH 
CMGlauser re same. 
M.elaleuca, lnc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
41924.00150 01105/201 L 9 A 235.00 0.25 58. 75 Telephone conference wlih Ryan Nelson ,e 'W8 ARCH 
••• Melaleuca, tnc, 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 




Rick and Natalie Foeller 
4 !924.00150 01/07/2011 14 A 135.00 l.00 ISS,00 Research ldaho cases re quantum meruit recovery for ARCH 
Motion for Reconsideration; telephone conference 
with Josh Chandler re...,. 
Melafeuca, Inc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
4l924.00150 Ol/10/ZO!l 14 A 185.00 J.O() 185.00 Review Memorandum in Support of Motion for ARCH 
Reconsideration; conference with CRDerum re same. 
Mela!euca, Inc, 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
41924.00150 01/10/201 l 9 A 235.00 5.25 1,233.75 Telephone conference with CMGlauser re changes to ARCH 
Motion for Reconsideration; review Motion for 
Reconsideration; review Josh Chandler's revised 
version or Motion for Reconsideration; outline 
proposed changc-s; conference with CMGlauser re 
changes to motion; draft correspondence to client re 
~,outline language re 
unjust enrichment argument, 
Melaleuca. Inc, 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
41924.00150 Olli l/2011 9 A 2)5,00 4.50 1,057.50 Conference with Ryan Nelson re~ revise 
and edit Motion for Reconsideration: correspondence 
ARCH 
with client re same. 
Melaleuca, Inc, 
· Rick and Natalie Foeller 
41924.00150 Ol/21/2011 9 A 235,00 0.50 117.50 Correspondence with CM Glauser and Ryan Nelson re ARCH 
, conference with Ryan Nelson re 
Melaleuca, Inc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
4192.4.00150 02108/201 l IA 375.00 0.25 93.75 Emails to Josh Chandler and Ryan Nelson re~ ARCH 
Oi#PiMfiittWtE Ai5Ail\ 
Melaleuca, Inc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
4!924.00150 02114/201 i 19 A 1 l5.00 0.50 57.50 Fonnat spreadsheets containing Max and Melaleuca ARCH 
match names and company names 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
41924.00!50 04/22/20! I !A 375.00 0.25 93.7S Emails and draft Response to Order to Show Cause. ARCH 
Melaleuca, Inc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 




Rick and Natalie Foel!er 
41924.00150 I liOWOl 1 IA 375.00 0.25 93,75 &mails re schedt>le; review summary judgment ARCH 
motion, 
Melaleuca, Inc. 
Rick and Natalie Foel!er 
41924.0D I 50 I l/021201 l IA 375,00 1.00 375.00 E-mail to Josh Chandler; review defendants' summary ARCH 
judgment motion; telepr,one conference with Josh 
Chandler; review reconsideration memor~ndum. 
Melaleuca, Jr.c. 
Rfck and Natalie Foeller 
41924.00150 l 1/07/201 l I A 375,00 125 468.75 Edit opposition to defendants' summary judgment ARCH 
motion; e-maHs re same, 
Melaleuca, lnc, 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
Ol/0412012 Page: 20 
Hours 
Date R::ite to Bili Amount Ref/I 
Billable 487.50 
Non-billable KOO l.402.50 
Total 49550 112,970.00 
Tcode SO l'hotocopies 
4!924.00150 0&13!12009 IA 50 0.050 055 Photocovies ARCH 
MelaleuC11, !no. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
'4!924.00150 08/31/2009 4A 50 0,050 5.00 Photocopies ARCH 
Mclalcuca, inc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
41924.00150 09130/2009 IA 50 0.050 63.05 Photocopies ARCH 
Melaieuca, Lqc, 
Rick and Natalie Foelier 
41924.00!50 10/31/2009 IA 50 0.050 23.70 Photocopies ARCH 
Melaleuca, [nc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeiler 
4 l 924.001 so J l/30i2009 l A 50 0.050 18.05 Photocopies ARCH 
Melaleuca, Inc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
4!924.00150 12131/2009 I A 50 0.050 63.05 Photocopies ARCH 
Mc!aleuca, lnc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
41924.00150 12131/2009 4 A 50 0.050 59.33 Photocopies ARCH 
Melaleuca, lnc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
4!924.00150 · 0)/31/2010 l A 50 0.050 71.25 Photocopies ARCH 
Melaleuca, Inc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
4 l924.00l50 02/28/2010 J A 50 0.050 l:UO Pho1ocopies ARCH 
Melaleuca. !nc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
41924,00!50 04/30/2010 TA 50 0.050 0.40 Photocopies ARCH 
Melaleuca, lnc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
41924.00150 0513112010 tA 50 0.050 0.50 Phomcopies ARCH 
Melaleuca, !nc. 
Rick and Nate lie Foeller 
4!924.00150 06/3012010 IA 50 0.050 0. 10 Photocopies ARCH 
Me!aleuca, Inc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
4!9;'/4.00150 07/31120!0 l A 50 0.050 . 15.35 Photocopies ARCH 
MelaJeuca, fnc. 
Rick and Na!alie Foeller 
41924.00150 !0131/2010 !A 50 0.050 9.20 Photocopies ARCH 
Mclaleuca, lnc. 
Rick and Nalalie Foeller 
4)924.00150 1 l/3012010 l .A 50 0.050 0.35 Photocopies ARCH 
Me!a!euc.a, fnc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
41924.00150 12/3 l/2010 !A 50 0.050 1.35 Photocopies ARCH 
Mela!euca, lnc. 
Rick and Natalie Foelier 
Total for Tcodc SO Billable 0.00 34433 Photocopies 
Tcode 55 F~cslmile 
4!924.00150 0912312009 lA 55 0.100 0.20 Facsimile ARCH 
Melaleuca, rnc. 
Rick and NaIBlie Foeller 
41924.00150 !2/14/2009 l A 55 0.100 0.90 Facsim(le ARCH 
Melaleuca, Inc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
4 ! 924.0()!50 O?J[S/2010 lA 55 0.100 0.20 Facsimile ARCH 
Melaleuca~ Inc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
41924.00150 02/l 9/20 lO lA 5$ 0.100 0.20 Facsimile ARCH 
Melaieuca, Inc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
4 J 924.00150 03/19/2010 lA 55 0.100 0.40 Facsimile ARCH 
Mclaleuca, Inc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
41924.00150 OS/lO/ZOJO !A 55 0.!00 0.10 facsfmile ARCH 
Melaleue,;. lnc. 
Date: 01/04/20)2 Page: 21 
Tcode/ Hours 
C!lent Dote Ta,kCo,fo R.ote 1<>nm Amro.mt Ref# 
------Tcode facsimile 
Rick and 
41924.00150 08/1 lf.20!0 55 0.100 0.30 Facsimile ARCH 
Melaleuca, Inc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
Tola! for Tcode 55 Billable 0.00 2.30 FacsimHe 
Tcode 61 Long Distance Telephone 
41924.00150 09/21/2009 lA 61 1.62 Long Distance Telephone Working Assets ARCH 
International 
Melafeuca, lnc, 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
4l924.00150 12/01/2009 lA 61 4.41 Long Distance Telephone Working Assets ARCH 
Melaleuca, inc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
4 l 924.00 l 50 12107/2009 !A 61 3.52 Long Distance Telephone Working Assets ARCH 
Melaleuca, Inc. 
Rick and Naialie Foeller 
4!924.00150 07/30/:WIO l A 61 20.05 Long Distance Telephone Call to 4 16-482-0834. ARCH 
Mdaieuca, Inc. 
Rick and Na1a!ie Foeller 
Total for Tcode 61 Billable 0.00 29.60 Long Distance Telephone 
Tcode 64 Computer Research Westlaw 
41924.00150 09/30/2009 ! A 64 116.33 Computer Research Westiaw ARCH 
Mc!a!euca, lnc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
41924.00150 !0/3 !12009 lA 64 t.Ol Computer Research Westlaw ARCH 
Melnleuca, lnc, 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
4!924,00!50 12/Ji/2009 IA 64 2.83 Computer Research Westlaw ARCH 
Melaleuca, Inc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
41924.00150 011'.ll/20!0 IA 64 32.47 Computer Research Westlaw ARCH 
Melaleuca, Inc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
41924.00150 01/31/20!0 !A 64 l l.91 Computer Research Westlaw ARCH 
Metaleuca, fnc, 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
41924,00150 07/3 li20l0 IA 64 2.88 Computer Research West!aw ARCH 
Melaleuca, Inc. 
Rick and Na1alie Foeller 
4!924.00150 OS/31/2010 I A 64 0.82 Computer Rese:irch Westlaw ARCH 
Melaleuca, Inc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
41924,00150 l2i3 l/2010 I A 64 261.47 Computer Research Wes:law ARCH 
Melaleuca, lnc. 
R.ck and Natalie Foeller 
Totnl for Tcode 64 Billable 0.00 429.72 Computer Research Westiaw 
Tcode 66 Computer Research 
41924.00 l 50 12/31/2009 IA 66 3. 76 Computer Research Accurint ARCH 
Melaleuca, Joe. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
Tota! for Tcode 66 Billable 0.00 3.76 Computer Research 
Tcode 70 I' rocess Server 
X 4 }924.00150 OZ/2512009 lA 70 53.00 ARCH 
:111 • •1•• 4)924.00150 09/03/2009 lA 70 I S.00 Process Server Salt Lake County Constable's Office ARCH 
Service of Copy of TRO on Max ln!emational 
Melaleuca, !nc. 
;< Rick and Natalie Foeller 4!924.00!50 09/03/2009 IA 70 53.0() ARCH 








Total for Tcode 70 


















l A 70 
A 70 
I A 70 







4 A 72 
4 A 72 
4A 72 
4 A 72 
4 A 72 





Detail Transaction File List 
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• a 
Ua 
!Ol.95 Process Server get out of state commission done for 
two servces, file applieations for subpoenas in actions 
outside California. 
Melaleuca, Inc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
27.75 Process Server Attoney's Diversified Services on 
Cheryl Alimena 
Melaleuca, lnc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
92.00 Process Server Attoney's Diversified Services on 
Chuck Alimena 
Melaleuca, lnc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
440.'10 Process Server 
3.00 Messenger Services filing with Third District Cou11 
Me!aleuca, !nc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
J.00 Messenger Services pickup from Third District Court 
Melaleuca, !Ile. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
3 .00 Messenger Services delivery to Third District Cotirt 
Melaleuca, fnc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
3.00 Messenger Services delivery to Erik Christi:msen at 
Parsons Behle 
Melaieuca, Inc_ 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
3.00 Messenger Services filing with Third District Court 
Melaleuca, lnc, 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
3 .OD Messenger Servi,es filing with Third District Court 
Melaleuca, lnc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
3.00 Messenger Services filing with Third District Court 
Melafouca, lnc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
3.00 Messenger Services filing with Third District court 
Melaleuca, Inc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
3.00 Messenger Services filing with Third District Court 
Melalcuca, lnc. 
Rick and Natalie Foelier 
3.00 Messenger Services delivery to Third District Court 
Mela)euca, Inc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
3.00 Messenger Service_~ de1lvery to Third District Court 
Melaleuca, Inc. 
Rick and Nallllie Foe!ier 
3_0() Messenger Services deiivery to Erik Christiansen at 
Parsons Behle & Latimer 
Melaleuca, Inc. 
Rjck,nnd Natalie Foeller -. 
3.00 M1ssenger Services filing with Third Pt~trict Court· 
MeJaleuca, Inc. . 
Rih and Netalie F~eller .~ · 
3.00 Messenger Services filing tmth Third District Court 
Mela!euca, lnc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
3.00 Messeng¢r Services filing with Third District Court· 
~efaleuca, In~. • ~ 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
3.00 Messenger Services filing with Third Dislncl Court 
1;1elalcuca, Inc.,. 

























Date: 01/04/20!2 Detail Transaction File List Page: 23 
Manning. Curtis. Bradshaw & Bednar 
Trans: I! Tcodd Hours 
Client Tmkc I' Tnsk Code Rate 10nm Am(Hll'lt Ref/I 
------
Tcode 72 Messenger Services 
4 1_924.00150 l0/30/2009 72 3 .00 Messenger Servlces delivery to Armstrong ARCH 
Me!aleuca, lnc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller . 
41924.00150 !/J/30/2009 A 72 3.00 Messenger Services de!iv";ry to Parsons Benle & 
..... ARCH 
4timer 
' M,elaleuca"' Inc. ~
Rfi:k and Hatalie Foeller 
,, 
41924.00150 l0/3)/2009 A 72 3.00 Messenger Services delivery to Richard Armstrong ARCH 
Melaleuca, lnc, " 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
41924.00150 !0/3112009 IA 72 3.00 Messenger Services ddivery to Erik Chrls,!ansen ARCH 
Mela!euca, Inc. 
Rick an<l Natalie Foelier 
4 !924.00150 I !/12/Z009 I A 72 3.00 Messenger Services filing with TNrd District Coun ARCH 
Mela!euca, Inc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
4 !924.00150 12108/2009 l A 72 3.00 Messenger Services filing with Third District Court ARCH 
Me!aleuca, {nc. 
Rick and Natalie Foel fer 
4!924.00)50 12/1 l/2009 ! A 72 3.00 Messenger Services delive,y to Erik Christiansen ARCH 
Melaleuca, !nc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
41924.00150 12/l l/2009 IA 72 3.00 Messenger Services delivery to Richard Annstrong ARCH 
Melaleuca, [nc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
41924.00150 Olf.2612010 l A 72 3.00 Messenger Services delivery to Richard Annstrong ARCH 
Me!aleuca, Inc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
4!924.00150 Ol/2312010 I A 72 3.00 Messenger Services pickup from Wood Crapo ARCH 
Mcla!euca, Inc. 
Rick and Natalie Foel!er 
4192400150 02/l !12010 I A 72 l 17.75 Messenger Services Legal Messenger lnc. To/From ARCH 
Fourth District Court and Tinsley Investigative 
Ser;ices 
Melaleuca, Inc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
4 !924.00150 1010612010 !A 72 3.00 Messenger Services filing with Third District Court ARCH 
Melaleuca, lnc. 
Rick and Natalie. foeiler 
41924.00150 10/l2/20JO IA 72 3.00 Messenger Services filing with Third District Court ARCH 
Me!aleuca, tnc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
41924.00150 10/14/2010 IA 72 3.00 Messenger Services filing with TI,ird District Court ARCH 
Melaleuca, Inc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
4!914,00150 !0/21/2010 A 72 3.00 Messenger Services filing with Third District Court ARCH 
Melalcuca, Inc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
Total for Tcode n Billable 0.00 207. 75 Messenger Services 
Teode 73'0utside Pl,otocop!e.s 
41924,0()150 )2/14/2009 lA 73 26926 Oulside Pnolocopies Pata Copy ARCH 
Melaleucn, Inc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
Total for Tcode 73 Billable 0.00 269.26 Outside Photocopies 
Tcode 74 Filing Fees 
35.00 Filing Fees Third District Court subpoena filing fee 41924.00!50 08/25/2009 4 A 74 ARCH 
Melaleuca, Inc. 
Rlck and Natalie Foeller 
41924.00150 09(16/2009 l A 74 .. 35.00 Filing Fees Third District Court foreign subpoena ARCH 
application (Foeller) 
Melaleuca, lnc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
4l924.00150 09/161.2009 IA 74 35,00 Filing Fe.es Third District Court foreign subpoena ARCH 
application (Agren) 
Melaieuca, lnc, 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
41924.00150 09/)6/2009 IA 74 35.00 Filing Fees Third Dfo1rict Court foreign subpoena ARCH 
application (Miles) 
Mda!euca, inc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
41924.00150 07/02/2010 A 74 30.00 Filing Pees Sacramento County Courthouse subpoena ARCH 
Dale: 01/04/2012 Page: 24 
Tcodef 




Rick and Natalie Foeller 
Total for Tcode 74 Billable 0.00 ffiFo Filing Fees 
Tcode 76 Travel Expense 
4 !924.00150 IZ/1412009 A 76 170. J 4 Travel Expense Brent V. Manning For Depositions of ARCH 
Foellers and Preliminary Injunction Hearing. M~.a!s 
and Mileage, 
Melaleu~,i, lnc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
Total for Tcode 76 Biilable 0.00 ! 70.14 Travel Expense 
Tcode 78 Witness Fees A 41924.00!SO 08/25/2009 4 A 78 ARCH. 
j\41924.001$0 09/1612009 l A n ARCH 
X 4!924.00150 09/16/2009 l A 78 ARCH 
41924.00! 50 07/0212010 ! A 78 40.00 Witness Fees Chuck Aumena ARCH 
Mela)euca, Inc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
41924.00!5() 07/0212010 ! A 78 40.00 Witness Fees Cheryl Aumena ARCH 
Melaleuca, tnc. 
Rfck and Natalie Foeller 
Total for Tcode 7S Billable 0.00 lliS-0 Witness Fees 
Tcode 8l Overnight Courier Service UPS 
41924.0(HSO 01/28/2010 l A Sl 16.29 Overnight Courier Service Fedex to Joshua Chandler ARCH 
Mel~Jeuca, Inc. 
Rick and Nar~lie foeller 
4!924,00150 07/02/2010 lA 81 27.08 Overnight Courier Service UPS delivery to Gordon ARCH 
Schaher, Sacramento Counly Courth-Ouse 
Melaleuca. Inc. 
Rick and Natalie Foeller 
1otal forTcode 81 Billable 0.00- 4337 Overnight Courier Service UPS 
Billable 487.50 113,813.93 
Non.billable 8,00 1,402,50 
Total 495.50 l !5,216.43 
Page: l 
Torn Ol/0412012 
!2/1312009 8 27019 6,680.0SR 0.00 
12/31/2()09 9 27019 l4~36.2S 4~.50 126.ll 452.16 lS,Jl4.52 15114.52 
Ol/31/.W!O l! 27219 14,637.50 5?.2~ J.23.5~ 6.00 14 767.06 298Sl.5S 
02/041:201() JO 27219 15 ll4.52R 14,767.06. 
02/28/.ZOIO 13 27392 15,86625 7&.75 13.50 !34.04 16,013.79 30.780.85 
Non-billable: 962.50 S.50 
Write-Down; 1,35625 1.75 
1,356.25 7. 75 
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eventh Judi a r ct 
onneville County 
605 N Capital Ave 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83402 
(208) 529-1350 Ext. 1194 
E-Mail: mfox@co.bonneville.id.us 
NOTICE OF TRANSCRIPT LODGED 
DATE: November 21, 2014 
Stephen W. Kenyon, Clerk of the Court 
Supreme Court/ Court of Appeals 
P.O. Box 83720 
Boise, ID 83720-0101 
SUPREME COURT DOCKET NO: 42621 
DISTRICT COURT CASE NO: CV-014-1434 
CAPTION OF CASE: 
STAFFORD L. SMITH VS. WOODRUFF D. SMITH and SMITH 
CHEVROLET CO., INC. 
You are hereby notified that a reporter's appellate 
transcript in the above-entitled and numbered case has 
been lodged with the District Court Clerk of the County 
of Bonneville in the Seventh Judicial District. Said 
transcript consists of the following proceedings, 
totaling 45 pages: 
1. Plaintiff's Hearing on Judgment on the Pleadings and 
Defendant's Motion to Dismiss, June 2, 2014 
Resp:~~-------···--
Mary Fox CSR 1008, RPR 
cc: District Court Clerk 
1 
W. Spence (Admitted Pro Hae Vice) 
Greggory J. Savage (Admitted Pro Hae Vice) 
Michael D. Mayfield (Idaho State Bar No. 7857) 
RAY QUINNEY & NEBEKER P.C. 
36 South State Street, Suite 1400 
P.O. Box 45385 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84145-0385 




Attorneys for Defendant, Counterclaim-Plaintiff, 
Third-Party Plaintiff and Appellant Woodruff D. Smith 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE, STATE OF IDAHO 
•1 
i I 
STAFFORD L. SMITH, AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL 
Plaintiff and Counterclaim 
Defendant/Respondent, 
V. 
WOODRUFF D. SMITH, 
Defendant and Counterclaim 
Plaintiff/ Appellant. 
WOODRUFF D. SMITH, 
Third-Party Plaintiff/ Appellant, 
V. 
SMITH CHEVROLET CO. INC. and 
STAFFWOOD PARTNERSHIP, 
Third-Party Defendants/Respondent. 
Civil No. CV-2014-1434 
Judge Jon J. Shindurling 
1 
TO: (1) THE ABOVE NAMED RESPONDENTS, STAFFORD L. SMITH AND 
SMITH CHEVROLET CO. INC. 
(2) THE RESPONDENTS' ATTORNEYS: 
Kara L. Pettit (Idaho State Bar No. 5276) 
Michael R. Carlston (Utah State Bar No. 0577, Pro Hae Vice Admission 
Pending) 
SNOW, CHRISTENSEN & MARTINEAU 
10 Exchange Place, Eleventh Floor 
Post Office Box 45000 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84145 
Telephone: (801) 521-9000 
kp@scmlaw.com 
mrc@scmlaw.com 
Stanley J. Preston (Utah State Bar No. 4119, Pro Hae Vice Admission 
Pending) 
PRESTON & SCOTT 
Five Gateway Office Center 
178 S. Rio Grande Street, Suite 250 
Salt Lake City, UT 84101 
Telephone: (801) 869-1620 
sjp@prestonandscott.com 
AND (3) THE CLERK OF THE ABOVE ENTITLED COURT. 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT: 
1. The above named Appellant, Woodruff D. Smith ("Woody" or "Appellant"), 
appeals against the above named Respondents Stafford L. Smith and Smith Chevrolet Co. Inc. 
("Respondents") to the Idaho Supreme Court from the judgment and order that were entered in 
the above entitled action as follows: 
2 
4 
• The Opinion and Order Granting Plaintiff's Motion for Judgment on the 
Pleadings and Denying Defendant's Motion for Judgment on the Pleadings or 
in the Alternative Motion for Summary Judgment entered on July 28, 2014 by 
the Honorable Jon J. Shindurling. 
• Judgment entered August 20, 2014 by the Honorable Jon J. Shindurling. 
• The Opinion and Order Granting Plaintiff's Motion for Attorney's Fees 
entered on November 30, 2014 by the Honorable Jon J. Shindurling. 
2. Appellant has a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Comi, and the judgment and 
order described in paragraph 1 above are appealable under and pursuant to Idaho Appellate Rule 
l l(a)(l) and (7). W11ellant submits this Amended Notice of Appeal under Idaho Appellate Rule 
3. Appellant intends to assert the following issues on appeal and reserves the right to 
assert other issues on appeal under Idaho Appellate Rule 17(f). See I.A.R. 17(f) ("any such list 
of issues shall not prevent the appellant from asserting other issues on appeal."). 
• Whether the trial court erred in granting Respondents' Motion for Judgment 
on the Pleadings and denying Appellant's Motion to Dismiss or, in the 
alternative, Motion for Summary Judgment. 
• Whether the trial court erred when it determined that the parties had formed a 
valid, enforceable contract for the sale of the Bid Properties despite the 
parties' continued negotiations, counterproposals, and failure to reach 
agreement on several material terms. 
3 
• Whether the trial court erred when it determined that the parties had formed a 
valid, enforceable contract for the division of the remaining parcels of land 
despite the parties' continued negotiations, counterproposals, and failure to 
reach agreement on several material terms. 
• Whether the trial court erred when it ordered specific performance. 
• Whether the trial court erred when it entered judgment against Appellant and 
required "a Closing of the real estate transfers and transaction" within ten days 
thereof. 
• Whether the trial court erred when it determined that Appellee is entitled to 
attorney's fees under I.C. § 12-120(3.}Jmd the 2012 Settlement Agreement. 
• Whether the trial court erred when it determined that the fees and costs that 
Appellee sought were reasonable. 
4. On March 17, 2014, the trial court entered an order granting Respondent Stafford 
L. Smith's Ex Parle Motion to Seal the Amended Complaint. 
5. Appellant does not request a reporter's transcript. 
6. Appellant requests that the following documents be included in the clerk's record 
in addition to those automatically included pursuant to Idaho Appellate Rule 28: 
• 04/14/14 MOTION TO DISMISS OR IN THE ALTERNATIVE MOTION 
FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT FILED BY APPELLANT 
• 04/14/14 MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO DISMISS OR 
IN THE ALTERNATIVE MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT FILED 
4 l ' 
BY APPELLANT 
• 05/27/14 PLAINTIFF'S MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO 
DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO DISMISS OR IN THE ALTERNATIVE 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
• 05/30/14 REPLY MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO 
DISMISS OR IN THE ALTERNATIVE MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT FILED BY APPELLANT 
• 05/21/14 MOTION FOR JUDGMENT ON THE PLEADINGS FILED BY 
RESPONDENTS 
• 05/21/14 MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR 
JUDGMENT ON THE PLEADINGS FILED BY RESPONDENTS 
• 05/27/14 DEFENDANT'S OPPOSITION TO STAFFORD SMITH AND 
SMITH CHEVROLET'S MOTION FOR JUDGMENT ON THE 
PLEADINGS 
• 06/02/14 REPLY MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR 
JUDGMENT ON THE PLEADINGS FILED BY RESPONDENTS 
• 07/28/14 OPINION AND ORDER GRANTING PLAINTIFF'S MOTION 
FOR JUDGMENT ON THE PLEADINGS AND DENYING 
DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR JUDGMENT ON THE PLEADINGS OR 
IN THE ALTERNATIVE MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
• 08/20/14 JUDGMENT 
5 
• 08/21/14 OBJECTIONS TO PROPOSED JUDGMENT 
• 
• 09/03/14 MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S MOTION 
FOR ATTORNEYS' FEES AND COSTS (INCLUDING AFFIDAVITS 
FROM MICHAEL R. CARLSTON & STANLEY J. PRESTON) 
• 10/10/14 OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR ATTORNEYS' 
FEES AND COSTS 
• 10/22/14 REPLY MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S 
MOTION FOR ATTORNEYS' FEES AND COSTS 
• 12/01/14 OPINION AND ORDER GRANTING PLAINTIFF'S MOTION 
7. I certify: 
a) That the estimated fee for preparation of the clerk's record has been paid. 
b) That the appellate filing fee has been paid. 
c) That service has been made upon all parties required to be served pursuant to 




& NEBEKER P.C. 
Mfohaet . p/nc 
Greggciry 1. ${i-tage 
Michael p/r(,fayfield 
Attorneys/or Defendant, Counterclaim-Plaintiff, Third-
Party Plaintiff, and Appellant Woodruff D. Smith 
7 
1 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on this 9th day of December, 2014, a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL was mailed, First Class, postage prepaid, to the 
following: 
Kara L. Pettit 
Michael R. Carlston 
SNOW, CHRISTENSEN & MARTINEAU 
10 Exchange Place, Eleventh Floor 
Post Office Box 45000 
Salt Lake City, UT 84145 
Stanley J. Preston 
PRESTON & SCOTT 
Five Gateway Office Center 
178 S. Rio Grande Street, Suite 250 
Salt Lake City, UT 84101 
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DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 




WOODRUFF D. SMITH, et al, 
Defendants/Counterclaimant. 
WOODRUFF D. SMITH, 
Third-party Plaintiff, 
V. 




Case No. CV-2014-1434 
OPINION AND ORDER GRANTING 
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR 
ATTORNEY'S FEES 
FACTS AND PROCEDURE 
In addition to the following facts, we incorporate the facts from our OPINION AND ORDER 
GRANTING PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR JUDGMENT ON THE PLEADINGS A,_'\ID DENYING 




On to or 
in the Alternative Motion for Summary Judgment. In Defendant's Motion, he asked that this Court 
dismiss Plaintiffs Amended Complaint or alternatively, grant summary judgment for Defendant. On 
May 21, 2014, Plaintiff Stafford L. Smith ("Stafford") filed his Motion for Judgment on the 
Pleadings. In Stafford's Motion, he asks that this Court find that the correspondence constitute 
contracts and order specific performance of the contracts. On June 2, 2014, this Court held a hearing 
on both motions and later issued an opinion granting Stafford's Motion. 
Pursuant to LC. §§ 12-121, 12-120(3), and I.R.C.P 54( e) Stafford now seeks attorney's fees. 
II. 
STANDARD OF REVIEW 
In Garner v. Povery, the Idaho Supreme Court addressed when fees are appropriate under LC. 
§12-121 and under §12-120(3): 
Fees under J.C.§ 12-121 are not awarded to a prevailing party as a matter of 
right but, rather, are subject to the district court's discretion. Coward v. Hadley, 150 
Idaho 282,290,246 P.3d 391, 399 (2010). A district court should only award fees 
"when it is left with the abiding belief that the action was pursued, defended, or 
brought frivolously, unreasonably, or without foundation." C & G, Inc. v. Rule, 135 
Idaho 763, 769, 25 P.3d 76, 82 (2001) (internal quotation marks omitted). However, 
"when a party pursues an action which contains fairly debatable issues, the action is 
not considered to be frivolous and without foundation." Id A claim is not necessarily 
frivolous simply because the district court concludes it fails as a matter oflaw. Gulf 
Chem. Employees Fed. Credit Union v. Williams, 107 Idaho 890, 894, 693 P.2d 
1092, 1096 (Ct.App.1984). 
Garner v. Povey, 151 Idaho 462, 467-68, 259 P.3d 608, 613-14 (2011). 
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court has correctly determined that a case is based on a commercial 
of § over which this 
at 
civil action to recover "in any commercial transaction." A commercial transaction 
includes all transactions except those for personal or household purposes. LC. § 12-
120(3). In determining whether attorney fees should be awarded under LC. § 12-
120(3), the Court has conducted a two-step analysis: "(l) there must be a commercial 
transaction that is integral to the claim; and (2) the commercial transaction must be 
the basis upon which recovery is sought." Great Plains, 136 Idaho at 471, 36 P.3d at 
223 (internal quotation marks omitted). "The commercial transaction must be an 
actual basis of the complaint.. .. [T]he lawsuit and the causes of action must be based 
on a commercial transaction, not simply a situation that can be characterized as a 
commercial transaction." Id In other words, the relevant inquiry is whether the 
commercial transaction constituted "the gravamen of the lawsuit," and was the basis 
on which a party is attempting to recover. Id at 472, 36 P.3d at 224. 
Id at 469. 
Fees are appropriate by contract when a valid contract between the parties contains a 
provision for an award of attorney fees and the terms of the contract establish a right to attorney fees. 
Lamprecht v. Jordan, LLC, 139 ldaho 182, 186, 75 P.3d 743, 747 (2003) (citing Farm Credit Bank 
o.[Spokane v. Wissel, 122 Idaho 565, 568-69, 836 P.2d 511, 514-15 (1992)). 
III. 
ANALYSIS 
Plaintiff/Counterclaim Defendant Stafford L. Smith ("Stafford"), along with Third-Party 
Defendant Smith Chevrolet Co. Inc., seeks an award of attorney's fees under three separate 
authorities. First, under Idaho Code§ 12-121, Idaho Code §12-120(3), and under a provision in a 
2012 Settlement Agreement between the parties. We detem1ine Stafford is entitled to attorney's fees 
under LC. § 12-120(3) and under the 2012 Settlement Agreement but is not entitled to fees under LC. 
§12-121. 
A. Stafford is not entitled to attorney's fees under I. C. §12-121. 
OPINION AND ORDER GRANTING PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR ATTORNEY'S FEES 
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§ 1 1 l is the case was 
or 
1 218-1 1 
(2008). If there is at least one legitimate issue presented, attorney fees may not be awarded even 
though the losing party has asserted other factual or legal claims that are frivolous, unreasonable, or 
without foundation." Michalk, 148 Idaho at 235,220 P.3d at 591. In this case both parties brought 
forward and argued several legitimate issues. Therefore, neither party is entitled to attorney fees 
under LC. 12-121. 
B. Stafford is entitled to attorney's feed under I.C. §12-120(3). 
Stafford seeks an award of attorney's fees pursuant to LC.§ 12-120(3) based on his argument 
that the case at hand falls under the statute because it involves a "commercial transaction." LC.§ 12-
120(3) states: 
In any civil action to recover on an open account, account stated, note, bill, 
negotiable instrument, guaranty, or contract relating to the purchase or sale of goods, 
wares, merchandise, or services and in any commercial transaction unless 
otherwise provided by law, the prevailing party shall be allowed a reasonable 
attorney's fee to be set by the court, to be taxed and collected as costs. 
The tenn "commercial transaction" is defined to mean all transactions except 
transactions for personal or household purposes. The term "party" is defined to mean 
any person, partnership, corporation, association, private organization, the state of 
Idaho or political subdivision thereof. 
Idaho Code Ann.§ 12-120 (West)(emphasis added). 
In determining whether to award fees under§ 12-120(3), "[i]t has long been held that' [t]he 
critical test is whether the commercial transaction comprises the gravamen of the lawsuit; the 
commercial transaction must be integral to the claim and constitute a basis on which the party is 
to recover.'" Clayson v. Zebe, 153 Idaho 228,236,280 P.3d 731, 739 (2012) (quoting 
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must an actual 15 at 
and the causes of action must be based on a commercial transaction, not simply a situation 
that can be characterized as a commercial transaction." Id 
In this case, the commercial transaction constituted the gravamen of the lawsuit. Woody 
argues that this is not the case beacause, "the gravamen of Stafford's lawsuit related to the settlement 
of an ongoing legal dispute between two brothers regarding the division of family properties held by 
the Staffwood partnership. Woody argues this case is similar to the Idaho Supreme Court case of 
Kelly v. Silverwood Estates, 127 Idaho 624 ( 1995). In that case, the parties were litigating an action 
to statutorily dissolve a partnership. Id The Court held that a statutory dissolution is not a 
commercial transaction under LC. §12-120(3). Id. Stafford argues this case is distinguishable 
because a statutory dissolution is not voluntary. Further, he argues the complete separation of the 
parties financial and business interests were ancillary to the pressing dispute involving the sale of the 
Bid Properties. We agree with Stafford. 
This case arose as an attempt to determine whether a valid contract existed. This Court found 
the contract defining Woody's and Stafford's share of the bid properties did in fact exist. Further, 
the dispute over the Bid Properties was a product of the voluntary 2012 Settlement agreement. 
Because the disputes between the Bid Properties and 2012 Settlement agreement are based on 
commercial transactions, this case falls under I.C. § 12-120(3). All of the Bid Properties are 
commercial properties consisting of the "Smith Chevrolet Property," the "RV Property," and the 
"Outlet Property." Accordingly, this case is on point with, Buku Properties, LLC v. Clark, 153 
Idaho 828, 830, 291 P.3d 1027, 1029 (2012), where the Idaho Supreme Court held a dispute 
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C. Pursuant to the 2012 Settlement Agreement, Stafford is entitled to attorney's fees. 
Both parties agree that the 2012 Settlement Agreement provides attorney's fees for the prevailing 
party so long as the dispute is related to the Agreement. Therefore, the only issue is whether or not 
the dispute at hand is related to the Agreement. 
Woody argues the agreements found by the Court in the issue at hand are new and separate and 
completely distinct and apart for the 2012 Settlement Agreement. However, the entire backdrop of 
this litigation has been the parties' efforts to disentangle themselves one from another and to settle 
their disputes. Any transactions related to this action are simply in furtherance of that settlement. 
The 2012 Settlement agreement outlined a process to divide up the Bid Properties. Whether or not 
certain communications formed a valid contract to divide up the Bid Properties was the main issue of 
this suit. It was only during the communications made between Woody and Stafford in an attempt to 
comply with the 2012 Settlement Agreement that disputes arose and the suit at hand became a 
product of those disputes. Mr. Preston's letter sent on December 20, 2013, was an offer to divide the 
Bid Properties in accordance with the 2012 Settlement. It is the view of this Court that this 
communication made by Mr. Preston and the subsequent response were the catalysts for the issue at 
hand. Accordingly, we find that this suit did in fact fall under the 2012 Settlement Agreement and 
the provision entitling the prevailing to attorney's fees for any dispute "relating to this Agreement" is 
binding on the parties. Consequently, Stafford is entitled to attorney's fees. 
D. The fees and costs Stafford seeks on his Motion for Attorney's Fees are reasonable. 




are unreasonable because the fees associated to vice 
admission of Stanley Preston and Michael Carlston are not in the interest of justice. We disagree. 
Woody makes this claim, while at the same time being represented by counsel from out of state who 
have proceeded with the same pro hac vice procedures. Clearly in hiring his own counsel, he 
thought such fees were in the interest of justice. Accordingly, we find the fees associated with pro 
hac vice admission are reasonable. 
Second, Woody argues the hourly rate sought be Stafford for his counsel is not reasonable. 
Woody bases his claim on the standard rate in the Idaho Falls community. Again given the fact that 
both parties are represented by counsel outside ofldaho Falls, we do not feel compelled to hold the 
parties to the local community standard. Based on the affidavits of Stafford's counsel, this Court 
finds no reason why the rates requested are unreasonable. 
Third, Woody argues the number of hours billed in this matter are unreasonable. Mr. Preston 
testified in his affidavit that Stafford is not seeking attorney's fees for any services performed prior to 
February 26, 2014. In addition, counsel for Stafford have presented very detailed invoices showing a 
description of the tasks performed and the accompanying number of hours worked. Upon review of 
these invoices, there is no evidence that frivolous or unfounded tasks were billed. Accordingly, we 
find the hours billed in this matter are reasonable. 
For these reasons we find the fees and costs Stafford seeks on his Motion for Attorney's Fees are 
reasonable 
CONCLUSION 




IS SO ORDERED. 




Attorney for Plaintiff/Counterclaim Defendant/Third-party Defendant 
Kara L. Pettit 
Michael R. Carlston 
SNOW, CHRISTENSEN & MARTINEAU 
IO Exchange Place, Eleventh Floor 
Post Office Box 45000 
Salt Lake City, UT 84145 
Stanley J. Preston 
PRESTON & SCOTT 
Five Gateway Office Center 
178 S. Rio Grande Street, Suite 250 
Salt Lake City, UT 84101 
Attorney for Defendant/Counterclaim Plaintiff/Third-party Plaintiff 
Michael W. Spence 
Greggory J. Savage 
Michael D. Mayfield 
RAY QUINNEY & NEBEKER P.C. 
36 South State Street, Suite 1400 
P.O. Box 45385 
Salt Lake City, UT 84145-0385 
by 
Ronald Longmore 
Clerk of the District Court 
Bonneville County, Idaho 
Deputy Clerk 
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Michael R. Carlston(UtahStateBarNo. 0577, AdmittedProHac Vice) 
SNOW, CHRISTENSEN & MARTINEAU 
IO Exchange Place, Eleventh Floor 
Post Office Box45000 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84145 
Telephone: (801) 521-9000 
kp'.2vscmlaw.com 
mrc(c?lscm law.com 
Stanley J. Preston (UtahStateBarNo. 4119, Admitted Pro Hae Vice) 
PRESTON & SCOTT 
111 E. Broadway 
Salt Lake City, UT 84111 
Telephone: (801) 869-1620 
sjp'.alprestonandscott.com 
Atton1eysfor P laintiff!Coun /ere! aimDefendan t 
Stcefford L Smith and Third-Party Defendant 
SmithChevroletCo., Inc. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
COUNTYOFBONNEVILLE,STATEOFIDAHO 








WOODRUFF D. SMITH, 
Third-Party Plaintiff, Appellant 
vs. 
SMITH CHEVROLET CO. INC. and 
STAFFWOOD PARTNERSHIP, 
Third-Party Defendants, Respondents. 
I 
REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL 
TRANSCRIPT 
Civil No. CV-2014-1434 
Judge Jon Shindurling 
3 
To Bonneville Court Page 2 of 3 2014-12-18 21 20 41 (GMT) 8018691621 From PSLAW 
TO THE A.BOVE NAMED APPELLANT AND THE PARTY'S ATTORNEY, AND THE 
REPORTER OF THE ABOVE ENTITLED COURT 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN, that Respondents Stafford L. Smith and Smith Chevrolet 
Co ("Respondents') in the above entitled proceeding hereby request pursuant to Rule 19, 
I AR, the inclusion of the follO\ving material in the rcpoticr' s transcript in addition to that 
required to be mcluded by the I.AR. and the notice of appeal: 
The reporter's trnnscript of the hearing held on October 27, 2014 re: Plaintiff Stafford L Smith's 
Motion for Attorneys' Fees and Costs. The court reporter for this hearing was Ma1y Fox. The 
transc1ipthasanestimatedlcngthof 30 pages. 
DATED this 18th day of December, 2014. 
• 7 2 I 
SNOW, CHRISTENSEN & MARTINEAU 
By _________ _ 
Kara L. Pettit 
Michael R. Carlston 
2 




To Bonneville County Court Page 8 21 20 41 (GMT) 18018691621 From PSLAW 
CERTIFICATEOFSERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on December 18th, 2014, I caused to be served a true and 
cotTect copy of the foregoing REQUEST FOR ADDITION.AL TRANSCRIPT, to be delivered 
via facsimile to the reporter of the district court and via first class mail, postage prepaid, 
addressed to the following person(s): 
Michael W. Spence 
Greggoty J. Savage 
Michael D. Mayfield 
RAY QUINNEY & NEBEKER, P.C. 
36 South State Street, Suite 1400 
P.O. I3ox45385 
Salt Lake City, UT 84145-0385 
mspence<Zorqn.com 
gsavage(aJ,rqn.com 
AttomeysforDefenda11t/Co1mterc!aimant Tf1 oodrulf D. Smith 
3 




To Bonneville County Court Page 1 of 5 2014-12-23165612 (GMT) 18018691621 Hom PSLAW 
Kara L. Pettit(Idaho State Bar No. 5276) 
Michael R. Carlston(UtahStateBarNo. 0577, AdmittedProHac 
SNOW, CHRISTENSEN & MARTINEAU 
IO Exchange Place, Eleventh Floor 
Post Office Box 45000 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84145 
Telephone: (801) 521-9000 
kp'.alscmlaw.com 
mrcimscmlavv.com 
Stanley J. Preston ( Utah State Bar No 4119, Admitted Pro Hae Vice) 
PRESTON & SCOTT 
111 E. Broadvvay 
Salt Lake City, UT 84111 
Telephone: (801) 869-1620 
sj!J(a:prestonandscott.com 
A ttomeys for P laintijf/C ounterclaimDefendant 
Stafford L. Smith and Third-Party Defendant 
SmithChevroletCo., Inc. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
COUNTYOFBONNEVILLE,STATEOFIDAHO 




WOODRUFF D. SMITH, 
Defendant/Counterclaimant, 
Appellant. · 
WOODRUFF D. SMITH, 
Third-Party Plaintiff~ Appellant 
vs. 
SMITH CHEVROLET CO. INC. and 
STAFFWOOD PARTNERSHIP, 
Third-Party Defendants, Respondents. 
RECEIPT FOR PAYMENT OF 
TRL\J'i"SCRIPT REQUEST 
Civil No. CV-2014-1434 
J udgc Jon Shindurling 
N . 8 2/ I O 4/ U 09: 7AM 
3 
r o t:1onnev1lle County Court Page 2 of 5 201 2-23 16.56 12 (GMT) 18018691621 From PSLAW Fax 
E 
Pursuantto Rule 19, I.AR., Respondents Stafford L. Smith and Smith Chevrolet Co. Inc. 
("Respondents'') rn the above entitled proceedmg hereby file a receipt for payment of the 
estimated costs for pre para ti on of the following transcript requested on December 18, 2014: 
The reporters transcnpt of the hearing held on October 27, 2014 re: PlamtiffStafford L Smiths 
Motion for /\ttorneys' Fees and Costs. The comi repo1ier for this hearing \.Vas Mary Fox. The 
transcri.pthasanestimatedlengthof 30 pages. 
The receipt for the estimated costs of this transcript is attached as Exhibit A. 
DATED this 23rd day of December, 2014. 
NO. 8 2 
SNOW, CHRISTENSEN & MARTINEAU 
By _______ _ 
Karn L. Pettit 
Michael R. Carlston 
A ttomeysforP laintiff/CounierclaimDefendant 
StafjordL. Smith and Third-Party Defendant Smith 
Chevrolet Co .. Inc. 
2 Receipt for Payment 
21 I 14/ u 9: 7AM 
3 
To Bonneville County Court Page of 5 201 2-23 16 56 2 (GMT) 8018691621 From PSLAW 
R IV 
CERTIFI CA TEO FS ERVI CE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on December 23rd, 2014, I caused to be served a true and 
co1Tect copy of the foregoing RECEIPT FOR PA YIVIE~T OF TR~~SCRIPT REQUEST, to 
be delivered via facsimile to the reporter of the district corn1 and via first class mail, postage 
prepaid, addressed to the fol lowing person( s ): 
NO. 8 
Michael W. Spence 
Greggory J. Savage 
Michael D. Mayfield 
RAY QUINNEY & NEBEKER P.C. 
36 South State Street, Suite 1400 
P.O. Box45385 
Salt Lake City, UT 84145-0385 
Attorneys for DefendanJ!Counlerclaimant WoodruffD. Smith 
3 Receipt for Payment 
1 /2 / 0 / U 09: 
3 
To Bonneville County Court Page 4 of 5 2014-12-2316 5612 (GMT) 18018691621 From PSLAW 
EXHIBIT A 
3 
IV NO, 8 1 / 2 01 / U 9 7AM 
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f 
22, 2014 
To: PRESTON & SCOTT LLC 
ttn: B ando Crowther 
0 
4 
R 0 • Depos t for Pre aration of Reporter's Transc ipt 
Case No. CV-2014-1434 
Capt on: STAFFORD L. SMITH VS WOODRUFF SMITH, ET AL. 
Dear:- Brandon: 
Pursuant to ou conversation, I am sending this ece pt 
to ou to confirm your depos tin the amou t c $97.50, 
made ayab e to me, heck number 1907, to cover the 
estimated cost of the preparation o the court 
reporter's transcript which you have requested in the 
abo e entitled and numbe ed case. 
Sincer:e 
Mary Fox, CSR 
1 



























Mary Fox, R 
ff Cal 
S 01 nth 
Bonnev Cour house 
605 NC pital Ave 
Idaho Falls, Id ho 83402 
(208) 529 1350 Ext. 1194 
E Mai : mfox@co.bonnevil e. d.us 
NOTICE OF TRANSCRIPT LODGED 
DATE: January 21, 2015 
Stephen W. Kenyon, Clerk of the Court 
Supreme Court/ Court of peals 
P.O. Box 83720 
Boise, ID 83720 0101 
SUPREME COURT DOCKET NO: 42751 
DISTRICT OURT CASE NO: CR 2009 14919 
CAPTION OF CASE: 
STATE OF IDAHO VS SHEILA DAWN BEE 
You are hereby notified that a reporter's appellate 
transcript in the above entitled and numbered case has 
been lodged with the District Court Clerk of the County 
of Bonneville in the Seventh Judicial District. Said 
transcript consists of the following proceedings, 
totaling 13 pages: 
1. DISPOSITION HEARING, NOVEMBER 5, 2014 
Respectfully, 
Mary Fox 
CSR 1008, RPR 



























MARY FOX, CS 
Officia Co t Repo er 
Sev nth J d Distri 
Bonn vil aunty Cour hous 
605 N Capita Ave 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83402 
(208) 529-1350 Ext. 1194 
E-Mail: mfox@co.bonneville.id.us 
NOTICE OF SUPPLEMENTAL TRANSCRIPT LODGED 
DATE: February 25th, 2015 
TO: Stephen W. Kenyon, Clerk of the Court 
Supreme Court/ Court of Appeals 
P.O. Box 83720 
Boise, ID 83720-0101 
SUPREME COURT DOCKET NO: 42621 
DISTRICT COURT CASE NO: CV-2014-1434 
CAPTION OF CASE: 
STAFFORD L. SMITH VS. WOODRUFF D. SMITH and related case 
You are hereby notified, pursuant to Court order, 
that a supplemental reporter's appellate transcript in 
the above-entitled and numbered case has been lodged 
with the District Court Clerk of the County of 
Bonneville in the Seventh Judicial District. Said 
transcript consists of the following proceedings, which 
totals 22 pages. The total pages of all transcripts 
lodged in this case by me thus far total 67 pages. 
1. HEARING ON ATTORNEY'S FEES - October 27th, 2014 
Respectfully, 
CC: Distric Court Clerk 
1 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
STAFFORD L. SMITH, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 











Case No. CV 14-1434 
JUDGMENT 
JUDGMENT IS ENTERED AS FOLLOWS: 
The Plaintiff heretofore filed a motion for costs and attorney's fees against the 
Defendant. The court granted the motion and thereupon entered an OPINION AND 
ORDER GRANTING PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR ATTORNEY'S FEES on December 1, 
2014. 
NOW, THEREFORE, based on the applicable law and good cause appearing 
therefor, the court hereby enters the following JUDGMENT against the Defendant: 
1. $78,311.50 for attorney's fees; and 
2. $950.68 for costs: 
For a total JUDGMENT against the Defendant in the amount of $79,262.18, 
effective December 1, 2014. 
JUDGMENT - 1 
1 
of January, 2015. 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I mailed a copy of the foregoing JUDGMENT to the following people on the 
SNOW, CHRISTENSEN & MARTINEAU 
Attn: Kara L. Pettit 
P.O. Box 45000 
Salt Lake City, UT 84145 
PRESTON & SCOTT 
Attn: Stanley J. Preston 
178 S. Rio Grande Street, Suite 250 
Salt Lake City, UT 84101 
RAY QUINNEY & NEBEKER P.C. 
Attn: Michael W. Spence 
P.O. Box 45385 
Salt Lake City, UT 84145 




Michael W. Spence (Admitted Pro Hae 
Greggory l Savage (Admitted Pro Hae Vice) 
Michael D. Mayfield (Idaho State Bar 7857) 
RAY QUINNEY & NEBEKER P.C 
36 South State Street, Suite 1400 
P.O. Box 45385 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84145-0385 
Telephone: (80 l) 532-1500 
Attorneys for Defendant, Counterclaim-Plaintiff and 
Third-Party Plaintiff Woodruff D. Smith 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTIUCT 
COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE, STATE OF IDAHO 
ST AFFORD L. SMITH, 
Plaintiff and Counterclaim Defendant, 
v. 
WOODRUFF D. SMITH, 
Defendant and 
WOODRUFF D. SMITH, 
Third-Party Plaintiff, 
vs. 
SMITH CHEVROLET CO. INC. and 
STAFFWOOD PARTNERSHIP, 
Defendants. 
MOTION TO STAY ENFORCEMENT 
OF JUDGMENT 
Civil No. CV-2014-1434 
Judge Jon Shindurling 
Pursuant to Rule 62(d) the Idaho Rules Procedure Rule 1 
the Idaho Appellate Rules, Defendant, Counterclaim-Plaintiff and Third-Party Plaintiff Woodruff 
D. Smith ("Woody"), by and through counsel, respectfully moves the Court for an order staying 
execution of the Court's Judgment, dated January 29, 2015. 
Under Rule 62( d) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, "[ w]hen an appeal is taken from 
the district court to the Supreme Comi, the proceedings in the district court upon the judgment or 
order appealed from shall be stayed as provided by the Idaho Appellate Rules (LA.R.)." I.R.C.P. 
62(d). Rule 13(a) of the Idaho Appellate Rules in turn provides: 
Unless otherwise ordered by the district court, upon the filing of a 
notice of appeal or cross-appeal all proceedings and execution of all 
judgments or orders in a civil action in the district court, shall be 
automatically stayed for a period of fourteen (14) days. Any fmihcr stay 
shall be only by order of the district court or the Supreme Court. 
I.A.R. 13(a). Woody filed a Notice of Appeal on September 30, 2014, and an Amended Notice 
of Appeal on December 9, 2014 to include this Court's Opinion and Order Granting Plaintiff's 
Motion for Attorney's Fees. This Court entered Judgment related to its Opinion and Order 
Granting Plaintiff's Motion for Attorney's Fees on January 29, 2015, at which point the 
execution of the Judgment was automatically stayed for a period of fomieen (14) days until 
February 12, 2015. Despite that automatic stay period, Stafford filed a Writ of Execution and 
Notice of Attachment to garnish funds from accounts held by Woody on February 2, 2015. As a 
result, $26,774.30 has been garnished from Woody. 
2 
Defendants now move the Court to 
Defendants' appeal is resolved pursuant to 
provides: 
the 
13(b)(l5) of the Idaho Appellate Rules, which 
In civil actions, unless prohibited by order of the Supreme Court, the 
district court shall have the power and authority to rule upon the following 
motions and to take the following actions during the pendency of an appeal: 
(15) Stay execution or enforcement of a money judgment upon the 
posting of a cash deposit or supersedeas bond by a fidelity, surety, guaranty, 
title or trust company authorized to do business in the state and to be a 
surety on undertakings and bonds, either of which must be in the amount of 
the judgment or order, plus 36% such amount. 
I.A.R. 13(b )(15). Woody has caused to be posted with the Court a cash deposit in the amount of 
$71,383.52. That amount includes the amount of the judgment ($79,262.1 minus the 
$26,774.30 that was garnished, which equals $52,487.88, plus ($18,895.64), for a total of 
$71,383.52. A copy of cash deposit is attached herewith as Exhibit A. 
3 
moves the to 13(b)(15), 
for an order staying enforcement the Judgment until Woody's appeal been resolved. 1 
DATED this 24th day of March, 2015. 
RA '(QUINNEY & NEBEKER P.C. 
I 
N1iclui61 W~ Spcncoi 
Greggor/J. s,iv~g~ 
Michael D ... M&yfield 
Attorneys/or Defendant, Counterclaim-Plaint{ff 
and Third-Party Plaintifj'VVoodruff D. Smith 
1 Pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 7 (b )(3 )( C), no brief or memorandum of law in 
support of the instant motion is necessary and accordingly Woody will not file any brief or 
support 
4 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on this 24th day March, 2015, a true and c01Tect of the 
foregoing MOTION TO STAY ENFORCEMENT OF JUDGMENT was mailed, First Class, 
postage prepaid, to the following: 
I31721 lv2 
Michael R. Carlston 
SNOW, CHRISTENSEN & MARTINEAU 
10 Exchange Place, Eleventh Floor 
Post Office Box 45000 
Salt Lake City, UT 84145 
Stanley J. Preston 
PRESTON & SCOTT 
Five Gateway Office Center 
178 S. Rio Grande Street, Suite 250 
Salt Lake City, UT 8410 I 
Justin R. Seamons 
414 Shoup A venue 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83402 
5 

Date: 3/23/2015 nth Judicial District Court - Bonneviiie Cou NO. 00129i0 
Time OU? PM 
& Nebeker PC. $ 71383.52 
and 52/·100 Dollars 
Case: CV-2014-0001434-0C Defendant: Stafford L Smith vs. Woodruff eta!. 
Cash bond: 71383.52 
Check: 10734 Bank: Wells Fargo Bank, NA 
Payment Method: Check 
Amount Tendered: 71383.52 
Deputy Clerk 
Clerk: QUINTANA 
COMMUN!CATlCJN R Iii J L R PORT ( MA 24< 2015 1219PM * * 
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SALT LAKE CITY OFFICE 
PO Box45385 
Sa:t Lal,e City, Utah 
84145-0385 
36 South State Street 
Suite 1400 
Salt Lake City, Utol1 
B4'111 
6"'1 5~:.., 'r-::('.- TE'--
5,J j 'C· i CA., 
SY 
FAG IMILE CONNECTION 
Transmission Cover Sheet 
To; District Co1.,irt of the Seventh Judicial District Fax No.: 208- 529-'1300 
Office No.: (208) 529-1350 
County of Bonneville 
From: Robert Harrington 
Date: March 24, 2015 
Nurnber of Pages (including this 
Message: Attached hereto is a Motion to Stay Enforcement of Judgment in the 
Smith v. Smith matter, case no. CV-201401434, which needs to be filed with the 
Court. If you have any questions, please call rne at 801.323.3409. Thank you. 
l'f you do not receive all the pages, please call (801) 532-1600 and ask for the fax operator (ext. 3452). 
Client Account Number: 79-s,999 
The information lransmitted witt1 this cover sheet is confidential and may be protected 
by !aw as proprietary information. aHorney-cliert ccrff'1unications attorney work 
It is intended for the exclusive cise of the recipient narned above_ 
If you are not tt,e recipient narned above, you are nereby notified that any use, copying, disclosure or 
distribution of the information transm1ttecJ wit11 tt,is cover sheet may be subject to legal restriction or 
sanction, and you are requested to call Rsiy CWinr,ey & Nebeker at (B01) 532-1500 to arrange for the 
return or destruction of the information and all copies. 
& Nebel,;:er flm, offices in Salt Lake Provo, Utah 
ST AFFORD L. SMITH, ) 
) 




WOODRUFF D. SMITH, ) 
) 
Defendant and Counterclaim ) 
Plaintiff/Appellant. ) 
) 
WOODRUFF D. SMITH, ) 
Defendant/ Appellant. ) 
Third-Party Plaintiff/ Appellant, ) 
V. 




ST ATE OF IDAHO ) 
) 









Case No. CV-2014-1434 
Docket No. 42621 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATION 
OF EXHIBITS 
I, Ronald Longmore, Clerk of the District Court of the Seventh Judicial District of the State of 
Idaho, in and for the County of Bonneville, do hereby certify that the foregoing Exhibits were marked for 
identification and offered in evidence, admitted, and used and considered by the Court in its determination 
No Exhibits Reported 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of the District Court 
tA&.vr-1 ( this __ --.; of~,201 .. 












WOODRUFF D. SMITH, ) 
) 
Defendant and Counterclaim ) 
Plaintiff/ Appellant ) 
) 
WOODRUFF D. SMITH, ) 
Defendant/ Appellant ) 
Third-Party Plaintiff/ Appellant, ) 
) 
V. 












Case No. CV-2014-1434 
Docket No. 42621 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the day of ~'.2im4;-I served a copy of the Reporter's 
Transcript (if requested) and the Clerk's Record in the Appeal to the Supreme Court in the above entitled 
cause upon the following attorneys: 
Michael D. Mayfield 
RAY QUINNEY & NEBEKER P.C. 
36 South State Street, Suite 1400 
P.O. Box 45385 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84145-0385 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - 1 
Kara L. Pettit 
SNOW, CHRISTENSEN & MARTINEAU 
10 Exchange Place, Eleventh Floor 
Post Office Box 45000 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84145 
Stanley J. Preston 
PRESTON & SCOTT 
Five Gateway Office Center 
178 S. Rio Grande Street, Suite 250 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84101 
43 
in United States 
CERTIFICATE OJ<' SERVICE - 2 
an 
RONALD LONGMORE 









WOODRUFF D. SMITH, ) 
) 
Defendant and Counterclaim ) 
Plaintiffi' Appellant. ) 
) 
WOODRUFF D. SMITH, ) 
Defendant/ Appellant. ) 
Third-Party Plaintiff/ Appellant, ) 
V. 
SMITH CHEVROLET CO. INC. and 
ST AFFWOOD PARlNERSHIP, 
Third-Party Defendants 
Respondent. 
ST ATE OF IDAHO 












Case No. CV-2014-1434 
Docket No. 42621 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE 
I, Ronald Longmore, Clerk of the District Court of the Seventh Judicial District of the State of 
Idaho, in and for the County of Bonneville, do hereby certify that the above and foregoing Record in the 
above-entitled cause was compiled and bound under my direction and is a true, correct and complete 
Record of the pleadings and documents as are automatically required under Rule 28 of the Idaho Appellate 
Rules. 
I do further certify that all exhibits, offered or admitted in the above-entitled cause, will be duly 
lodged with the Clerk of the Supreme Court along with the Court Reporter's Transcript (if requested) and 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE - I 4 
the Rule 31 of the 
have hereunto set 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE - 2 
Rules. 
RONALD LONGMORE 
Clerk of the District Court 
Court 
By: ___ _, ________ _ 
Deputy Clerk 
